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This thesis examines the impact of early twentieth century physics, particularly the sciences of astronomy and cosmology, on the work of W. B. Yeats, James Joyce and Samuel Beckett. I seek to find and make critical use of the traces of Einstein’s cosmic revolution in the aesthetic and philosophical trajectory of modernism. In the chapters that follow, I examine Yeats, Joyce and Beckett as test-cases for modernist aesthetic responses to a universe that had been newly imagined by scientists. In different ways the new cosmology offers a rich source of imaginative as well as narrative and poetic possibilities for these writers. Moreover, although I discuss their work in separate chapters, I have found many connections between their responses, particularly in terms of the new idealist philosophy that came out of popularisations of the new physics. In this sense my approach also offers new ways of talking about Yeats, Joyce and Beckett in relation to each other.

The opening chapter begins with a history of relativistic science and its popularisation, then moves on to discuss the reception of relativistic science both within modernism and in the wider contemporary culture, reframing modernism in relation to scientific ideas and discourses. I explore aesthetic responses to this science by authors as different as Thomas Hardy and Ezra Pound, with a view to situating Yeats, Joyce and Beckett within this culture and highlighting their greater receptivity to such ideas. The chapter then moves to a specific consideration of the specialised fields of astronomy and cosmology, explaining the major changes wrought by the Einsteinian revolution and preparing the ground for a discussion of their effect on the works of my authors. The second chapter addresses Yeats’s complex engagement with the new physics and its cosmology, reading against naive critical portrayals of him as entirely anti-scientific. The chapter also offers an account of science in relation to a narrative of Yeats’s whole poetic career, moving from discussions of his longing for an alternative to Newtonian physics in his portrayal of the unpredictable stars in the poems of The Wind Among the Reeds to the strange cosmic, astronomical and occult shapes of A Vision and the later poetry. 
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In an era of many cultural upheavals, the early twentieth century saw both a crisis of artistic representation and a crisis of Newtonian physics; out of these revolutions in thought came a new artistic ideal (modernism) and a new scientific language (relativity and quantum theory). In a different epoch, these paradigm shifts in culture might have had nothing to do with each other; however, extensive popularisation of the discoveries of the new physics as well as the willingness of modernist authors to engage with the complexities of these innovations led to a newly imagined cosmos being depicted in fiction and poetry. Fortunately for modernist artists, as Gregory Golley points out in his book on relativity in Japanese modernism, the new physics was surprisingly well adapted to the needs of an advanced literary movement as ‘Einstein’s revolution was both earthly in its consequences and spectacularly avant-garde in style’ (25). 
Even scientists themselves made aesthetic claims for the new physics; for example, as Michael Whitworth points out, the scientist and populariser Arthur Eddington, who was instrumental in testing Einstein’s theory, argued in defence of relativity that its truth value was of secondary importance to its beauty and simplicity, following in the ‘aestheticist line of critical judgement’ (Einstein’s Wake, 131). In fact, later, in the development of new cosmological theories as to the origin of the universe, Eddington disagreed with Georges Lemaître’s ‘fireworks theory’ (eventually renamed the ‘Big Bang Theory’) on aesthetic grounds, preferring a beginning that was not so ‘unaesthetically abrupt’ (The Expanding Universe, 56, my italics). Further, the new physics is repeatedly described by popularisers in terms of a crisis of representation; in New Pathways in Science, for instance, Eddington claims that, in exploring possible approaches to space and time, Einstein and other relativistic physicists had ‘stumbled upon a multiplicity of representation’ and a ‘fluidity of representation’ and that they were ‘very much bothered by it’ (19). Thus, in both modernism and in Einsteinian physics, there was a crisis of traditional representation of the world, both aesthetically and in science, and a sense that the universe might not be ‘realist’ in a conventional sense of the word. (In fact, as we’ll see, a new idealist philosophy came out of the Einsteinian revolution, a philosophy which was embraced by some modernists). For example, in The Mysterious Universe, James Jeans summed up this change in attitude and the epistemological challenge that it offered as follows:

Many would hold that, from the broad philosophical standpoint, the outstanding achievement of twentieth century physics is not the theory of relativity with its welding together of space and time, or the theory of quanta with its present apparent negation of the laws of causation, or the dissection of the atom with the resultant discovery that things are not what they seem; it is the general recognition that we are not yet in contact with ultimate reality (127, my italics).
 
As I will show in this thesis, due to the inherent difficulty and strangeness of the cosmic scale, the disciplines of astronomy and cosmology felt the full effect of this epistemological challenge as the picture of the universe was radically redrawn in relation to relativity theory. The aesthetic potential of this new universe for modernist artists is multifaceted; partly located in its epistemology, partly in its relation to representation and partly simply in its newness and contemporaneousness with modernism. After all, as Gillian Beer argues in her influential introduction to Darwin’s Plots, ‘when it is first advanced, theory is at its most fictive. The awkwardness of fit between the natural world as it is currently perceived and as it is hypothetically imagined holds the theory itself for a time within a provisional scope akin to that of fiction’ (1); we’ve just seen this demonstrated in the kinds of aesthetic claims deliberately made by contemporary popularisers and scientists.
In my thesis I will examine the creative potential that the new physics, especially its anxiety about representation and its epistemology, held for modernism, concentrating upon the area of astronomy and cosmology, which has thus far, as I will show in the opening chapter, been subject to critical neglect. In so doing, I will focus particularly on the work of W. B. Yeats, James Joyce and Samuel Beckett. At quite an early stage in my research I deliberately chose not to seek out a single overarching metaphor, such as Daniel Albright’s ‘poememe’ (Quantum Poetics, 1) or N. Katherine Hayles’s ‘cosmic web’ (10), for the aesthetic engagement of Yeats, Joyce and Beckett with contemporary science, as I felt that these kinds of critical metaphors often lead to too totalising a critical approach and also limit the range of possible explorations available to the project. Literature and science studies that do choose a metaphorical approach can be very enlightening and, for example, Albright’s research into modernist understanding of contemporary physics is particularly thorough; however, the model of a central metaphor being applied to a vast range of different texts seems to be the crux of Charles Altieri’s critique of literature and science (which I discuss in more detail in my opening chapter). Frequently, in such approaches to interdisciplinarity, the complexity and texture of individual artworks is lost, as a writer’s whole oeuvre is mobilised to prove one idea. Sometimes this single idea is problematic in itself and seems arbitrarily chosen. For example, despite her insightful readings of particular authors’ engagement with science, Hayles’s notion of the ‘cosmic web’ is left vague throughout The Cosmic Web: Scientific Field Models and Literary Strategies. In fact, her use of the vast metaphor of the cosmic field seems to form part of a slightly awkward refusal to offer ‘direct lines of influence’ between scientific and literary discourse or to pursue the origins of a writer’s scientific knowledge (22).  
By contrast, I attempt to avoid such methodological pitfalls by using close readings of moments where allusions to the new physics and its cosmology actually appear in the works of Yeats, Joyce and Beckett, in order to develop a network of themes and ideas that inspired them, with a particular focus on portrayals of difficulty, absurdity and desire. If I were to point to a single idea around which the complex ideas that I deal with, both cosmological and literary, are focused, then it would be the strangeness and difficulty of light after Einstein. However, I did not plan my research with this in mind, instead finding it organically in the works themselves, and I have not sought to exaggerate it to the point where it dominates the thesis to the exclusion of other metaphors and ideas. My models for this more open approach are, firstly, Beer, who, in Darwin’s Plots, uses evolution as a conceptual framework for the study of Victorian fiction but does not superimpose a single metaphor upon artistic responses, and, more recently, Holly Henry, who uses Woolf’s interest in astronomy to develop a set of themes surrounding her depiction of the global. I also build on historicist work by Whitworth that addresses the modernist reception of popular science, though with more sustained close readings and a narrower focus on fewer authors and a specific field of physics. Finally, I draw on histories of scientific popularisation such as Peter J. Bowler’s Science for All, in order to explore both the aims of scientific popularisers and the way that modernists differed from other audiences within early twentieth century culture. In essence, in this study I aim to strike a balance among historicist, theoretical and more playful, textual approaches to literature and science.
Before setting out the shape of my thesis, I should first explain that, despite my long-standing interest in Irish Studies, it is largely a coincidence that the three authors that I have chosen to discuss in detail are Irish. Originally I began with Joyce, and Finnegans Wake in particular, and expanded out into Yeats and Beckett because connections to their work kept occurring to me. I believe that the cosmological focus of my thesis and some of my methodological assumptions are equally applicable to other, non-Irish modernists; in fact, I have done similar work on T. S. Eliot, which is forthcoming separately in the Journal of Modern Literature. I considered including Virginia Woolf, but I felt that Henry’s recent book Virginia Woolf and the Discourse of Science, although it does not deal specifically with cosmology, offers a very thorough exploration of Woolf’s interest in astronomy to the extent that her inclusion did not feel necessary. Further, one reason that Yeats, Joyce and Beckett fit into a multi-author thesis quite well is that they were personally and culturally close enough to each other for there to be interesting potential for both influence and strong disagreements. For example, as we shall see in the opening chapter, which aims to offer a far broader introduction to the issues raised by my thesis than is possible here, these three authors had certain kinds of popularising reading in common; all three authors had certainly read some of the major popularising works by Jeans, Eddington and Bertrand Russell, as well as some of the work of Henri Poincaré. More importantly, all three of these authors were deeply interested in astronomy, unlike some other modernists such as Pound or Lawrence. In fact, as Sighle Kennedy reminds us, according to interviews with Beckett by Richard Ellmann, Joyce and Beckett sometimes talked directly about their shared interest in astronomy and cosmology (196-197). My approach in this thesis also offers a challenge to some of the clichés of Irish modernist criticism and to certain assumptions that still pervade Irish Studies to an extent. For example, even in otherwise sophisticated literary criticism, simplistic binary oppositions are often still asserted between these writers, in particular in discussions of Yeats and Joyce, Joyce and Beckett, or Beckett and Yeats; dialogue between their oeuvres is frequently dismissed as mere parody. Of course, it is true that, for example, Beckett sought to clear creative space between himself and Joyce, and that his early works, including Murphy, are frequently irreverent about the Celtic Revival and about Yeats himself​[1]​. However, the second volume of the Beckett letters shows that not only was Joyce frequently in his mind in the years between 1941 and 1956, it also documents a softening of his attitude to Yeats’s work, as he quotes from or refers to many of Yeats’s poems and plays during this period​[2]​. 
Further, despite interesting work that shows a far more complex picture of Irish scientific engagement, such as Terry Eagleton’s discussion of the scientific work of the Catholic chemist Robert Kane in Scholars and Rebels (92-95) and Juliana Adelman’s more recent Communities of Science in Nineteenth Century Ireland, it is often asserted that Irish culture, even twentieth century Irish culture, was anti-scientific due to political complexities and to the majority Catholic culture. Adelman’s work, though focused on the nineteenth century, offers a solid account of both Catholic and Anglo-Irish engagement with popular and institutional science – although science was politicised, it was still culturally significant, perhaps all the more so because of this. Moreover, as Rónán McDonald forcefully points out, ‘The image of the Irish Revival as anti-scientific...has been thoroughly scotched in recent years’ (‘Accidental Variations’, 152), by work such as Gregory Castle’s Modernism and the Celtic Revival and Sinead Garrigan-Mattar’s Primitivism, Science and the Irish Revival. Future work in Irish Studies would ideally extend this area of study into the twentieth century and beyond, as well as into other sciences (both Castle and Garrigan-Mattar only deal with anthropology). For example, Eagleton suggests that ‘there was to be an upsurge in Irish science around the first decade of the twentieth century’ (90). In fact, as this thesis will explore, these Irish modernists were often far more receptive to the new physics than their English or American counterparts, and, moreover, there are many congruities and relationships (whether of influence or cultural coincidence) between these authors’ reactions to contemporary science. 
In fact, although Ireland and its colonial history is not the principal focus of my thesis and I do not overemphasise this argument, I do agree with Andrew Gibson’s claim, in his chapter on science in ‘Ithaca’ in Joyce’s Revenge, that there was naturally more at stake for Irish authors in the overthrow of ‘Imperial’ British Newtonian science (which was often used as part of ‘superiority of civilisation’ arguments) and its replacement with the more European new physics (227-252). This tendency surfaces strongly in these authors’ works at certain moments, as in Yeats’s rebellion against the Newtonian worldview in his early ‘Celtic Twilight’ style, Joyce’s repeated depictions of Newton’s ‘fall’ in Finnegans Wake or Beckett’s parody of Newtonian science as a kind of astrology in Murphy. At the same time, these authors often seem more interested in the aesthetic implications for the overthrow of a materialist cosmology than with political arguments. Moreover, as Gibson points out, there is, at least on Joyce’s part in ‘Ithaca’, a corresponding critique of Irish culture’s failure to fully embrace the new physics: 
Joyce seems determined to wrest a mode of thought, a set of instruments and a collection of discourses from the possession of the English and Anglo-Irish and claim them on behalf of his own culture, whilst rebuking that culture for its lack of Joycean pride and Joycean self-assertion (242-43).

However, there are actually further complexities that Gibson does not acknowledge, in that even though the science being popularised is European, these authors seem to have mainly used, and chosen to use, English popularisations of the new physics, even though other popularisations were available to them​[3]​ — in particular, Einstein’s own popularisation, Relativity: The Special and the General Theory, which none of them seem to have used. Further, although Yeats, Joyce and Beckett have a distinctive response, and perhaps a distinctively Irish response, to this science (for example, their work shows a greater emphasis on absurdity than in that of other modernists), their representations of the cosmos of the new physics often share common images and perspectives with modernists who had not had experience of a semi-colonial situation such as existed in Ireland, including English writers like Virginia Woolf or D. H. Lawrence. This is not to say that their interest in and response to relativistic science is not politically and historically engaged, only that there are wider complexities that would make a fully postcolonial reading of their work somewhat challenging in this particular context.
Moving on to discuss the overall shape of the thesis, after the opening survey chapter my research is more or less chronologically arranged, beginning with the early Yeats and concluding with the Beckett of ‘The Trilogy’. This approach, rather than the more conceptual arrangement which I briefly considered, was necessitated by two factors; first, the gradual growth and dissemination through the 1920s and 1930s of the cosmological science which modernist authors responded to, and, second, my interest in seeing how each author’s response to astronomy and cosmology could become part of a narrative about their individual aesthetic and philosophical development. I also feel that the complexity of each writer’s individual aesthetic response to the science means that they require separate discussion; Yeats in particular, as we will see, due to his vacillations between anxiety and enthusiasm in his reaction to the new physics, requires thoughtful specific exploration. In my opening chapter I will offer an overview, discussing the new physics itself, the means by which it was popularised and the range of modernist responses to its ramifications. The final section of this opening chapter will then move to focus specifically on cosmology. In Chapter 2 I will examine Yeats’s changing relationship with science in the context of the changes in cosmology and astronomy wrought by the new physics. I particularly wished to address Yeats’s work, despite his more complex and even at times resistant attitude to the new physics, partly due to my consciousness that, as John Holmes suggests, studies of literature and science generally pay less attention to verse than prose (4); I was therefore keen to include poetry as a genre in this thesis. It is also fitting that Yeats is dealt with first, since many of the cosmic and astronomical tropes and themes developed by Joyce and Beckett emerge either in relation to or in reaction against this important precursor. Further, as I will explore in more detail, since Yeats was older and so had experienced, and challenged, the heyday of Victorian materialist science and cosmology he had a different reaction to the new physics; although he had longed for something to undermine the Newtonian worldview, when it happened he was simultaneously excited and alarmed by the scale of the changes. Chapter 3 gives a cosmic and astronomical overview of Joyce’s oeuvre from Portrait to Finnegans Wake, while Chapter 4 offers an extended close reading of a passage from Finnegans Wake in relation to astronomical spectroscopy and to the epistemology of the new physics. I then move on to discuss Beckett’s works; in Chapter 5 I focus on the astronomical and cosmic forces of chaos and absurdity in his early novel Murphy, while in Chapter 6 I close with a reading of ‘The Trilogy’ in relation to the metaphor of the strangeness of light and frequent presence of the stars as cosmic tropes in these novels. As I’ve suggested, an interest in the difficult, cosmic light imagined by relativity is often the background to the modernist texts in question and to my discussion of them. 































Relativity and quantum theory both developed from a breakdown of certainty over the theories and conclusions of Newtonian physics. This doubt about Newtonian physics was initially precipitated by surprise over the behaviour of light in the Michelson-Morley experiment. The failure of this 1887 attempt to detect the earth’s motion through the ether caused a serious problem with Newtonian interpretations of the universe. The ether was part of the foundation of Newtonian physics, believed to be a necessary medium for phenomena including gravitation, electromagnetism and the propagation of light. In this experiment, a single source of white light was split, sending two light-signals off at right angles to each other; each signal was then reflected from a separate mirror and returned to its original place: in order to prove an ether wind one of the light signals should have been delayed as it would have been travelling against a current of ether. However, no such delay occurred. This result had several effects: firstly, it led to the emphasis that modern physics came to place upon the speed of light as physical constant; secondly it undermined the concept of the ether; and finally it pointed the way towards relativity, as a possible solution offered was the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction, which postulated that objects and distances contracted in the direction of motion. Albert Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity, announced by his paper ‘On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies’ (1905), reinterpreted the Fitzgerald contraction to apply to space and time, meaning that, as Eddington later explained it, ‘physical space and time are found to be closely bound up with this motion of the observer; and only an amorphous combination of the two is left inherent in the external world’ (Preface, Space, Time and Gravitation). Through the ‘twin paradox’, a thought experiment in which one twin, who stays on earth, and the other twin, who travels at the speed of light, are shown to age at vastly different rates, the public came to understand that two observers moving at different speeds experience time differently. 
Newtonian concepts of absolute space and absolute time are thus proved untenable. This meant that since the observer could no longer claim to experience time and space objectively, scientific objectivity could be attained only through the combination of space and time in a four dimensional continuum. Einstein’s most famous equation, E=mc², is a natural development from this revolution, as motion (specifically the speed of light, represented by c) is built into the relationship of mass and matter with energy. In the General Theory of Relativity, announced in 1915, Einstein expanded his conclusions to include gravity, the cornerstone of Newtonian physics, concluding that gravity is not a force per se, but rather a special form of acceleration which led to an inherent Non-Euclidean distortion or curving of space-time. Space-time is affected to a greater or a lesser degree by the distribution of matter in the universe, as a massive object such as a star can further curve and distort space and time. In fact, in Einstein’s theory there is no such thing as a straight line. Astronomical objects and particles move on curved orbits not because of any external force affecting their movement, but merely because they are following geodesics, which form the natural, shortest pathway in a universe formed of curves. As we will explore later in this chapter, a completely transformed cosmic model arose out of relativity theory.  
Just as the failure of the Michelson-Morley experiment highlighted the need for a new physical theory, quantum physics developed from another problem in Newtonian physics: the mysterious dark lines which marked the light spectra of atoms of different elements. In 1900 Max Planck suggested that this problem could be solved by the quantising of light into discrete packets, taking these dark lines to signify patterns of emission and absorption of energy; this meant that the electrons of an atom were only permitted a certain range of possible energy values, with the dark lines signifying ‘jumps’ between different states of energy. Planck initially saw this as a convenient theory rather than a realistic description of the nature of radiation; however, in 1905 Einstein interpreted Planck’s hypothesis literally and used it to explain the photoelectric effect. The photoelectric event was discovered in experiments in which intense ultraviolet light was shone on electrodes, because the number of electrons emitted was increased but not the amount of energy associated with them. In essence, this meant that particles did behave like discrete packets of energy. The formal adoption of quanta introduced discontinuity into science; and yet this discontinuity is what enabled matter, and thus the universe, to exist. As Jeans later wrote, ‘By prohibiting any emission of radiation except by complete quanta, and by prohibiting any emission at all when there are no quanta available for dissipation, the quantum theory succeeds in keeping the universe in existence’ (The Universe Around Us, 135). Still, quantum theory suggested that both light and particles were more mysterious than previously expected; the next development was in the study of the behaviour of light particles or photons, as the double-slit experiment, in which light is sent onto a screen through a thin plate pierced by parallel slits, proved that light can behave as either wave or particle. The light then produces both an interference pattern (suggesting waves) and is absorbed at the screen (indicating particles). In short, light can be both wave-like and particle-like but neither of these concepts alone adequately reflects its materiality.
As a result partly of the paradoxical duality of light and partly of the problem of describing quantum jumps, complicated mathematics were eventually developed, such as Erwin Schrödinger’s wave mechanics (attempting to remove the quantum jump by imagining that electrons might behave like waves) and Werner Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics (based on probabilities). There was a deep rivalry between these two different languages for describing nature: Niels Bohr, who had developed an important model of the atom, embraced Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics, while Einstein rejected the notion of probabilities and the potential for randomness and discontinuity that matrix mechanics involved, preferring Schrödinger’s wave mechanics​[4]​. Of this tense period in quantum physics, Eddington wrote: ‘It would probably be wiser to nail up over the door of the new quantum theory a notice, “Structural alterations in progress – No admittance except on business”’ (The Nature of the Physical World, 208). Heisenberg’s work became more controversial after he developed his famous Uncertainty Principle (also called the Principle of Complementarity) in 1927, in which he drew a radical epistemological limit to scientific knowledge of the atom; he argued that it is impossible to know both the position and speed of an electron. Only one form of knowledge or the other is possible since: 

a) If an infinitely long train of waves is used to observe the electron, then the observer can specify only its speed, as it can be located anywhere in this long train. 
b) If an infinitely short set of waves is used, then it reveals the precise position of the electron to the observer, but the electron disappears almost immediately, leaving no sense of its momentum.

As a result of this, Heisenberg felt that the properties of an electron could only be expressed as probabilities. Einstein and Bohr debated the uncertainty principle for many years; Einstein believed that this uncertainty is a reflection of our ignorance of some fundamental aspect of reality which might be obviated by further discoveries, while Bohr believed that the probability distributions are fundamental and irreducible. However, although some physicists, including Einstein and Max Born, were never fully reconciled to this version of quantum physics, Heisenberg’s work was eventually accepted over that of Schrödinger. (Today the Copenhagen Interpretation of quantum mechanics, which states the general principles of Heisenberg’s and Bohr’s quantum theory, is commonly taught and scientifically accepted). Even before the Copenhagen Interpretation, the unknown and uncertainty were appearing in popularising works; for example, in 1925 Russell wrote that ‘To a request to explain what an electron really is supposed to be we can only answer: It is part of the ABC of physics’ (The ABC of Relativity, 9).
Although both relativity and quantum theory are highly complex, it is nonetheless obvious to us, as it was obvious to contemporary society and to modernist authors themselves, how radical was the change in scientific perspective on the cosmos from the Victorian materialist worldview. As Eddington put it:
It was the boast of the Victorian physicist that he would not claim to understand a thing until he could make a model of it...Nature in building the universe was supposed to be dependent on just the same kind of resources as any human mechanic; and when the physicist sought an explanation of phenomena his ear was straining to catch the hum of machinery (The Nature of the Physical World, 206). 






In this thesis, I confine my discussion as far as possible to popularising books and articles that modernist authors had read (or might plausibly have read). I thus concentrate particularly upon works read by the authors who are my primary focus, W. B. Yeats, James Joyce and Samuel Beckett, and upon the most well-known and culturally prominent popularisations such as those of Eddington, Jeans and Russell. The most important publications of this period were: Eddington’s Space, Time and Gravitation (1920), The Nature of the Physical World (1928), The Expanding Universe (1933); Jeans’s The Universe Around Us (1929), The Mysterious Universe (1930) and The New Background of Science (1933); and Russell’s The ABC of Relativity (1925). These works attempted to communicate revolutionary changes in science to a contemporary readership without mathematical training, through extended metaphors and thought experiments, diagrams and photographic plates and analogies with literary works (allusions to Gulliver’s Travels or Alice in Wonderland proved particularly useful). Newspapers and periodicals also produced shorter scientific popularising articles in a similar vein, sometimes by the same authors; however, these articles were most often linked to key scientific events, such as the 1919 eclipse expeditions, or Einstein’s Nobel Prize, and so did not offer the same level of scientific detail as popularising works.
Nonetheless, it is difficult to determine how complete an understanding of the new physics modernists would have acquired from popularising works, newspapers and periodicals; this is particularly true in the case of quantum physics (relativity was popularised far more quickly), largely due to the controversy surrounding matrix mechanics and wave mechanics. Although, for example, Eddington’s The Nature of the Physical World (1928) provides full interpretations of the contemporary state of quantum physics, his explanation is presented as provisional and fluid, unlike his accounts of relativity earlier in the same book. It was not until the late 1920s and early 1930s that coherent popular accounts of quantum physics were published; moreover, none of the scientists of quantum physics achieved the celebrity status of Einstein​[5]​. 
Even popularisation of relativity happened much more slowly than it might have done. Although the Special Theory of relativity was formulated in 1905 and the General Theory in 1915, the combination of the First World War and a lack of experimental proof meant that the theory was not disseminated outside the scientific community until after the eclipse expeditions in 1919. These expeditions, led by Eddington, to Brazil and West Africa to take photographs of the stars during an eclipse of the sun were undertaken in order to test the assumption of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity that star-light would be bent by the sun’s gravitational field to a much greater degree than predicted by Newton. The proof of this theoretical test vindicated Einstein’s gravitational theory that space was curved in the presence of matter: as predicted, the bending of the light was not the result of a force but rather it followed a geodesic, the shortest course through a curved four-dimensional universe. This observational proof of Einstein’s theories gave impetus for popularisation, quickly strengthened by further proofs such as the spectroscopic discovery of the displacement to the red of dense stars, proving a relativistic time dilation. A fuller explanation of the role of spectroscopy in the dissemination of relativity will follow in a later chapter on spectroscopy in Finnegans Wake.
As has been described by Whitworth in his comprehensive essay, ‘The Clothbound Universe’, from 1919 there was a rush to explain the new theory, inaugurated in 1920 by Eddington’s Space, Time and Gravitation, which, though not a bestseller, still went through four impressions between 1920 and 1923, and Einstein’s own Relativity: The Special and The General Theory. By 1921, according to a special issue of Nature on relativity, nearly a thousand books, pamphlets and papers were in print (‘Clothbound Universe’, 53) and new books continued to be published into the 1930s and beyond. Jeans, Eddington and others also made popular BBC radio broadcasts about the new physics. Apart from the works of Jeans and Eddington, which seem to have been known to all the major modernist authors and many other contemporary intellectuals, research conducted by Whitworth, Albright and others, has shown that key texts used by modernist authors included the works of the French physicist Henri Poincaré (Beckett, Joyce and Yeats); Lyndon Bolton’s An Introduction to the Theory of Relativity (Yeats); Russell’s The ABC of Relativity (Yeats, Joyce, Eliot and, very probably, Woolf) and Alfred North Whitehead’s Science and the Modern World (Yeats, Stein and Woolf). To these I would add A. V. Vasiliev’s Space, Time and Motion, which was drawn upon by Yeats and which is referenced in his essay ‘Bishop Berkeley’ (Essays and Introductions, 401). J. W. Dunne’s more unusual quasi-scientific works influenced by the new physics, An Experiment with Time (1927) and The Serial Universe (1939), were also read by Yeats, Joyce, O’Brien and perhaps Eliot​[6]​. Another means of accessing information about the new physics was through periodicals; Whitworth points out the popularisation of relativity by J. W. N. Sullivan in periodicals such as the Athenaeum​[7]​, while Jeff Drouin discusses early articles informed by relativity in The Egoist and The Little Review. 
Many of these different types of popularising works, although they explained the new physics, also capitalised on its difficulty, since, as Henry points out, public interest in this science was associated with its tantalising obscurity and ‘part of Einstein’s popularity was born of sheer confusion’ (28)​[8]​. In this sense, the contemporary reader’s experience of popularisations of the new physics and their experience of modernist literature may be connected both through difficulty and through the didactic potential of such difficulty. For example, Alistair Cormack suggests of Yeats’s A Vision that ‘We are in a process of being taught to read the work as we proceed through it’ (138), and this is equally applicable to other works such as Ulysses or The Cantos, just as Eddington in the opening of The Nature of the Physical World suggests that slowly adjusting to the symbols which must be used in the new physics is like a child gradually learning to read for the first time. As Beer suggests in ‘Eddington and the Idiom of Modernism’, Eddington’s scientific popularisations ‘train the reader in how to read modern physics: trust themes not objects, form not substance, and incommensurable narrative not single stories’ (312). However, what Beer does not point out is that both modernism and contemporary popularisations of the new physics simultaneously teach readers how to read them and demonstrate that no full and complete reading is possible. Russell shares Eddington’s sense of the importance of difficulty, writing that ‘Ordinary language is totally unsuited for expressing what physics really asserts, since the words of everyday life are not sufficiently abstract’ (The Scientific Outlook, 85); in fact, as Beer points out, Russell actually criticised Eddington for not making his presentation of the new physics more difficult, for not doing full justice to the ‘untranslatability’ of physics (309). Despite this, Russell’s title for his major 1925 book on the subject, The ABC of Relativity, together with the 1923 text about quantum theory, The ABC of Atoms, implies that learning about the new physics is as ‘easy as ABC’ and, perhaps, analogous to a child’s learning of the alphabet.

Modernism and the New Physics

Although modernist studies has so far paid little attention to astronomy and cosmology, there has been plenty of good critical work exploring a more general relationship between modernism and the new physics. For example, Whitworth’s Einstein’s Wake uses metaphors surrounding relativity to explore the reception of the new physics in literary periodicals and the responses of modernist artists to this popularisation. However, Whitworth discusses such a wide range of authors in addressing the culture of modernist science, that, to complement and expand on his work, sustained attention to the creative response of a narrower range of authors seems necessary, which I shall attempt in this thesis. Still, Whitworth is particularly useful in offering a corrective to certain assumptions about the intersection between modernism and quantum theory and to relations between literature and science in general, as he points out that ‘Bohr, Heisenberg, and Schrödinger are often mentioned alongside Einstein as a part of the intellectual atmosphere. However, the 1920s quantum theories appeared after the canonical texts of high modernism’ (xvii). 
There is nonetheless a counter-argument to Whitworth’s; Albright points out in Quantum Poetics, a study that examines how modernist poets appropriated the metaphors of subatomic physics in their search for the simplest building blocks of poems, that elementary quantum physics was, as we have briefly discussed, established in 1900 with Planck’s first formulation of quantisation​[9]​. Further, Whitworth himself has recently shown elsewhere that T. S. Eliot was aware of proto-quantum theory as a result of his graduate studies in the philosophy of science from 1913-1914, when he was introduced to the idea of the quantum and to early statistical mechanics (‘Natural Science’, 338). 
Nonetheless, Whitworth is right to highlight the limits of interdisciplinary interpretations of modernism in relation to contemporary science. Altieri argues in ‘The Concept of Force as Modernist Response to the Authority of Science’ that many critics of literature and science continue to ‘force strong thematic analogies’ onto modernist artworks while ignoring the texture of these works, essentially forcing the art ‘within the straitjacket’ of interdisciplinary interpretation (78-79). It would certainly be unsafe to make too large a claim for the status of the new physics in modernism, particularly if we attempt to explain modernist stylistic innovations or literary works entirely through science. I attempt to avoid some of the dangers that these critics highlight through close reading, attention to the text’s own claims upon its readers and to popular texts which modernists are likely to have read. This sounds like an obvious strategy; however, even an experienced critic of literature and science such as Allen Thiher can give the first chapter of his book the title ‘What the Modernists Knew about the History of Science from Pascal to Heisenberg’, but in fact merely offer us an account of the history of science, not of modernist knowledge or reading. This is partly a wider problem of methodology, as it can be difficult to determine the exact level of modernists’ understanding of this science and at times it is even hard to identify which books they had read, let alone how well they understood them. However, in most cases the question of understanding is not as important a problem as it might appear, as accurate science is not aesthetically necessary; mistakes, misreadings and deliberately idiosyncratic interpretations of the science are often turned to creative effect. 
This emphasis on the value of error or transformation is unsurprising; in her work in literature and science, Beer advocates a model of ‘transformation rather than translation’ (‘Translation or Transformation?’, 81), for transitions from scientific to literary discourse, thereby choosing to examine literary creativity, rather than scientific accuracy. This approach is partly why close reading is such an integral part of this thesis. Fortunately, Beer’s model is particularly applicable to my authors; especially to Joyce and Finnegans Wake, where it is clear that, due to his ‘note-snatching’ method (FW 125.22), he never wished to acquire a fully accurate understanding of the science he was using. Further, Yeats’s use and understanding of relativistic astronomy and cosmology was mainly structured by his own cosmic and aesthetic system in A Vision. Thus, as I point out in the introduction, in this study I divert from other models of intersections between literature and science that take a single over-arching metaphor for focus (for example, Hayles’s ‘cosmic web’ or Albright’s ‘poememe’) or to cultural materialist depictions of the social impact of modernist science (for example, as in Whitworth’s Einstein’s Wake). Although my model of relationships between literature and science is probably closest to Beer’s, I am concerned with the origins of modernist authors’ knowledge of science, whereas Beer subscribes to a model of interchange that does not necessarily seek to identify sources​[10]​. Instead, I largely confine myself to a discussion of how and where actual allusions to contemporary astronomy and cosmology appear in the works of my primary authors. From a close reading of these allusions I extrapolate a sense of what is at stake in the appeal of the new physics to my authors and how developments in science might have affected the textual universes created by them. In this, my work offers a tailored approach to these specific authors and texts, not necessarily a programme for interdisciplinary interpretation outside of the context of modernism. 
However, although I have chosen to focus on Yeats, Joyce and Beckett, the strategy, and sometimes even the cosmic focus, that I have pursued in relation to these authors is applicable to a range of very different modernists, including T. S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, Virginia Woolf, D. H. Lawrence and Flann O’Brien, and even to those who reacted strongly against relativity such as Wyndham Lewis.  Even a poet of a much older generation, Thomas Hardy, had something to say about Einstein, incorporating him into a light-hearted poem, ‘Drinking Song’, in which he bemoans humanity’s diminished status in the scheme of the universe. Still, as in Hardy’s case, having an opinion about the new physics is not necessarily the same as having an aesthetic response to it; for example, as Whitworth has noted, although an author such as Aldous Huxley often portrays his characters discussing changes in physics, this may have little or no effect on the ‘formal relations’ between narrator and subject matter (‘Within the Ray of Light’, 689). However, Huxley is nonetheless capable of responding to the revolutionary changes in physics more deeply than this. For example, in Point Counter Point, the novelist Philip Quarles imagines a cosmic aesthetic, similar to that which appears in the work of modernist authors such as Yeats, Joyce and Beckett. Quarles imagines that this new approach to representation would allow him to tell ‘the whole story of the universe’, from ‘the spiral nebulae, to Mozart’s music and the stigmata of St Francis of Assisi’ and to ‘produce diaphanousness in spots…so as to reveal only the most humanly significant of distant vistas behind the near familiar object’ (323). Still, ultimately, Quarles fails to achieve this artistic aim and, generally, in Huxley’s work, Einstein is part of the background of the culture he depicts, rather than something with a deeper aesthetic significance.  
Of course, even those authors who did respond creatively to the new model of the cosmos differed in their responses to the debates surrounding contemporary science. Albright emphasises the radical epistemological and aesthetic challenge which the new physics presented, as ‘Einstein seemed to advocate a vision of unsolid and unstable worlds, in which matter existed only in the form of temporary clots of randomly circulating energies’ (Quantum Poetics, 11); while some modernist authors found this cosmos inspiring, others found it irritating, confusing or even traumatic – and some modernists combined these reactions. Despite the connection of Einstein’s work with cubism which later critics of modernism such as Thomas Vargish and Delo E. Mook have suggested, some contemporary authors linked Einstein’s apparent tendency to ‘unrealize the universe’ with then outmoded aesthetics such as Symbolism and Impressionism (Albright, 9) or, in Wyndham Lewis’s case, with the philosophical work of Henri Bergson, which had also become less fashionable. 
 Lewis’s reaction to the new physics is undoubtedly the most extreme; in Time and Western Man, he argues that relativity is a non-Western conspiracy or ‘mystical time-cult’, in which Eastern ‘laziness is the law of Einstein’s universe’ (3). Lewis asserts his own artistic love for space; for the physical, the concrete and the hard-edged, emphatically stating his opposition to what he calls ‘the surging ecstatic chaos which is being set up as an ideal, in place of the noble exactitude and harmonious proportion of the European, scientific, ideal – the specifically Western heaven’ (129). He associates relativity with the work of Bergson and the ‘time-focused’ aesthetic of Joyce and Gertrude Stein. Even more strangely, Lewis links relativity with a nineteenth-century mechanistic worldview (103), in a reading of relativity that is completely opposed to that of scientific popularisers and other modernist artists, even opposed to his own reading of relativity as ‘ecstatic chaos’. Nonetheless, it cannot be doubted that, despite the absurdity and self-contradictory nature of Lewis’s rhetoric and his refusal to explain how exactly relativity might be wrong scientifically​[11]​, he probably had a better than average understanding of what it involved on a scientific level, if not on a social or artistic level. Ironically, this understanding was probably acquired from the same popularising works that he accused of abusing the credulity of the public (104). For example, metaphors borrowed from relativity inform his critique of time in the works of Joyce; he uses a metaphor of temporal dilation to explain the effect of the denseness of Ulysses: ‘The amount of stuff – unorganized brute material – that the more active principle of drama has to wade through....slows it down to the pace at which, inevitably, the sluggish tide of the author’s bric-a-brac passes the observer, at the saluting post, or in this case, the reader’ (108). (However, as we shall see in the third chapter, Lewis’s hostile account of Joyce’s work in Time and Western Man actually inspired Joyce to incorporate the new physics more fully into Finnegans Wake and suggested new temporal techniques for the text). Ultimately, the anxiety evident in Lewis’s work testifies to the cultural impact of the new physics; as Henry puts it, ‘By popular estimation the universe was reeling from the “fall-out” of relativity’ (29).
There are two rather different major accounts of Pound’s attitude to relativistic science; that of Ron Bush, and that of Ian Bell. However, I feel that a combination of these viewpoints takes us closer to the complexity of Pound’s attitude to contemporary science. Bush suggests that Pound was ‘intermittently obsessed with the new physics’ (194). It is likely that Pound’s ABC of Economics (1933) and ABC of Reading (1934), with their often quasi-scientific diction, are reminiscent of Russell’s earlier titles and of the culture of popular science in general. However, Pound’s strong initial interest eventually became, perhaps through the influence of Lewis, a distaste for what he saw as the shapelessness and flux of relativity​[12]​. He wrote that he felt that Einstein had imagined light as ‘a shapeless “mass” of force’, which, Bush suggests, failed to provide him with visual figures like the vortex, which had been so important for his early interest in science (198). It is possible that Pound found Einstein’s unvisualisable four dimensional space-time less well-adapted than earlier science to the literary manifesto, just as Lewis found it ill-adapted to the hard edges of his painting style. However, Ian Bell, in his recent, ‘Ezra Pound and the Materiality of the Fourth Dimension’, on connections between Pound’s work and non-Euclidean geometry, has found muted acceptance of and engagement with the fourth dimension in Pound’s poetry and letters from the 1940s, suggesting a turn back towards the new physics that Bush fails to reference (130-151). For example, the penultimate line of Canto 49 is ‘The fourth; the dimension of stillness’; in a letter to Luigi Berti Pound glosses this line as follows ‘In Dante, above the primum mobile there is the motionless, the sphere which does not turn. I conceive of a dimension of stillness which compenetrates the Euclidean dimensions’ (130). Despite the ‘belatedness’ of this acknowledgement, which Bell points out, he suggests that Pound’s earlier work, including Vorticism, can be related to non-Euclidean geometry (131).  Further, Pound’s influence may have played a part in Yeats’s integration of science into his aesthetic (and eventually into his creation of an aesthetic universe): in his early criticism, as Bell suggests in his earlier work, The Critic as Scientist, he formulates a poetics influenced by scientific disciplines and discourses. These critical essays were written in a period in which he and Yeats were particularly close, when they were spending winters together​[13]​, so it is reasonable to expect that Yeats would have absorbed some of these ideas. For example, as Pound wrote in ‘The Wisdom of Poetry’ (1912), ‘Poetry is a sort of inspired mathematics which gives us equations, not for abstract figures, triangles, spheres and the like, but equations for the human emotions’ (Bell, 38), which sounds like some of Yeats’s later statements in A Vision. Some critics have even suggested that the geometry and cones of A Vision are influenced by Pound’s vortices, since in ‘Vorticism’ (1915) Pound uses the language of analytic geometry as a means of explaining his avant-garde movement.
T. S. Eliot’s reaction to the new physics was less extreme, both less enthusiastic and less hostile than Pound’s, perhaps because he did not share Pound’s investment in figures such as the vortex. Although he does not seem to have had quite the same intense desire for the incorporation of scientific precision into the work of the poet that we see in Pound’s early criticism, metaphors of science are present throughout Eliot’s work, as with the famous image of the catalyst used in ‘Tradition and the Individual Talent’ or the allusion to Lobachevskian geometry in his 1919 essay on Ben Jonson​[14]​. Eliot was probably the first modernist to become aware of relativity, due to his graduate philosophy studies and to his reading of The Monist, a philosophical journal which accepted relativity as early as 1915. Steven Foster’s 1965 study of Einstein’s influence on Eliot, one of the earliest on this topic, points out that a 1916 essay by Eliot, published in The Monist, refers to Leibnitz’s theory of space and time as ‘relativistic’ (78-82), making him the first modernist author to use this word. Whitworth’s recent work on Eliot is very helpful in suggesting ways in which Eliot’s continuing awareness of relativity manifested itself. He suggests that Eliot’s notion of the contemporaneousness of all poets in a ‘tradition’ may be sourced in an understanding of Einsteinian physics (which, as we have seen, he proves that Eliot had early exposure to):
The consciousness of the presence of the past that Eliot mentions in ‘Tradition and the Individual Talent’ has many tangled intellectual roots, but physics was prominent amongst them. Physicists’ discussions of light and its movement provided a point of contact between traditional metaphors of illumination and new thinking in science (‘Natural Science’, 340).
 
In fact, Eliot’s lack of clear distinctions between past, present and future so that all poets are contemporaries is not unlike other manifestations of strange time in modernism, such as Yeats’s Great Wheel in A Vision, where figures from different historical periods exist together in a phase as though they were contemporaries, or in the complex historical simultaneity of Joyce’s Finnegans Wake. This strange, paradoxical time finds its fullest expression in Four Quartets. Similarly, the dense allusiveness of The Waste Land, where the words of poets from different centuries are mingled with Eliot’s own voice, depicts a similar lack of distinction between temporal moments; time in The Waste Land may indeed be a relativistic continuum, since Einstein’s famous visit to England took place in 1921, when Eliot was still hard at work on the poem. As Albright points out, Eliot even commented upon this visit in The Dial in July 1921, albeit in a somewhat ironic tone: 

Einstein the Great has visited England, and delivered lectures to uncomprehending audiences, and been photographed for the newspapers smiling at Lord Haldane. We wonder how much that smile implies; but Einstein has not confided its meaning to the press. He has met Mr Bernard Shaw, but made no public comment on that subject. Einstein has taken his place in the newspaper with the comet, the sun-spots, the poisonous jellyfish and octopus at Margate, and other natural phenomena (9).

Re-examining this passage, one notes that Eliot’s focus is not only on Einstein’s fame, which he views derisively, but also upon his inscrutability and obscurity (in his lectures, in his mysterious smile and even in his response to Bernard Shaw). Further, Eliot’s awareness of contemporary debates about relativity is reflected in his depiction of Einstein’s ambiguous smile being directed at Lord Haldane, who had published an idiosyncratic popularisation called The Reign of Relativity, in which he claimed that relativity supported his own crusade against social and religious dogmatism; despite the light tone here, it is implied that the joke, both Eliot’s and Einstein’s, may be on Haldane.
Eliot’s interest was piqued by relativity; in May 1923 he wrote to Einstein’s most prominent populariser, Eddington, asking if he would be interested in writing for The Criterion (Letters II, 158-159). Eliot was perhaps drawn to the difficulty of the new physics; for example, his later poetic musing, ‘All our knowledge brings us nearer to our ignorance /...Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?’ (‘The Rock’, CP, 151), sounds not unlike Eddington’s admission that ‘we have turned a corner in the path of progress and our ignorance stands revealed before us, appalling and insistent’ (The Nature of the Physical World, 178). However, despite this interest, although his reaction does not reach Poundian levels of disgust, Eliot does display contempt for popular science, if not necessarily for the new physics itself. In ‘Thoughts After Lambeth’ (1931), the post-conversion Eliot displays his knowledge of the popular science of Eddington and Jeans, only to ridicule such ’peeps into the fairyland of Reality’, particularly these authors’ claims for the moral and religious value of their cosmic vision: ‘I feel that the scientists should be received as penitents for the sins of an earlier scientific generation, rather than acclaimed as new friends and allies’ (Selected Essays, 371). At this moment, Eliot’s preference for the new physics over Newtonian positivist science is milder than we might expect. However, ironically, on the following page after his critique of such science, Eliot introduces a lengthy footnote in which he quotes an article from The Times on Einstein’s acceptance of non-static cosmology, proving that he had been following the subject with some interest (348)​[15]​. Moreover, as Benjamin Lockerd points out, only the year before publishing this critique, Eliot personally translated a piece on Einstein by Charles Mauron for The Criterion, an essay which offers the more nuanced perspective that although scientific knowledge should be kept separate from other disciplines, Einstein’s theory allowed for different types of knowledge that Newtonian positivistic science had ignored (235). Lockerd goes on to argue that Four Quartets, in particular, is invested with the notion that Einsteinian physics has overthrown the positivistic universe and that mystery and different epistemological limits are built into this new cosmos (236).
Other figures, like D. H. Lawrence, were much less ambivalent about the new physics, partly because Lawrence mistakenly connected relativity with moral (and sexual) relativism, as he implies in Fantasia of the Unconscious (1922):
I am I, but also you are you, and we are in sad need of a theory of human relativity. We need it much more than the universe does. The stars know how to prowl round one another without much damage done. But you and I, dear reader, in the first conviction that you are me and that I am you, owing to the oneness of mankind, why, we are always falling foul of one another, and chewing each other’s fur (19).

He also goes on to state explicitly the common misapprehension that after Einstein ‘everything is relative’ (138). Despite this misunderstanding, Lawrence’s letters show that in 1921 he read Einstein’s own popularisation, Relativity: The Special and the General Theory (Letters, 4, 30), so this idea may have come from the popular press or even from mere wishful thinking. His response also took the more classically modernist form of appreciation for its difficulty, as in the poems ‘Swan’ and ‘Relativity’:
I like relativity and quantum theories  
 because I don't understand them  
 and they make me feel as if space shifted about like a swan that can't settle,  
 refusing to sit still and be measured;  
 and as if the atom were an impulsive thing  
 always changing its mind (524).  

Further, he implies that materialist and mechanist interpretations of the cosmos have been dismantled by the new physics (this is a view shared by Yeats, Joyce and Beckett, as we shall see):
We are all very pleased with Mr Einstein for knocking that eternal axis out of the universe. The universe isn’t a spinning wheel. It is a cloud of bees flying and veering round. Thank goodness for that, for we were getting drunk on the spinning wheel (19).

Lawrence also includes a whole chapter of Fantasia which attempts to deal with relativity’s effect on cosmology, in which he argues for a new idealist philosophical approach to the universe, stating that ‘The universe is once more in the mental melting-pot’ (114). Nonetheless, it does seem that, perhaps paradoxically, the scientific engagement of Pound or Lewis, who expressed ambivalence and even outright rejection of the new universe, may have gone deeper than Lawrence’s fairly uncritical embracing of its novelty​[16]​. A negative response is still a response, in fact it testifies to the shock and novelty associated with the new physics. Moreover, such a hostile reaction is perhaps just as likely to inspire aesthetic achievements; after all, Edmund Halley’s 1687 ‘Ode to Isaac Newton’ is not great poetry, despite its correct Newtonian science and its rapturous approbation of Newton’s discoveries.
However, some modernists, such as Woolf, O’Brien and the authors that I will discuss in this thesis, found a way to incorporate the new physics in a more subtle and complex manner than Lawrence or other contemporaries, building its insights into the style and content of their fictional universes. Henry’s recent book demonstrates that Woolf’s understanding of astronomy and her fictional perspective was transformed by her awareness of developments in the Einsteinian cosmos. As Henry points out, Woolf was one of the few modernists who knew some of the popularisers of the new physics personally (15), and she also had her own telescope which allowed her to observe the heavens herself. Henry argues that Woolf’s sense of ‘human decentring’ (37) within the vast and expanding universe ‘informed her experiments in narrative form, as well as her radical pacifist stance on human aggression’ (48), leading directly to the decentred novel The Waves (1931), where different human perspectives are harmonised and contrasted. The Waves, written, as Beer points out, at the same time that Woolf was reading The Universe Around Us (‘Eddington and the Idiom of Modernism’, 303), also shows an awareness of quantum physics as characters think about the emptiness of the atom or the strangeness of the behaviour of light. Further, the more difficult and absurd universe of Flann O’Brien’s The Third Policeman, where time is circular, light is distorted and people fuse with their bicycles, is, as Charles Kemnitz has persuasively argued, influenced by relativity theory and quantum mechanics. However, O’Brien’s universe also has its own unique physics, which combines elements of many physical theories. Keith Booker suggests that what was at stake in the new physics for O’Brien was an anti-epistemology, a satire on the Western drive for knowledge: ‘The Third Policeman reflects many of the concepts and concerns of modern physics and philosophy, though its main force is to parody the attempts of such human endeavors to grasp a reality that is ultimately unknowable’ (52). In this, O’Brien’s interest is similar to that of his fellow countrymen, Yeats, Joyce and Beckett, where it is often the difficulty of the new physics and its paradoxical, subversive power that is most useful creatively. 
Finally, this pattern of modernist engagement with the new physics is by no means specific to Anglophone modernism. For example, in a recent study, Gregory Golley traces the similarly dramatic impact of the new universe on Japanese modernism, pointing out that the Einstein universe ‘was celebrated and puzzled over by Japanese poets and intellectuals throughout the 1920s’ (31). For one Japanese modernist author in particular, Miyazawa Kenji, relativity inspired a cosmic perspective comparable to that which it established in the work of Yeats, Joyce and Beckett, but with perhaps stronger ecological and ethical overtones; he wrote that ‘To live justly and strongly…means to be aware within ourselves of the Milky Way Galaxy, and to respond to that awareness’ (169). As Golley puts it, ‘Like many of his modernist contemporaries Kenji proposed a world beyond the purview of any single frame of reference, a world conceivable not as a stable totality, but rather – to borrow the words of physicist Lee Smolin – as an “evolving network of relationships”’ (170). Kenji explained that in his poetry and short stories he was attempting to create ‘a great four-dimensional work of art’. 




Within the broad field of the new physics, two key areas were astronomy and cosmology, which were reinvigorated by relativity and quantum theory. However, these branches of science have been far less studied by critics of modernism, which is surprising since, as John North puts it in The Norton History of Astronomy and Cosmology, ‘The inter-war period was a golden age for the development of an extraordinary number of new and exciting cosmological ideas’ (514). This increased scientific and public interest in cosmology, which will be the primary focus of my thesis and which constitutes its strongest claim to originality, was perhaps due to the fact that the phenomena that Einstein describes are not observable in our everyday world but only on extreme scales, at the subatomic or cosmic level. This meant that those who wished to understand the theory, whether scientist or non-scientist, would have had to embrace a more cosmic perspective. The new physics had an immense impact on astronomy and cosmology, as it led to a new understanding of the universe from the macrocosmic scale of new cosmic models (such as the expanding universe) to the microcosmic scale of the behaviour of stellar atoms and the intricate nature of matter itself. At the same time, as we have seen, the new physics rendered the cosmos more mysterious and elusive, as the safer and more comprehensible Newtonian framework of absolute time and absolute space crumbled. As this happened, it was perceived that materialist interpretations of the universe were no longer tenable and ‘clockwork’ models of the universe gave way to more complex models influenced by the new physics​[17]​. In popularisations such as those of Whitehead, Jeans and Eddington, these models even found a place for a new form of idealism, in which the universe was imagined as a ‘great thought’​[18]​. 
On a more scientific level, aside from philosophical questions, new Einsteinian notions of gravity, matter and the importance of the speed of light for achieving measures of space and time were built into astronomy and cosmology. For the first time in astronomy, theory was emphasised over and above observation: as Eddington wrote, ‘There are no purely observational facts about the heavenly bodies’ (The Expanding Universe, 17), and he pointed out that even the discovery of a new star is not a ‘fact’ in itself, for due to the curvature of light its position must be recalibrated according to relativity theory. In fact, as Friedman and Donley point out in Einstein as Myth and Muse:

Einstein’s propositions about the structure of the universe gave cosmology a new scientific underpinning. Through mathematical deductions from his General Theory, he said that one possibility was that space-time was non-Euclidean, and finite, but without boundaries…Light rays in a finite but unbounded universe travel geodesic lines and eventually return from the opposite direction to their source (63). 

The universe was thus imagined as curved back upon itself, re-entrant and taken to be either spherical or cylindrical, with greater curvature and irregularity in areas of dense matter.
 Cosmological debates were particularly heated in the period from 1925 to 1935, as the initially static cosmic models developed by Einstein and Willem De Sitter were proven to be flawed or unstable, giving way to models by Aleksandr Friedmann and Lemaître that suggested an expanding universe. At first Einstein would not accept these non-static models, but he eventually accepted the hypothesis when spectroscopic evidence showed that the most distant stars in the universe were in fact receding from us (which was observable through a displacement to the red end of the spectrum in their light). Even Eddington admitted shock at this notion of a fugitive universe that was growing away from us: 

It is perhaps in keeping with the universal change we see around us that time should set a term even to the greatest system of all; but what is startling is the rate at which it is found to be melting away. We do not look for immutability, but we had certainly expected to find a permanence greater than that of terrestrial conditions. But it would almost seem that the earth alters less rapidly than the heavens (Expanding Universe, 14). 

New interpretations of the moment that the universe began also arose in Lemaître’s notion of the Big Bang theory​[19]​, which argued that the universe expanded out from the explosion of a primeval atom. Lemaître explained the theory using the metaphor of ‘the Cosmic Egg exploding at the moment of the creation’ (705). As we will see in further chapters, the notion of the expanding universe, theories as to the originary moment of the universe and the metaphor of the cosmic egg piqued the curiosity of modernists including Yeats, Joyce and Beckett. Although here I have only offered a vastly simplified account of this science, since there were many rival cosmologies, both respected and controversial, the early Einstein and De Sitter models, followed by the Friedmann-Lemaître ones, were the main cosmologies that were fully popularised and which would thus have reached a non-scientific audience including modernist authors.
Aside from these developments in cosmology, the new physics also revitalised astronomy, leading to a greater understanding of the way that vast masses such as the stars affect astronomical time. New notions of gravity also allowed a greater understanding of astronomical objects such as binary stars, constellations and star clusters, nebulae (particularly the spiral nebulae, which in 1926 were actually proved by Edwin Hubble to be separate galaxies) and black holes (which were predicted by General Relativity)​[20]​. Technological developments in spectroscopy and telescopes, such as the development of the Hooker Telescope based at Hubble’s observatory, Mount Wilson, also fuelled scientific knowledge of, and public interest in, astronomy. In fact, as Henry points out, public interest in astronomy was so intense that special trains had to be arranged for a 1927 eclipse of the sun (19). A more detailed understanding of the lives and deaths of stars was also disseminated in works such as Jeans’s Astronomy and Cosmogony, including how stars are formed, how they generate their energy and their eventual collapse and explosion. Popularising works also used the Einsteinian notion of the importance of the speed of light to convey a new sense of the vastness of the universe. As Whitworth points out, this image of light travelling through space was crucial for popularisers attempting to explain and encourage their readers to visualise the size and shape of stars, the galaxy and the universe, with its various conflicting models (‘Within the Ray of Light’, 694). For example, Jeans writes that we may better appreciate the size of the universe by contrasting the journey of a ray of light through space-time with the human journey through history: 

We may apprehend it better if we reflect that the light by which we see the cluster started on its long journey from it to us somewhere about the time when primeval man first appeared on earth. Through the childhood, youth and age of countless generations of men, through the long pre-historic ages, through the slow dawn of civilisation and through the whole span of time which history records, through the rise and fall of dynasties and empires, this light has travelled steadily on its course...and it is only just reaching us now. And yet this enormous stretch of space does not carry us to the confines of the universe; we shall now see that in all probability it has barely carried us to the confines of the galactic system (The Universe Around Us, 63-64).

Further, the various thought experiments involving ‘tricks’ that light could play on the observer in a relativistic universe caught the public’s attention, as well that of modernist artists. For example, in The Expanding Universe, Eddington refers to the ‘theory of ghosts’ (76), explaining that in a perfectly spherical universe the ghostly images of stars that had been dead for millions of years would live on through the image created by their light, making them all but indistinguishable from ‘true’ stars. (As we will see in the next chapter, this theory was particularly interesting to Yeats). It was also possible that in such a universe light might circulate so that you could see yourself from behind, or at least what was in the space occupied by you millions of years ago​[21]​, or that an observer on a sufficiently distant planet viewing earth might see, depending upon the distance, instead of a moment more contemporary to us, the battle of Waterloo or dinosaurs. (Joyce made use of both of these ideas in Finnegans Wake). In comparison to the Newtonian universe, the relativistic universe was thus both expanding, and therefore more dynamic than older models, but also more circular, and thus more ghostly, potentially filled with images of the past. 










The conjunction of W. B Yeats and the new physics, perhaps even of Yeats and any science, may seem a strange one given the poet’s predilection for the occult, the magical and the irrational. Although the image of Yeats as implacably hostile to science has become pervasive in criticism, as a child and up to his early manhood he possessed a passionate interest in science. Stephen Coote, in his biography of Yeats, emphasises that at school he was considered to show an ‘exceptional ability’ in mathematics and the natural sciences; his father believed that he would prove to be a scientist (28-29). In Yeats’s Autobiographies, he depicts his young self as a reader of Darwin, Haeckel and Huxley, a collector of butterflies and with his own theory ‘as to the colour of the sea-anemone’ (56-60). He also presents himself confronting a ‘pious geologist’ (60) with the fact of evolution by means of his knowledge of fossils​[22]​. Unfortunately, critics have usually taken Yeats at his word that he eventually conceived a ‘monkish hate’ (82) for science and not taken into account that this hatred was mainly confined to Victorian science, nor have they interrogated possible connections between his occult work and non-Victorian science. Later in his career, Yeats found much of his own aesthetic worldview and resistance to materialism mirrored in the new physics and the sciences of relativity and quantum theory. Although many aspects of Yeats’s work could be emphasised in the light of this interest in science, in this chapter I will concentrate upon his portrayals of the stars, which provide a key image of Yeats’s cosmos. 
We can see the creative power of the stars particularly powerfully through a study of Yeats’s whole career; the stars are key images in his early work (1889-1907), but disappear in the realist phase of work that we call ‘middle Yeats’ (1912-1921), only to re-emerge as part of the spectacular late flowering associated with the Vision project (1921 onwards). Thus, the stars are crucial at moments when Yeats was most concerned to destabilise materialist science; in his first challenge to Victorian materialism and later, when he read scientific popularisations of the new physics and, as I shall argue, realised that they supported much of his own aesthetic worldview. The stars are also, as we will see later, crucial to the development of Yeats’s own cosmic system in A Vision. Moreover, his realist middle phase, associated with his decisive loss of Maud Gonne as muse and with the abandonment of his Celtic Twilight style, seems to be predicated on the absence from his work of the stars and their desiring, cosmic perspective. For example, there is not even a passing reference to the stars in The Green Helmet (1912), the first collection of the middle phase, while in The Wind Among the Reeds (1899) the stars are mentioned directly twelve times (and their presence is implied even more frequently). In the Seven Woods (1904), the transitional collection, contains only two references to the stars; one direct, in the poem, ‘Adam’s Curse’, and one implied, in the title poem, where the ‘Great Archer’ (73) seems to be the constellation Sagittarius. However, neither of these star references has the difficult, rich force of those in earlier collections. In his biography of Yeats, Roy Foster emphasises the difficulty of the poems in The Wind Among the Reeds, or what he calls their ‘flamboyant obscurantism’ (216). These poems have become so familiar to modern readers that they do not always seem difficult; however, Foster emphasises that, though the book was generally well-received, contemporary reviews of the collection suggested that Yeats was engaged in a deliberate search for poetic obscurity (217). The stars seem deeply involved in the difficulty of these poems as although they are beautiful and frequently linked with desire, they are usually a disruptive influence, bringing doubt, pain and destruction into the world of the poem.


‘The Unlabouring Stars and You’ (CP, 63): Apocalyptic Stars in the Early Poetry.

Visions of the stars are crucial to Yeats’s aesthetic from the very beginning of his career. In fact, the epigraph to the first collection of poetry that Yeats published, Crossways, is a quotation from Blake that powerfully links the stars with a mystic view of human life: ‘The stars are threshed, and the souls are threshed from their husks’​[23]​. In Yeats’s early poetry, references to the stars might seem part of a romantic appreciation of nature (after all, much later, in ‘Coole Park and Ballylee, 1931’, Yeats calls himself one of the ‘last romantics’ (Collected Poems, 252)) or simply as part of a set of traditional images used in love poetry. They might also, perhaps with more reason, be seen as part of the mystical backdrop with which we associate his aesthetic. However, these stars, particularly in the poems from The Wind Among The Reeds (1899), which we will discuss in detail, are actually much stranger than it appears at first, doing a great deal of poetic and imaginative work in their own right. They are far from the standard poetic backdrop and are often the focus of the poem; however, surprisingly, Yeats criticism has yet to address the importance and unusual nature of these sidereal visions. 
While the stars in Yeats’s early work are perhaps not influenced directly by science in the same way that I will suggest his later work is, Barton Friedman argues that in the poems of this collection and in much of his other early work, ‘Yeats is partly conducting a campaign of subversion against nineteenth-century scientific materialism’ (77). Although Friedman briefly discusses the stars, he does not seem aware that they carry much of the force of Yeats’s subversive campaign. These astronomical visions of the stars are associated with an anti-rationalist, anti-materialist drive which is also connected to Yeats’s interest in the occult, mysticism and Theosophy. This is often not a rejection of science but rather the attempt to create an alternative science; for example, in Autobiographies he describes some of his early occult activities in a way that suggests astronomy, depicting himself observing supernatural lights by night and, almost like an astronomer, trying to work out the speed of their movement with his watch (78). In fact, in his essay on Yeats and Darwinism, McDonald reminds us that even at his most speculative, Yeats is obsessed with the idea of verification (160). Given Yeats’s interest in mysticism, it would be easy to follow the critical line that the early stars are merely astrological; but if we read more closely we see that these are not the ordered stars of astrology, instead they are disruptive and chaotic, even at times apocalyptic, offering shifts to a difficult cosmic perspective. In fact, these stars sometimes destabilise the meaning of whole poems.
At times Yeats’s stars seem scarcely material, as their mysterious existence is linked with problems of creativity, knowledge and desire​[24]​. The stars are also powerfully linked with the female body, a trope which also appears in the work of Joyce and Beckett, as we will see later. Yeats’s poetic stars are not static images, nor are they governed by Newtonian principles of cause-and-effect: rather, they are characterised by dynamic movement and are given what amounts to a life of their own. For example, they are sometimes given human attributes, as in ‘Who Goes with Fergus?’, which ends with a vision of ‘all the dishevelled wandering stars’ (39), where ‘dishevelled’ suggests a play on ‘comet’ (from the Greek word, kometes, meaning ‘long-haired’). This etymological play suggests a degree of astronomical interest on Yeats’s part. At other times, instead of the stars seeming human, Yeats’s speaker becomes star-like, as in the poem ‘He thinks of his Past Greatness when a Part of the Constellations of Heaven’. Although, as Friedman points out, in these early poems Yeats’s anti-materialism is hampered because he approaches nature ‘from the wrong side of Planck, of Einstein, of Bohr, of Heisenberg’ (78), in his portrayal of the stars we can see a foundation for his later aesthetic interest in the astronomy and cosmology of the new physics. 
In the early poems stars often appear as the backdrop and are frequently compared to human life and human desire. The poems construct a cosmos that is hostile to the poet’s love affair but which is also a mirror of its troubled course. For example, in ‘The White Birds’, a poem from The Rose (1893), the speaker longs for another reality, where he and his beloved become white birds, because ‘the flame of the meteor’ and the ‘blue star of twilight’ have ‘awaked in our hearts…a sadness that may not die’ (37). These images, which represent time and mortality for the speaker, are repeated in each stanza, as the speaker cautions his beloved to ‘dream not’ of the meteor, nor of the blue star, and wishes three times for escape as a white bird. Despite the stars’ disruptive power, the lovers are, unusually, also united by them through their shared will to escape as ‘we’, ‘us’ and ‘our’ are the most common modes of address. Further, the poem also has an exuberantly flowing anapaestic meter, suggesting that the disruptive, chaotic influence of the stars may actually be a liberating influence, both erotically and aesthetically:
A weariness comes from those dreamers, dew-dabbled, the lily and rose; 
Ah, dream not of them, my beloved, the flame of the meteor that goes, 
Or the flame of the blue star that lingers hung low in the fall of the dew: 
For I would we were changed to white birds on the wandering foam: I and you!

The link between the stars and the beating, rhythmic hearts of the lovers may be influenced by Tennyson’s Maud: ‘Beat, happy stars, timing with things below, / 
Beat with my heart more blest than heart can tell’ (XVIII, 244). In the little-known poem, ‘Song of Spanish Insurgents’, from Yeats’s The Wind Among Reeds phase, published in North and South but never collected, the stars beat like a heart (and also like a poem): ‘the pulse and beat of a star’ (Kelly, 179-181).
In the later poem ‘Maid Quiet’, which we will later discuss in more detail, the girl with the ‘russet hood’, leaves the speaker full of cosmic desire, as ‘The winds that awakened the stars / Are blowing through my blood’ (66).  In other poems the disruptive energy of the stars embodies both a desire for knowledge and for the heavenly body of a woman; thus, ‘In the Song of Wandering Aengus’, Aengus’s vision of a ‘glimmering girl’, occurs when ‘white moths were on the wing/ and moth-like stars were flickering out’ (55), while after this encounter the poem becomes a quest for knowledge. This knowledge exists both in the body of the ‘glimmering girl’ and in celestial bodies, in ‘The silver apples of the moon / The golden apples of the sun’ (56); these cosmic apples suggest the tree of knowledge and Eve’s sexual and epistemological temptation of Adam. 
 	However, the most striking occurrences of stars in Yeats’s early poems are the apocalyptic endings of poems, which are a particular feature of The Wind Among the Reeds​[25]​. Friedman has suggested that these poems are characterised by what he calls ‘dissolving surfaces’, as ‘material surfaces seem to dissolve before the personae’ (60). For example, he emphasises the poem, ‘He Remembers Forgotten Beauty’, where beauty fades even as the speaker attempts to embrace it: ‘When my arms wrap you round I press / My heart upon the loveliness / That has long faded from the world’ (58). However, as I’ve suggested, Friedman fails to point out that it is usually the stars that ‘dissolve’ in these poems as the heavens repeatedly threaten to become immaterial, often in response to the expressed desire of Yeats’s speakers. Moreover, though some Yeats critics, such as Stephen Putzel and Roy Foster, have emphasised the role of apocalypse in the early poetry, they have not pointed out that it is primarily an astronomical, cosmic apocalypse, and not necessarily even a mystic one, that these poems imagine. For example, Foster explains this imagery in relation to the millennialism which ‘was widely prevalent in Yeats’s circle’ (I, 162) and which undoubtedly played a part in Yeats’s construction of these apocalyptic moments. He points out in the same passage that ‘Blavatsky had prophesied that the world would pass from a cycle of materialism into a cycle of spiritual growth some time in 1897’. Also potentially important was Victorian anxiety about the change of century; after all, Yeats published the collection in 1899, on the verge of a new epoch. However, as we shall see, neither millennialism, nor historical change, adequately explains the crucial role of the unstable and difficult stars in these apocalyptic moments.
Even in a poem like ‘The Song of Wandering Aengus’ we see that ‘moth-like stars were flickering out’ when Aengus has his vision: this links them with moth-like whiteness, but, combined with their ‘flickering’ (55), also suggests that the stars may be just as short-lived and vulnerable as moths. Yeats’s emphasis on the stars’ vulnerability may be sourced in the contemporary science of entropy, which, as we will later discuss, emphasised the mortality of the universe. More obviously apocalyptic moments occur in poems such as: ‘The Secret Rose’, ‘He Hears the Cry of the Sedge’, ‘He Tells of the Perfect Beauty’, ‘The Valley of the Black Pig’ and ‘He Wishes his Beloved Were Dead’. Each of these poems closes with an image of the end of time, figured through the stars disappearing or falling out of the sky. So, in ‘He Hears the Cry of the Sedge’, the lover is told by the wind that
Until the axle break
That keeps the stars in their round
And hands hurl in the deep
The banners of East and West
And the girdle of light is unbound
Your breast will not lie by the breast 
Of your beloved in sleep (63).

Elsewhere, in ‘He Wishes his Beloved Were Dead’, the tormented speaker imagines the death of his beloved as the only escape from his passion. However, he is torn between the traditional elegiac trope of stellification, as the woman’s hair is a cosmic force, ‘bound and wound / About the stars and moon and sun’, and more apocalyptic imagery, as he twice imagines her death occurring ‘when lights were paling out of the West’ (68). These apocalyptic moments do not just relate to sexual desire but are also linked with the desire for cosmic knowledge, just as ‘The Secret Rose’ closes by asking the eroticised, quasi-Rosicrucian, rose of cosmic secrets: ‘When shall the stars be blown about the sky / Like sparks blown out of a smithy, and die?/ Surely thine hour has come, thy great wind blows, /Far off, most secret and inviolate rose?’ (66)​[26]​. Interestingly, the death of the stars is compared to sparks being blown out of a smithy, suggesting that something is being created as a result of this destruction, just as poetic creativity is predicated upon astronomical catastrophe. Thus, the stars are frequently linked with song and thus with lyric creativity: in ‘The Cap and Bells’ the ideal female sings a ‘love-song / Until stars grew out of the air’ (52), while in the much later poem ‘A Prayer for My Son’ Yeats imagines Christ teaching ‘the morning stars to sing’ (180). Further, cosmic apocalypse is constantly linked with the aesthetic; for example, the speaker of ‘He Tells of the Perfect Beauty’ laments art’s inability to convey both the perfect beauty of his idealised beloved and of the stars: 
The poets labouring all their days
	To build a perfect beauty in rhyme
 	Are overthrown by a woman’s gaze
And by the unlabouring brood of the skies:
Therefore my heart will bow, when dew
Is dropping sleep, until God burn time
Before the unlabouring stars and you (63).

In contrast with the later Yeats’s emphasis on the circularity of time, in The Wind Among the Reeds the difficulty of knowledge, desire or creativity is often so extreme that the only possible solution to the speaker’s predicament and, crucially, to the poem itself, is for time to end and the universe to be dissolved. However, although they seem to offer this desperate solution, the stars rarely clarify the poem, rather their presence brings darkness, mystery and the immaterial; these astronomical endings actually refuse to provide closure. In fact, despite their frequent presence at the end of poems, Yeats usually places them at the centre of the poetic line, even in his later poetry, rarely rhyming on them or placing them at the end of the poem, implicitly suggesting that the stars are the difficult, mysterious heart of these poems. (This trope of the stars bringing darkness and difficulty would continue into Yeats’s late poetry, as in ‘Two Songs from a Play’, where we read, ‘The Babylonian starlight brought / A fabulous formless darkness in’ (220)). A further apocalyptic poem deliberately links the speaker’s frustrated love for his beloved with celestial catastrophe through the cumbersome, perhaps even semi-parodic, title: ‘He mourns for the Change that has come upon him and his Beloved and longs for the End of the World’. In this poem, the speaker is in a terrifying landscape of suffering and frustrated desire (in fact, the original title of the poem was ‘The Desire of Man and of Woman’), where he is changed into a hound (suggesting a desiring pursuit) by a man with a hazel wand (Aengus, the Irish god of love). Time is altered and accelerated in this landscape of desire as ‘Time and Birth and Change are Hurrying By’, allowing the speaker to hope for a vision of the end of the world: 
I would that the Boar without bristles had come from the West
And had rooted the sun and moon and stars out of the sky
And lay in the darkness, grunting, and turning to his rest (57).
 
In a note to his Collected Works, Yeats explicitly connects the apocalyptic Boar with cosmic darkness: ‘I have made the boar without bristles come out of the West, because the place of sunset was in Ireland...a place of symbolic darkness and death’ (note to CP, 466).
The short poem ‘The Moods’ suggests a connection between Yeats’s apocalyptic poetic endings with time and astronomical entropy:
Time drops in decay,
Like a candle burnt out,
And the mountains and woods
Have their day, have their day;
What one in the rout
Of the fire-born moods
Have fallen away? (52).

Here, the burnt-out candle suggests the burning out of the stars and also, as Friedman briefly suggests, ‘the apparently inexorable force of entropy in the physical world’ (74). The reference to things ‘falling away’ and to ‘decay’ suggests an entropic running down of the universe, which, theorised in the Second Law of Thermodynamics, was a common fear surrounding late nineteenth-century science. Popularisers explained entropy by suggesting that high level energy may suffer an irreversible ‘fall’ into lower level energy; thus, light may ‘fall’ to become heat, but cannot become light again. For example, Robert Ball in The Story of the Heavens (1885) includes a chapter entitled ‘The Astronomical Significance of Heat’ which speculates as to whether the sun might be cooling; this way of explaining entropy persisted, and, much later, Jeans’s The Universe Around Us (1930) also explains this entropy in terms of a ‘fall’, since in energy ‘there are upward and downward directions of change...the downward journey is easy, while the upward is either hard or impossible’ (326). Although this idea came from developments of a Newtonian scientific model, entropy offered a different conception of the universe to the clockwork model, suggesting an unstable universe which was constantly flowing away from us. In her book on Thomas Hardy’s use of astronomy, Pamela Gossin emphasises the increasing sense of instability and process in the universe during the fin de siècle period, which spread from science into the literary realm: for example, she quotes Hardy’s 1891 notes on the poet and critic John Addington Symonds, who remarked that ‘All things are in process...the whole universe is literally in perpetual Becoming’ (109). Yeats frequently depicts the universe of The Wind Among the Reeds in a way reminiscent of scientific discussions of entropy: ‘time and the world are ebbing away / In twilights of dew and of fire’ (65) and ‘time and the world are ever in flight’ (55)​[27]​. Yeats also suggests in a note to ‘The Valley of the Black Pig’ that part of its meaning depends upon ‘the battle of all things with shadowy decay’ (Variorum Poems, 810). Elsewhere in these poems the stars are also linked with time. For example, in ‘The Song of the Old Mother’ the stars reflect human ageing and decay, while in ‘A Poet to his Beloved’, the beloved’s heart is full of the star-like ‘pale fire of time’ (59). The stars also seem to allow a kind of time-travel as the speaker repeatedly gains a vision of the end of the world through them. 
In fact, time goes backward as well as forward in Yeats’s early phase, as we might argue that the stars are connected with Yeats’s revival of the Irish past, which is after all a kind of aesthetic time-travel; the Yeatsian phrase ‘Celtic Twilight’, suggests a connection between his aesthetic and different forms of light. In Yeats’s later poetry, connections between the stars and time are equally important, as in the poem ‘An Image from a Past Life’, although in the post-Vision poems the stars are more associated with circular time instead of the apocalyptic time that we see here. In these poems, Yeats’s choice of an immaterial, unstable cosmos is reflected in his wish to emphasise ‘wind’ (even in the title of the collection); wind is an invisible, immaterial and temporal force and in these poems it is predominantly an astral, cosmic presence. Moreover, the trope of the wind suggests the Aeolian harp, implying a potential abdication of control on the part of the poet in favour of the wider universe; the music of the Aeolian harp, however harmonious, is random, even chaotic. This cosmic wind appears in several of the poems; for example, the speaker of ‘The Secret Rose’ asks, ‘When shall the stars be blown about the sky / Like sparks blown out of a smithy, and die? (66), while in ‘Maid Quiet’ the speaker thinks, ‘The winds that awakened the stars / Are blowing through my blood’ (66). Further, we can see from the published manuscript facsimiles that in its draft phase ‘Maid Quiet’ was originally planned to be another poem of cosmic apocalypse: 
O, where is our Mother of Peace
Nodding her purple hood?
For the winds that awakened the stars
Are blowing through my blood
I would the pale deer had come 
From Gullion’s place of pride
And trampled the mountains away
And drunk up the murmuring tide
For the winds that awakened the stars 
Are blowing through my blood
And the Mother of Peace has forgot me
Under her purple hood (Holdsworth, 159-161).

The notion of an extraterrestrial wind could be sourced in contemporary astronomy, which had proved a link between winds on earth and the action of the sun: in The Story of the Heavens Ball discusses links between our weather and the wider universe, as the wind becomes a cosmic force (220). However, perhaps more interestingly, the notion that the stars and humanity might share a common origin, as Yeats implies by suggesting that ‘the wind that awakened the stars’ is in the speaker’s bloodstream, was current in the period; for example, we find a similar notion in George Meredith’s 1888 poem, ‘Meditation Under Stars’:
So may we read, and little find them cold:
Not frosty lamps illumining dead space,
Not distant aliens, not senseless Powers. 
The fire is in them whereof we are born;
The music of their motion may be ours (530, my italics).

In effect, in apocalyptic moments and even in mere descriptions of the stars, The Wind Among the Reeds depicts a dissolving, chaotic, almost immaterial poetic cosmos that is nearly as precarious and unstable as the human relationship these poems depict. Further, Yeats’s frequent conjunctions of the insignificance of human love affairs with the vastness of the stars and with the supreme catastrophe of the end of the universe creates a problem of perspective in these poems. At times, problems in these lovers’ relationship can supposedly cause a cosmic imbalance. Later, in Joyce and Beckett, as we will see, similar perspectival problems create absurdity as the unimportance of human life is acknowledged; however, in Yeats absurdity is potentially rather than explicitly present, as in the apparent disjunction of the title, ‘He mourns for the Change that has come upon him and his Beloved and longs for the End of the World’. Yeats’s careful use of the third person in the titles of many of these poems does suggest that he would not wish to be identified fully with his poetic speakers; this may have something to do with the potential absurdity of his position. In the first edition of the collection Yeats distanced himself further from the voices of these poems through named characters, including Michael Robartes, as well as ‘Aedh’ and ‘Mongan’, to fill the place of the speaker in these poems, though these names became the generalised ‘He’ in later editions. However, even if absurdity is present, these visions of the heavens are clearly deliberate and associated with the power of creativity and subjective perception; the stars which seem to respond to the lovers are a vital part of Yeats’s anti-rational project, part of the ‘dissolving surfaces’ (Friedman, 60) of these poems. 
This cosmic valuing of love is also part of the process of desire; Arthur Symons suggested in a contemporary review that these poems depict a ‘love to which the imagination has given infinity’ (232), perhaps meaning to foreground its apparent cosmic importance. But the presence of infinity also introduces cosmic and astronomical distances into the poetry and, poignantly, into desire itself. Anna Henchman suggests that in In Memoriam, Tennyson uses astronomy, in particular the trope of parallax, to show that distance from the loved one leads to poetic idealisation and distortion, just as our distance from the stars causes them to seem different from how they truly are (39). Equally, in Yeats’s poem, ‘Ephemera’, from Crossways, the spatial distance of the stars is linked with the lovers’ temporal distance from their first kiss and their current emotional distance from each other: ‘How far away the stars seem, and how far / Is our first kiss, and ah, how old my heart!’ (13). More importantly, in The Wind Among the Reeds it is actually the speaker’s romantic failure with his beloved and his physical and emotional distance from her that leads both to her idealisation and to the extravagant use of astronomical imagery. We are constantly told in this collection that the speaker will never be close to his beloved, as in ‘He Hears the Cry of the Sedge’ or ‘He Thinks of His Past Greatness’, where the speaker’s former cosmic harmony gives way to knowledge of his rejection: ‘Knowing one, out of all things, alone, that his head / May not lie on the breast nor his lips on the hair / Of the woman that he loves, until he dies’ (69). The beloved thus becomes like a star, whose distance leads to poems where the speaker asks for the universe to be destroyed because of her rejection of him or to other moments like ‘He Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven’, where the speaker wishes, poignantly but also absurdly, that he could present the entire universe to his beloved so that she could ‘tread’ upon it. 
Thus, when the stars enter these poems, the speaker is given a cosmic perspective upon his love, introducing a deep instability into the world of the poem. This perspectival instability, which we might call parallax, where the beloved is seen both from the speaker’s point of view and from a cosmic perspective, spurs the speaker to flights of poetic creativity and to visions of the world beyond the material universe but also to moments where he demands that the cosmos be unmade. Much later, in A Vision, Yeats would attempt to solve this problem of astronomical perspective by drawing human sexuality into the centre of his cosmic system. In the second edition of A Vision Yeats claims of his system, which was by then directly influenced by the new physics, that all of his cosmic symbols can also ‘be thought of as the symbols of the relations of men and women and of the birth of children’ (211). Humanity and the cosmos are seen to be so intimately bound together in Yeats’s system that astronomical and historical movements can be metaphors for sexual experiences (and vice versa). However, even then Yeats did not fully purge this idea of its potential absurdity; hence the strange, amusing prefaces that he wrote for both versions of A Vision and, arguably, Joyce’s parody of the system in Finnegans Wake II.2.
Thus, perhaps in these early poems Yeats does not mean to demand an apocalypse, but rather what he would later imagine as the opening of a new gyre, the death of the Newtonian worldview and the birth of a difficult, absurd and desiring cosmos which would be more congenial to his aesthetic. As we shall see in the next section, the new physics would eventually fulfil some of Yeats’s expectations.

‘A mixture of Einstein and myth’: The New Physics and A Vision.
	As I have pointed out, stars disappear in the poems of Yeats’s middle phase, where the themes of desire, time and knowledge which were so crucial to The Wind Among the Reeds are also muted or absent. For example, as I’ve noted, there are no references to stars in the whole of The Green Helmet, while the poems’ subject-matter becomes more public. There are a few potential exceptions to this; for example, in the poem, ‘The Cold Heaven’, where the stars do not appear directly but seem present in the title and in the speaker’s sense that ‘ice burned and was yet more ice’ (122) and that he is ‘riddled with light’ (123). Nonetheless, the stars only really reappear as a key poetic image in the period surrounding the occult and cosmic meditations associated with A Vision. The key themes of knowledge and difficulty, time and desire reappear in the later work; however, by this time Yeats would no longer be on ‘the wrong side of Einstein’, as Friedman puts it. Between The Wind Among the Reeds (1899) and the first edition of A Vision (1925) or the collections Michael Robartes and The Dancer (1921) and The Tower (1928), when the stars reappear, there had been a major change in the scientific conception of the universe, which took it far closer to Yeats’s own worldview. As we’ve seen, although popularisation of these discoveries did not occur until 1919, these years saw Einstein’s development and publication of the theory of relativity (Special, 1904; General, 1915), the quantising of light (1905) and developments in spectroscopy and the splitting of the atom (1917). Further, the years of composition of the two editions of A Vision and of Yeats’s related late poetic flowering from 1917 to 1937 were hugely important for the development and popularisation of a modern science of the universe and for quantum theory. Some achievements of these years include the experimental vindication and popularisation of the theory of relativity (1919-1925), the development of various theories of the size, origin and shape of the universe (1920-1935), the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics (1927) and the splitting of the atomic nucleus (1932). 
A Vision is many things, as Margaret Mills Harper suggests: it is ‘part cosmology, part apocalypse, part psychoanalysis, part poetry, and part confusion’ (‘Yeats and the Occult’, 160). To these we could add further genres such as astrology, occult philosophy, theory of history and poetic symbology. However, I would suggest that A Vision’s dominant preoccupation is the continuing mapping of the difficult relationship of humanity to the universe that he attempted in the early poetry. In A Vision man’s nature and history are placed in intricate symbolic relations with the movements of the heavenly bodies, in particular those of the sun and moon. This interest in cosmic relations results in the figure of the Great Wheel, which composes a representation of time and space, divided into four Quarters (for the four quarters of the moon and perhaps also the four dimensions of relativistic space-time) and further divided into twenty-eight Phases (for the phases of the moon). Set within the Great Wheel are the gyres (spiral shapes), which form the dynamic part of the system. Yeats claims that the gyres exist in both space and time, thus creating a vortex or cone (as he sometimes refers to them). These gyres move between minimal and maximal expansion and vice versa, marking out temporal and historical cycles as well as the dualistic alternation of tinctures (opposed principles which correspond to movements of light and darkness). These phenomena, Yeats suggests, exist on both human and cosmic scales since the system applies to the individual human life (the individual would be born in one of the phases and move through the whole Wheel in the course of a life of made up many incarnations) and to the whole spatial and temporal life of the universe. Thus, as Harold Bloom has suggested, in this text, ‘cosmology and psychology go together’ (216), just as in Yeats’s poetry the stars are usually bound up with human sexuality. 
Although some aspects of Yeats’s depiction of the stars are familiar from the practice of astrology (for example, in the notion of ‘as above, so below’), there is an urgency to his portrayal of these cosmic relationships which suggests that he saw his work as responding to contemporary concerns, including those of the new physics. In a cancelled typescript of the second edition of A Vision, Yeats wrote that he imagined the cosmos as a ‘four dimensional sphere’ (note to A Critical Edition of Yeats’s A Vision, 31); this description must have been borrowed from a model of the Einsteinian universe as informed by General Relativity​[28]​. In fact, much of the curved mystic geometry of A Vision and the poetry that it inspired seems sourced in the non-Euclidean geometry which underpinned relativity theory. Russell and other popularisers emphasised the vital importance of geometry for Einstein’s universe, referring particularly to curved space: ‘Just as geometry has become physics, so, in a sense, physics has become geometry’ (80). As in Einstein’s universe (and, as we shall see, as in Joyce’s or the early Beckett’s), in Yeats’s work straight lines of progress are usually eschewed and the sphere and the curve predominate (and even where straight lines appear, they are usually found to be a part of a wider process of cyclical alternation). In the poetry of the period, such as in the opening of ‘Meditations in Time of Civil War’, Yeats also repudiates ‘mechanical’ shapes (206), both in his poetry and in the wider universe. However, as we shall see in more detail, Yeats does not reject shape in itself, rather he chooses to emphasise the different shapes of relativistic geometry.
Although it is rarely mentioned in Yeats criticism, the poet took an excited interest in the new physics after its popularisation from 1919 onwards. Yeats read several scientific popularisations of the theory of relativity, including Lyndon Bolton’s An Introduction to the Theory of Relativity (1921), A. V. Vasiliev’s Space, Time, Motion (1924), J. W. Dunne’s An Experiment with Time (1927) and Whitehead’s Science and the Modern World (1925)​[29]​. Yeats was particularly interested in the work of Whitehead, perhaps because Whitehead shared Yeats’s own intellectual taste for idealism and romantic poetry; as John Holmes points out, in this book Whitehead ‘drew on Romantic poetry, in proposing a model of the universe as an organism, which to his mind tallied better than a mere mechanistic worldview with the findings of contemporary physics’ (5). In a letter to Olivia Shakespear, Yeats explicitly compared A Vision to Whitehead’s version of the new physics. Strikingly, he partially translates Whitehead’s thesis into the language of A Vision, denoting a real acceptance of the relativistic and quantum theory notions that Whitehead discusses:
He thinks that nothing exists but ‘organisms’, or minds – the cones of my book – and that there is no such thing as an object ‘localized in space’, except the minds, and that which we call physical objects of all kinds are ‘aspects’ or ‘vistas’ of other ‘organisms’ – in my book the Body of Fate of one’s being is but the creative mind of another. What we call an object is a limit of perception. We create each other’s universe, and are influenced by even the most remote ‘organisms’. It is as though we stood in the midst of space and saw upon all sides – above, below, right and left – the rays of stars – but that we suppose, through a limit placed upon our perceptions, that some stars were at our elbow or even between our hands. He also uses the quantum theory when speaking of minute organisms - or molecules – in a way that suggests ‘antithetical’ or ‘primary’, or rather if he applies it to the organisms we can compare with ourselves it would become that theory (Letters, 713-14).
 
Here, as we can see, Whitehead’s ‘organisms’ become ‘cones’, his ‘aspects’ and ‘vistas’ become part of ‘the Body of Fate’ and a version of quantum theory is glossed as suggesting antithetical or primary. It also seems likely that Yeats had read Russell’s The ABC of Relativity (1925), as in the same letter to Shakespear, he compares Whitehead’s popularising work favourably with Russell’s, recording his distaste for Russell’s ‘plebeian loquacity’ (714). Friedman also suggests that Yeats read and admired some of Eddington’s popular science work on astronomy and the new physics (75). In the 1925 edition of A Vision Yeats alludes to the work of Poincaré (128), while throughout the text there are various references to scientific views of space-time and dimensions that refer to Einstein’s work. (Although Einstein’s name is not mentioned in either edition). This interest is manifest in both the poetry and Yeats’s strange historical and cosmic system in A Vision and sheds new light on the key themes of knowledge and difficulty, time and desire that are important throughout his career. 
A further important aspect of Yeats’s interest in the new physics was the place it allowed for the imagination in the scientific worldview, as the difficulty of its cosmos meant that discovery was seen to require ‘thought-experiments’ and understanding became a creative action of the imagination. As Whitworth points out in Einstein’s Wake, Einstein was constructed as a ‘kindred spirit’ by modernists who made powerful claims for the imagination in relation to his work (122). Einstein deliberately constructed himself and his science in such inspirational terms, stating in Cosmic Religion (1931) that ‘Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited, whereas imagination embraces the entire world’ (97), which is remarkably close to Yeats’s confident claim for the creative imagination in ‘A General Introduction to My Work’ (1937), that, ‘The world knows nothing because it has made nothing, we know everything because we have made everything’ (Essays and Introductions, 501). Yeats’s imagination was stimulated by the difficulties of relativity and quantum theory and its heightened sense of the limits of knowledge, leading him to reconsider possible poetic relationships between the human and the cosmic (including a re-examination of links between creativity, sexuality and cosmology), which he had abandoned in his middle phase.
Few critics (Albright is one of the exceptions) have talked about the tide of thought at the time that A Vision was published; for example, Bloom relates the text entirely to romantic poetry, omitting any reference to contemporary history, let alone to contemporary cosmology, despite the public interest which both excited. Alongside the political backdrop of the Irish Civil War, a hitherto ignored cosmic dimension underlies both the poetry and A Vision, which is simultaneously connected to Yeats’s occult, anti-materialist stance, which we saw demonstrated in the early poetry, and to the revolution in science that was taking place. The extent to which Yeats’s poetry, his ‘system’ and even his politics might have been enlivened by the new physics and its cosmology has been unappreciated, though Yeats himself gave hints of it. Yeats explained his work on the first edition of A Vision to some of his friends, including Oliver St. John Gogarty, as a fusion of modern science with his occult concerns; presumably under Yeats’s influence, Gogarty called A Vision ‘a geometrical rendering of the emotions; a mixture of Einstein and myth’ (Foster, 280). An entry in Gogarty’s diary for 1923 records Yeats’s enthusiasm for the new physics: ‘Yeats went up to write but came down excited by finding that Einstein’s theory brings in the spirals that are the foundations of his own philosophy. Einstein has done away with materialism, he says’ (Foster, n.106, 717)​[30]​. Here, Yeats’s enthusiasm is not just for gravitational gyres, but for Einstein’s destabilising influence upon previous explanations of the universe, his perceived assault upon materialism; given Yeats’s challenge to materialism in his early writing, we can see clearly how his work on A Vision and his later poetry could be influenced and renewed by such discoveries. 




‘Elaborate starlight’ (‘An Image from A Past Life’, 174): Yeats’s New Poetic Cosmos.

Yeats’s later poetry is more explicit about his opposition to mechanistic Newtonian science and to the philosophical positivism that he associated with it than earlier collections such as The Wind Among the Reeds. For example, repudiation of this mechanistic, clock-work universe occurs in surreal lines such as ‘Locke sank into a swoon; / The Garden died; / God took the spinning-jenny / Out of his side’ (‘Fragments’, 220) and in subtle critiques of Newton in ‘At Algeciras – A Meditation upon Death’, from which I quote the final two stanzas:

Often at evening when a boy
Would I carry to a friend -
Hoping more substantial joy
Did an older mind commend -
Not such as are in Newton's metaphor,
But actual shells of Rosses' level shore.

Greater glory in the Sun,
An evening chill upon the air,
Bid imagination run
Much on the Great Questioner;
What He can question, what if questioned I
Can with a fitting confidence reply (253-54).
	
The first of these stanzas hinges upon Newton’s famous self-description of his scientific work: ‘I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the sea-shore, and diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me’ (Westfall, 863). Newton seems to be rebuked but not entirely repudiated; neither figure really discovers the ocean of truth, though Yeats does seem to suggest that his ‘actual shells’ are to be preferred to Newton’s metaphorical ones. The final stanza commences, ‘Greater glory in the sun, / An evening chill upon the air’, which refers primarily to the poet’s fear of mortality but perhaps also to a sense that Newton’s universe has been superseded (there could be ‘Greater glory in the sun’ because there is more knowledge of it). The poem concludes by emphasising doubt in the universe and imagining a Demiurge figure not as omniscient, but as the ‘Great Questioner’, in keeping with Yeats’s own mystic worldview and with his sense that the new physics had brought uncertainty, doubt and difficulty into science. 
This repudiation of positivism goes together with an increased use of astronomical and astrological imagery and with allusions to Yeats’s cosmic system (in poems such as ‘The Second Coming’, ‘The Gift of Harun Al-Rashid’, ‘The Phases of the Moon’, ‘The Hero, The Girl and the Fool’ and many more). Although the stars are not as all-pervasive as in the early poetry, they are far more common than in the poems of Yeats’s middle phase; for example, we see frequent contrasts of sunlight with the light of the moon and stars, the establishing of intricate relationships between Yeats’s tower and the night-sky and the use of astronomical terms such as ‘eclipse’. However, in most of these poems neither Yeats’s cosmology, nor allusions to the new physics are made particularly explicit; instead, references to ancient and romantic precedents for Yeats’s cosmology reflect his attempts to process the ideas of the new physics by, to borrow his phrase from ‘A General Introduction to My Work’, ‘packing’ them in the ‘ancient salt’ of older ideas and established poetic forms (Essays and Introductions, 522). As in the early poems, the stars are linked with temporal journeys; for example, in ‘An Image from a Past Life’, a poem from 1921, a couple meditate upon the way that ‘elaborate starlight throws a reflection / On the dark stream’ (174), which calls up an image of the man’s dead lover. Here, desire and mystery are linked through this reflected starlight, while time itself is apparently reversed by it. This harmonises with relativistic theories of the circulation of light around the universe, meaning that the past might live on in travelling light-rays: as we discussed in the opening chapter, in The Expanding Universe, Eddington himself referred to the ‘theory of ghosts’ (76), explaining that in a perfectly spherical universe the ghostly images of stars that had been dead for millions of years would live on through the image created by their light, making them all but indistinguishable from ‘true’ stars. 
In Einstein’s Wake Whitworth suggests that the relativistic sense that ‘the past is preserved in travelling light rays gives a new twist to the...tradition of stellification of the dead, though, unlike their earlier counterparts the modern dead never reach a final resting place’ (178). This is certainly the way Yeats seems to have perceived the concept; in the second edition of A Vision, in a reference to the work of Poincaré, Yeats talks about the dead, emphasising that ‘time and space are the work of our ancestors’ who are vaguely located among the fixed stars (128). The spherical universe of A Vision may come from the new cosmology as in all of the various models of the universe space was closed and finite, so that if you travelled around it forever you would eventually return to your starting point; this notion depends upon astronomical knowledge, as Yeats suggests that at the close of the Great Year, which represents the whole cycle of human time or, at least, ‘some twenty-six thousand years’ (202), the constellations would return to their original position, chimes interestingly with this​[31]​. Further, A Vision’s depiction of time and space undermines the idea of historical progress: the text confuses and partly undoes a notion of linear time (as relativity also does). For example, Shakespeare, Balzac and Napoleon exist together at Phase Twenty, denying our usual notions of time. (In a similar way, in Finnegans Wake, HCE is simultaneously a Dublin publican and a range of historical figures including the Duke of Wellington, Parnell and the Earl of Howth). This reflects the way that the notion of absolute time had been abandoned by the new physics; time was seen as much more subjective, allowing such ghostly images as we see in ‘An Image from a Past Life’ and for visionary moments, as in the ‘The Hero, the Girl, and the Fool’, where the fool imagines time running backwards: ‘When all works that have / From cradle run to grave / From grave to cradle run instead’ (226).
In ‘The Tower’, Yeats achieves a kind of imaginative time-travel by means of light as he is vouchsafed ghostly, potentially relativistic visions of those who had previously lived in his tower; thus, in the second section of the poem, the poet depicts himself at the top of his tower, sending ‘imagination forth, under the day’s declining beam’ (200) and thereby calling up images from the past. Light is a crucial element in this poem, though few critics have emphasised this; the poem is peppered with images of light, including ‘beam’, ‘lit up’, ‘the brightness of the moon’, the ‘prosaic light of day’, ‘the headlong light’, ‘fading gleam’, ‘glittering stream’, ‘brilliant eye’ (200-206). Here, the beam of light is intimately connected with the poetic process, as imagination seems to travel at the speed of light in order to allow a different temporal perspective. We also see a use of the image of the eclipse in the poem, as the poet recalls his past desire for Maud Gonne in astronomical terms: ‘if memory recur, the sun’s / Under eclipse and the day’s blotted out’ (204, my italics). The dramatic quality of this image of the eclipse reminds us of the link between the apocalypse and stars in the early poetry, but may also relate to the importance of eclipses for the vindication of the theory of relativity. ‘The Tower’, dated 1926, was written after there had been two rounds of eclipse expeditions (in 1919 and 1924). Henry describes a contemporary period of public ‘eclipse-mania’, which occurred after the eclipse expeditions, to the extent that special trains to the belt of totality had to be provided for a 1927 total eclipse visible in northern Britain (19). Yeats was well aware of the importance of such eclipses. For example, in an account of his 1934 conversation with Eoin O’Duffy, the Blueshirt leader, he depicts himself advising O’Duffy ‘that unless a revolutionary crisis arose they must make no intervention. They should prepare themselves by study to act without hesitation should the crisis come...I talked the “historical dialectic”, spoke of it as proving itself by events as the curvature of space was proved (after mathematicians had worked it out) by observation during an eclipse’ (Allen, 78, my italics). As Nicholas Allen has rightly pointed out, ‘O’Duffy, probably, did not understand a word of it’. Nonetheless, Yeats’s comparison of the potential vindication of his historical system to Eddington’s 1919 eclipse expeditions (of which he gives a condensed, but entirely accurate, account), and of a potential political revolution to the scientific revolution of the new physics, is highly suggestive. We should also note that the phrase in ‘The Tower’, ‘blotted out’, suggests a self-reflexive, textual meaning, connecting the eclipse and the poem. 
The spiral gravitational orbits of relativistic astronomy, which, as we have seen, Yeats associated with his cosmic and historical gyres in A Vision, also appear in the movements of stars in these poems, while the spiral stairs of Yeats’s key poetic symbol from this period, the tower, become a site of astronomical, temporal and cosmic journeys. For example, in a ‘A Dialogue of Self and Soul’, the first stanza offers a deliberate play upon ‘stair’ and ‘star’:
	I summon to the ancient winding stair;
Set all your mind upon the steep ascent,
Upon the broken crumbling battlement,
Upon the breathless starlit air
Upon the star that marks the hidden pole;
Fix every wandering thought upon
That quarter where all thought is done:
Who can distinguish darkness from the soul? (242).

This play suggests that the journey upwards into the realm of cosmic difficulty, where ‘intellect no longer knows / Is from the Ought, or Knower from the Known’ (243), relies upon the stars. It is intensified by the use of the phrase ‘starlit air’, and upon ‘winding’ and ‘wandering’ as the soul proposes an ascent to the heavens via the gyring stairs of the tower (242). Equally, in ‘Blood and the Moon’, Yeats’s explicitly claims a link between his tower and astronomy: ‘Alexandria’s was a beacon tower, and Babylon’s /An image of the moving heavens, a log-book of the sun’s journey and the moon’s’ (245). In these moments it is implied that poetry offers Yeats the chance to create a cosmic and imaginative ‘log-book’ and to represent the strangeness of the cosmos and of human knowledge. Another precedent for this cosmic representation is in the poem ‘Veronica’s Napkin’, where Yeats alludes to the apocryphal story of St. Veronica, but suggests that instead of the image of Christ’s face appearing on Veronica’s napkin, instead the whole sidereal universe appears in microcosmic form: 
	The Heavenly Circuit; Berenice’s Hair;
Tent-pole of Eden; the tent’s drapery
Symbolical glory of the earth and air!
The Father and His angelic hierarchy
That made the magnitude and glory there
Stood in the circuit of a needle’s eye.

Some found a different pole, and where it stood
A pattern on a napkin dipped in blood (247).

Here, a record of divine suffering becomes a difficult art object, and, like the napkin itself, Yeats’s poem contains, or attempts to contain, the imprint of the entire cosmos. This is similar, as I will suggest, to Yeats’s notion of annunciation, as in ‘The Mother of God’, the female body of Mary becomes a similar microcosm of the whole universe: ‘Terror of all terrors that I bore / The Heavens in my womb’ (211). The model for this poetic imprint of the cosmos is perhaps A Vision because the fictional source-book for this text, the distorted and mysterious book, the Speculum Angelorum et Hominorum, suggests an ideal of the Yeatsian text as a difficult book containing cosmic secrets​[32]​. Although Yeats’s later texts bear the imprint of the cosmos, in A Vision and in some of the poetry (such as ‘Veronica’s Napkin’), we are offered a worldview which Yeats presents as ordered, stable and intelligible but which is constantly undermined by uncertainty, disorder and the unintelligible. The original titles for the first two chapters of the 1925 edition of A Vision, ‘What the Caliph Partly Learned’ and ‘What the Caliph Refused to Learn’, suggest the deliberate emphasis upon epistemological difficulty in the exposition of Yeats’s system. 
As Cormack suggests of A Vision: ‘We are in a process of being taught to read the work as we proceed through it’ (138). This is also the case with Joyce’s work and, perhaps to a lesser extent, with Beckett’s. It is particularly interesting that difficulties of reading, as with the mysterious and half-destroyed Speculum or St. Veronica’s handkerchief, are used as tropes for the problem of understanding and interpreting the universe since scientific popularisers used the same metaphor. As we saw in the opening chapter, Eddington, for example, in the opening of The Nature of the Physical World (1929), suggests that learning about the new physics is like learning to read: since both the symbols of physics and the alphabet ‘are abstract, and sooner or later [a child] has to realize it. In physics we have outgrown archer and apple-pie definitions of the fundamental symbols. To a request to explain what an electron really is supposed to be we can only answer: It is part of the ABC of physics’ (9). In A Vision, passages involving the stars are particularly difficult; for example, in one note Yeats to the second edition discusses the astrological notion that the stars allow us to ‘calculate the condition of the universe at any particular moment’ and therefore its effect on the individual human life, going on to conclude:
Lady Gregory was told in County Clare that there was a ‘woman in the sky’ and whatever she did at any particular moment a child born at that moment did throughout life. Mr. Robin Flower found a like story in the Blasket Islands; and has not Mr. Wyndham Lewis accused Mr. Bertrand Russell of turning Mr. Smith into Mr. Four-thirty-in-the-afternoon by his exposition of space-time? (253).

Here the confusing mixture of scientific and non-scientific discourse associated with Yeatsian stars destabilises our reading experience. Yeats’s late phase, particularly his depiction of the stars, shows us nothing if not that he believed that the cosmos was complex and uncertain in nature.

‘As though to choose whatever shape it wills’: Flux and Form in Yeats’s Universe.

However, though the poems are to a certain extent in harmony with relativistic science, Yeats also demonstrates an anxiety about the flux which he associated with the new physics. While the speakers of the early poems seemed to revel in the chaos of the dissolving stars, these poems are altogether more uncertain. Yeats’s later cosmos is vulnerably poised between structure and chaos, centring and decentring principles. We see this clearly in a poem like ‘The Second Coming’, where, although the stars are not present, we witness an apocalyptic moment not unlike that depicted in poems such as ‘The Valley of the Black Pig’. However, if we compare the early poetry of cosmic and astronomical apocalypse with this poem, this later apocalypse seems far less chaotic and Yeats appears more anxious to assert control. In fact, ‘The Second Coming’ is partly about tensions between order and chaos, where disorder (‘Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold’) is paradoxically described in a formal poem of great verbal precision and ‘anarchy’ is seen to exist within a shape, ‘a widening gyre’ (184). In Our Secret Discipline, Helen Vendler examines ‘The Second Coming’ by splitting the first section of the poem into two headings, chaos and order, or ‘the dissolution of form, and the...threatened world-order’ (172). These tensions split even individual lines through medial breaks (although in the line ‘Things fall apart’ the caesura is not quite in the centre of the line, emphasising the chaos depicted) and deliberate oppositions; for example, ‘Turning and turning’ is in Vendler’s chaos section, while ‘the widening gyre’ is listed under order. 
Yeats’s sense of the danger of flux and formlessness, which he associated both with other versions of modernism such as those of Joyce and Pound and, to a certain extent, with the new physics (this link between modernism and relativity perhaps influenced by Wyndham Lewis’s 1927 Time and Western Man, which Yeats read​[33]​) appears in his continuing preoccupation with structure. On relativistic flux in modernism, he wrote that in its approach, ‘mental and physical objects’ become ‘alike material, a deluge of experience breaking over us and within us, melting limits whether of line or tint; man no hard bright mirror dawdling by the dry sticks of a hedge but a swimmer, or rather the waves themselves’ (‘Preface’ to Fighting the Waves, Explorations, 373). Yeats’s anxiety about the formal and aesthetic implications of the new universe is shown in that when he summed up his work on A Vision, he called it his ‘last act of defence against the chaos of the world’ (cited in George Mills Harper, 407-408). However, despite the continuing formal containment of Yeats’s poetry, Albright has suggested that in the later poetry there is a sense of flux, a ‘hovering formlessness’ (31), behind apparently clear images, which is not unlike the ‘dissolving’ quality identified in the astronomical endings of his early poetry. He points out that Beckett was among the first to articulate this, writing of Yeats’s late work, ‘At the centre there is no theme...But at the circumference is an iridescence of themes’ (31-32), while I would suggest that Beckett’s use of the words ‘centre’ and ‘circumference’ reflects his awareness of the importance of the curve and the circle in Yeats’s work. In contrast to Joyce, who in Finnegans Wake accepts the presence of chaos in his universe (hence his idea of the text as ‘chaosmos’ (118.21)), in the later poetry Yeats feels the need to formalise and structure chaos, to offer a ‘defence’ against it. Thus, although, as we have seen, Yeats’s vision of the universe is partly validated by the new physics, he still seems anxious about the aesthetic implications of this validation. However, as we have briefly pointed out, he found himself interested by the shapeliness of the new physics, with its spirals and curves, and by the potential for a new order which it offered​[34]​.
In the poetry we find the stars reflecting these tensions between flux and form and the concord and discord of Yeats’s system: for example, as we have seen, in poems from The Winding Stair, comparisons are made between the gyring, spiral staircase of Yeats’s tower and the movements of the stars. However, even the first stanza of ‘A Dialogue of Self and Soul’, with all its play on star and stair and its demand for a shapely, controlled ascent, is more ambiguous than it might seem; the star which the voice of the speaker’s Soul asks us to focus on is the one which ‘marks the hidden pole’, so that we look out into the formless ‘darkness’ of interstellar space and of the soul (242). To this formless darkness, the speaker’s Self opposes the robust shapeliness of a Japanese sword; however, in the second section the Self suddenly rejects shape and thinks in images of water and flow. In the riddling poem ‘Byzantium’, the stars become controlled as part of a shapely ‘dome’, like the formal golden bird of ‘Sailing to Byzantium’ — but this image of the stars is quickly seen as inadequate:
A starlit or a moonlit dome disdains
All that man is,
All mere complexities,
The fury and the mire of human veins (256).

This starlit or moonlit dome is simultaneously a vision of the curved heavens and the curved domes of Byzantine architecture; astronomy and aesthetics are linked through their curved forms. The ‘starlit golden bough’ of the golden bird from ‘Sailing to Byzantium’ also disdains or ‘scorn[s] aloud’ the formlessness of human complexity. The poem closes with an image of the flux which has spoiled the speaker’s vision of Byzantine order, that ‘dolphin-torn, that gong-tormented sea’ (257). Further, in ‘Two Songs from a Play’, the stars associated with Christ’s birth and death bring both order and chaos; thus, in the first song, where reference to Yeats’s notion of the Great Year or ‘Magnus Annus’ brings in the stars and the cycles of constellations, Christ’s miraculous birth brings a new order out of chaos:
	The Roman Empire stood appalled:
It dropped the reins of peace and war
When that fierce virgin and her Star
Out of the fabulous darkness called (219).
  
Even here, where Christ emerges from the flux of ‘fabulous darkness’, we should note that Yeats has chosen the off-rhyme of ‘Star’ and ‘war’, just as he did in the early poems ‘The Rose of Peace’ and ‘The Rose of Battle’ to convey the stars’ disruptive potential. As we’ve seen, Yeats rarely rhymes on ‘star’ or ‘stars’ so this appears particularly significant. In the second song, Christ’s death is seen as both a ‘turbulence’ and a new order, while the action of the first song is reversed; darkness comes from starlight, not vice versa:
The Babylonian starlight brought
A fabulous, formless darkness in (220). 

Here, the darkness is, crucially, ‘formless’, while the poem goes on, not to reference Christ’s resurrection, but rather to emphasise the formless, dissolving quality of human life in the cosmos: 
Everything that man esteems 
Endures a moment or a day.
Love’s pleasure drives his love away,
The painter’s brush consumes his dream;
The herald’s cry, the soldier’s tread
Exhaust his glory and his might:
Whatever flames upon the night
Man’s own resinous heart has fed.





‘Struggling for an image’: Desire and Heavenly Bodies 

In the early poetry, we remember that Yeats established dynamic relationships between human desire and the cosmos, as the beloved’s body becomes an idealised star and the speaker’s love threatens the stability of the universe. The problems of perspective associated with this are partially corrected in the later poetry by Yeats’s claim for a powerful link between microcosm (human life) and macrocosm (the universe) in his cosmic system so that all his geometric systems can also be ‘symbols of the relations of men and women and of the birth of children’ (211). Humanity and the cosmos are seen to be so intimately bound together in Yeats’s system that astronomical and historical movements can be metaphors for sexual experiences (and vice versa). The opposing sexualised gyres of Concord and Discord (which he sees as versions of Empedoclean Love and War) are key to Yeats’s construction of the universe; Concord exerts a quasi-gravitational force that binds everything together into a spherical form, while Discord separates the universe into parcels of matter. We also see the use of sexualised language such as the ‘interpenetration’ of gyres, while Yeats’s two symbolic forms of light, those of sun and moon, also represent masculine and feminine. 
This use of a cosmic backdrop for the sexual act, giving each a new resonance, appears in ‘A Woman Young and Old’, particularly in the section entitled ‘Chosen’, where the female speaker utters these riddling lines:
The lot of love is chosen. 
I learnt that much 
Struggling for an image on the track 
Of the whirling Zodiac. 
Scarce did he my body touch, 
Scarce sank he from the west
Or found a subterranean rest
On the maternal midnight of my breast,
Before I had marked him on his northern way
And seemed to stand although in bed I lay (282-83).

These lines deliberately confuse scale, as the lovers are associated with the heavens. The phrase ‘Scarce sank he from the west’ links the male figure with a star or sun, while the female speaker is associated with the Zodiac. Here we could be reading of either a sexual act or the movement in space and time of an astronomical constellation, creating a similar perspectival instability to that which exists in the early poetry; again, by this point in Yeats’s career, his system allows for a deliberate analogy to be made between human and cosmic scales. However, despite the explanation offered by Yeats’s system, the sense of difficulty associated with cosmic, creative and sexual knowledge still remains: from this difficulty comes the poem’s riddling feel and the sense of effort associated with the speaker’s desperate ‘struggling for an image’. This struggle for an image suggests a problematic effort for poetic representation both of the universe and of sexuality, which is common in Yeats’s late phase; for example, in ‘The Circus Animals’ Desertion’ he writes ‘I sought a theme and sought for it in vain’ (362), while in ‘Vacillation’ his heart rebukes him with the words ‘What, be a singer born and lack a theme?’ (260). This was the aspect of Yeats’s late poetry that Beckett referred to when he wrote that there was no thematic centre in Yeats’s late poetics, but ‘at the circumference is an iridescence of themes’ (Albright, 31-32).The poem concludes with a surrender of the pursuit of knowledge, although a form of knowledge has been achieved: the hearts of the lovers are ‘adrift on the miraculous stream’ but they are aware of the shape of their universe, knowing that ‘The Zodiac is changed into a sphere’ (283)​[35]​. This spherical zodiac suggests the cyclical universe of A Vision and the cosmos of the new physics that Yeats imagined as a ‘four dimensional sphere’ (note to A Critical Edition of Yeats’s A Vision, 31). In a note to the poem, Yeats emphasises the cosmic darkness of desire in language that recalls moments from the early poetry: ‘I have symbolized a woman’s love as the struggle of the darkness to keep the sun from rising from its earthly bed. In the last stanza...I change the symbol to that of the souls of man and woman ascending through the Zodiac’ (note, CP, 501). Equally, in the similar poem ‘A Man Young and Old’, the speaker’s frustrated desire for the ideal female leaves him radically disorientated, confronting cosmic difficulty: ‘Maundering here, and maundering there, /Emptier of thought / Than the heavenly circuit of its stars / When the moon sails out’ (228). Here, as constantly in Yeats’s work, the mysteries of sexuality, poetic creativity and the universe are almost inseparable. 
Yeats’s notion of annunciations, time-altering sexual experiences and births, is also associated with sexual, cosmological and epistemological cruxes, as in the poem ‘Leda and the Swan’, though he also cites other examples including Oedipus and Christ. In the poem ‘The Mother of God’, star imagery is used of Christ’s birth to reflect the tension between a divine, cosmic body and the Virgin’s vulnerable physicality: ‘What is this flesh I purchased with my pains, / This fallen star my milk sustains...’ (257). Further, the closeness of Christ’s star and the Virgin’s milk suggests a concealed astronomical play on the ‘galaxy’ or on the Milky Way. (Beckett implies a link between astronomy and the female body through similar play on milk, as we will see in a later chapter). In this poem and in ‘A Nativity’ it seems that a star is the force of annunciation, the sexual manifestation of the divine which distorts history: as ‘The Mother of God’ registers the annunciation as ‘a fallen flare / Through the hollow of an ear’, while ‘A Nativity’ states this more explicitly, ‘What mother hugs her infant there? / Another star has shot an ear’. Further, in ‘Two Songs from a Play’, as we have seen, astronomical imagery is also used to describe Christ’s birth as a cosmic and historical annunciation: ‘The Roman Empire stood appalled: / It dropped the reins of peace and war / When that fierce Virgin and her Star / Out of the fabulous darkness called’ (219), while, in the second section of the poem, Christ’s death changes starlight to cosmic darkness. The death of Parnell seems to represent a similar moment of annunciation for Yeats. In the poem ‘Parnell’s Funeral’, Yeats tells us that ‘An age is the reversal of an age’, while Parnell is described using similar astronomical imagery of the falling star or meteor: ‘a brighter star shoots down; / What shudders through all that animal blood? / What is this sacrifice?’ (291)​[36]​. 
Gossin argues that in the Victorian period literary versions of mythological annunciations (her particular example is the Danaë myth) were charged with implications both for female sexuality and for the cosmos; as such images connect ‘male control of female value and sexuality with woman’s ultimate surrender to the power of spiritual, divine or cosmic forces’ (234). However, although Yeats uses such imagery of annunciation, he does not (with, as we will discuss, the possible exception of the figure of Leda) use it in the classically Victorian way that Gossin suggests; despite the fact that, as we have suggested, the movement from The Wind Among the Reeds to the later poetry and A Vision is in some ways a retreat (from the danger of formlessness), it is also an advance since women progress from idealised beloved to being the symbolic source of cosmic knowledge and difficulty. In this late phase of work, particularly in poems like ‘A Woman Young and Old’ or ‘The Mother of God’ where the female voice is used, Yeats does offer women a real prospect of cosmic and sexual knowledge, which, however dangerous and mysterious, does not seem damaging in Gossin’s sense. 
It could also be argued that Yeats’s non-Victorian (though still non-feminist) use of annunciation is linked with the erotics of knowledge involved in the occult practices undertaken by Yeats and his wife George in the creation of A Vision. Occult practices are certainly presented in this way in ‘The Gift of Harun Al-Rashid’, a dramatic monologue in which the elderly Kusta Ben Luka (the supposed source of the first edition of A Vision) reflects upon the mediumship of his young wife. In the poem, Ben Luka imagines that:
 	The signs and shapes; 
All those abstractions that you fancied were 
From the great Treatise of Parmenides;
All, all those gyres and cubes and midnight things
Are but a new expression of her body
Drunk with the bitter sweetness of her youth
And now my utmost mystery is out (196).

Eleanor Cook, in her Enigmas and Riddles in Literature, discusses the way in which women have been associated with cosmic riddles and enigmas, as with the Sphinx or Mother Nature (89-90); here, we see the mystery of Kusta Ben Luka’s (and also Yeats’s) relativistic geometrical cosmic system collapse into the ‘utmost mystery’ of his wife’s body. (As we shall see in Finnegans Wake, the cosmic mysteries of the new physics are likewise associated with the mysteries of femininity and sexuality​[37]​). This is reflected in the poetry in various ways: for example, Yeats uses the term ‘labyrinth’, which as Cook points out was a common trope for the idea of riddles, indiscriminately of intellectual mysteries and sexual ones. Friedman has argued that even in the early poetry, ‘To wander in darkness, seeking hidden knowledge, is the destiny of Yeatsian lovers’ (82). Moreover, I would suggest that the labyrinth is a figure for an erotic quest for knowledge which has become cosmic in Yeats’s post-Vision career. Moreover, the word ‘labyrinth’ in Yeats, as Vendler points out, is often a version of the vortex and the gyre (386), and I would suggest that it is a late addition to Yeats’s poetic vocabulary, associated with the cosmic strangeness of A Vision. We see this in ‘The Tower’, where Yeats writes of being ‘lured by a softening eye, / Or by a touch or a sigh, / Into the labyrinth of another’s being’ and of this lost love as ‘a great labyrinth’, which he turned from (203). This section of the poem, as we may remember, is abruptly concluded by an astronomical reference to a solar eclipse. 

‘The eggs of Leda’: Cosmic Eggs in A Vision and the poetry

Finally, the use of the ovoid shape, an image simultaneously associated with the sexualised female body and separate from it, is particularly significant in relation to the geometry of Yeats’s poetic cosmology, because it proves to have an unexpected cosmic status and a potential connection to the new physics. Giorgio Melchiori devotes a chapter to the use of the ovoid in A Vision; however, though he discusses the idea of the ‘cosmic egg’ in ancient cultures (the myth of ‘an ever invisible, mysterious Bird that dropped an Egg into Chaos, which Egg became the Universe’ (165)) he does not discuss the contemporary resonances possessed by ovoids and spheres, for example, in curved space-time or the curved universe. In fact, even aside from curved space, the association of egg and cosmos, far from being fanciful, was on firm ground in the 1930s. In a report in Nature from 1931, the Belgian cosmologist Lemaître, a former protégé of Eddington, first described his theory of the universe expanding from a point as ‘the Cosmic Egg exploding at the moment of the creation’ (705). (Though this description was not long accepted and it was soon being called the ‘Big Bang Theory’). This cosmic egg was the singularity, or primeval atom, out of which the universe was imagined to have originated. 
Yeats’s imagery in A Vision reaches most richness and clarity when he is discussing ovoid shapes; for example, in the striking metaphor in which the universe is seen by Michael Robartes as ‘a great egg that turns itself inside out without breaking its shell’ (33). Bizarre though this image may seem, it is one of the most significant of A Vision’s cosmic statements, appearing in both editions. Eggs also appear in the myth of A Vision’s creation: egg, text and universe are linked (as in Finnegans Wake, where the heroine at times appears as a hen and the hero as a Humpty Dumpty figure). For example, as Yeats wrote playfully of A Vision in a letter, ‘I don’t know whether I am a goose that has hatched a swan or a swan that has hatched a goose’ (cited in Paul and Mills Harper, xxii): here the egg is again as a figure for the book, and also for its occult and astronomical contents, thereby giving it a cosmic status. The use of the egg symbol takes on added significance in the 1937 edition of A Vision; although in general the text becomes less eccentric (as Yeats took pains to smooth its surface with extensive references to philosophy), in the case of the egg or ovoid, the prefatory material becomes wilder and more fanciful and egg shapes take on a central metaphoric role. 
In the opening story of the first edition of A Vision (1925), the main emphasis is on the book found by Michael Robartes and the discovery of the symbols traced in the sand by Arab dancers: the only major egg reference is at the close of the story when reality is seen as ‘a number of great eggs laid by the Phoenix’ which ‘turn inside out perpetually without breaking their shell’ (lxiv). However, in the 1937 edition, as Melchiori points out, plural eggs become singular egg, better suiting an identification of single egg with single universe. Moreover, in this second edition the emphasis moves from book to egg: the cosmic egg opens the story, which becomes a much stranger narrative about the attempt to hatch a lost egg of Leda’s (and the designing of an appropriate nest in which to hatch it); this narrative is surrounded by stories of the strange love affairs of the protagonists, thus simultaneously linking cosmic, occult and sexual knowledge. Despite Yeats’s repudiation of the first version of the story as ‘unnatural’, explaining that because George was unwilling for her role as a medium to be made known, he ‘had invented an unnatural story of an Arabian traveller which I must amend’, when we read the new story we discover that this version is actually far more ‘unnatural’ (19). Yeats’s main amendments are additions of further egg-shapes and further mysteries. This serves to foreground the egg much more strongly than before, mirroring more effectively the various curves of A Vision and reflecting the interest in cosmic egg metaphors which developed during the 1930s. Cook discusses how eggs are ‘favourite topics’ for riddle and enigma as ‘the form of an egg offers a good deal of scope for a riddler. (It contains a full creature or a world in little. It is yellow like the sun and white like the moon. And so on)’ (166). Though Cook does not point this out, the egg is associated with origins via the ancient philosophical riddle of whether the chicken or the egg came first; originally, this riddle was far from trivial, as it was seen by Greek philosophers as a way of looking at the problem of the origins of the universe​[38]​. We can see the obvious attraction for Yeats of the egg as a figure for his system and a model of a mysterious cosmos; we have its status as a microcosm, its link to sexuality, its likeness to sun and moon and its association with riddles of origin.
In the first pages of the opening chapter on the Great Wheel, Yeats discusses the unity of the opposed gyres of Concord and Discord (or Love and War) in his universe. He closes this first section with the striking comment, ‘and I recall that Love and War came from the eggs of Leda’ (67); here the egg-shape is seen to contain both Concord and Discord, versions of the dualistic principles of Yeats’s universe (and if we consider the Leda legend, the universe is here associated with a powerful sexuality). As a result of this increased interest in cosmic ovoids, Yeats turns the bird into a powerful symbol: ‘It seemed to me that this image was meant to turn my thoughts to the living bird. That bird signifies truth when it eats, evacuates, builds its nest, engenders, feeds its young; do not all intelligible truths lie in its passage from egg to dust?’ (214)​[39]​. This turn towards volucrine imagery is mirrored in Yeats’s poetry of the period as where birds appear they are far more symbolically charged than in the earlier poetry. To give a few examples of this, birds appear as key images in ‘Leda and the Swan’, ‘Sailing to Byzantium’, and ‘Meditations in Time of Civil War’. Each of these birds is associated with cosmic knowledge; for example, the golden bird in ‘Sailing to Byzantium’ is gifted with knowledge of ‘what is past or passing or to come’ (200) and, in the later poem ‘Byzantium’, the golden bough that the bird sits upon becomes ‘star-lit’ (256), linking its temporal power with stellar light. Moreover, the crux of the poem ‘Leda and the Swan’, which was included in the first edition of A Vision, is whether Leda ‘put on [the swan’s/Zeus’s] knowledge with his power’ (221). Although in its violence this poem is more like the Victorian annunciation that Gossin describes than many other Yeats poems, its emphasis on knowledge is in keeping with our sense that the poem is about more than female ‘surrender to the power of spiritual, divine or cosmic forces’ (234).


























A ‘Chaosmos of Alle’ (118.21): The Joycean Cosmos


Introduction: ‘The Einstein of English Fiction’ (Letters, III, 234).
	
In Yeats criticism, interdisciplinary readings of his works are rare, but in Joyce criticism they are more common; Joyce’s interest in science has not been overlooked to the same extent. Nonetheless, some critics still regard Joyce’s attitude as similar to that of Stephen Dedalus (who appears to pay little attention to his physics lecture in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man). In fact, the mature Joyce was increasingly curious about the latest developments in science​[40]​. Previous biographies have paid little attention to Joyce’s scientific and mathematical training in school and university; however, as Thomas Jackson Rice points out, the Jesuit education Joyce received at Clongowes and Belvedere placed great emphasis on this area of study (18). The opening of Mario Salvadori and Myron Schwartzman’s essay gives a fairly comprehensive account of Joyce’s education in maths and science, pointing out that although Joyce’s arithmetic was good, his other scores ‘consistently ran a short gamut from mediocre to abysmal’ (340). Nonetheless, although they suggest that Joyce’s scientific foundation was ‘less a bed of rock than of sand’ (340-341), they go on to discuss the incisive power of Joyce’s science in Ulysses.
 Joyce found his difficulties with science and mathematics salutary, as we might expect from him; for example, in an essay from his time at University College Dublin, he recommends the study of maths as intellectual training (Salvadori, 340). Like Yeats, Joyce felt ‘the fascination of what’s difficult’ (CP, 89) and the uncertain ground of his scientific knowledge clearly inspired some determined efforts toward construction, leaving him, as he writes of HCE, ‘mentally strained’ and, I would suggest, enlarged, ‘from reading work on German physics’  (FW, 543.25). In this chapter, I give an account of Joyce’s interest in cosmology and argue that the dissemination of the new physics fed into Joyce’s work, helping to shape his later artistic universe, particularly in Finnegans Wake.
Despite his early problems with science, Joyce was inspired by revolutionary developments in relativity and quantum theory. His knowledge of the new physics comes from various periods of note-taking, beginning with the notes for ‘Ithaca’, when he re-educated himself in mathematics and science, and becoming much more detailed in the notes taken for Finnegans Wake. Jean-Michel Rabaté suggests that much of Joyce’s note-taking on relativity for the Wake came from the 1922 and 1926 supplements to the 11th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (the relativity entries were written by the astronomer and populariser Jeans) and from Russell’s The ABC of Relativity (3). William York Tindall comments in passing, though without providing evidence, that Joyce ‘was familiar with the work of Whitehead and Eddington, and he liked J. W. Dunne’ (James Joyce: His Way of Interpreting the Modern World, 31). There are also many suggestive sections in the Wake notebooks, for example, in VI.B.1 we find a group of notes devoted to relativity, including ‘lightyear/ will arrive yesterday’ and ‘ray of light/ travelling backward’ (167 and 205), although their source has not yet been identified. There are also notes on Lord Haldane’s Daedalus, Or Science and the Future, which briefly discusses Einstein alongside its main interest in biology (V1.B.1.061). Joyce also made extensive notes for the ‘Ithaca’ chapter of Ulysses on the non-Euclidean geometry of Riemann and Lobachevsky as well as on higher mathematics and astronomy. At this time, as Rabaté notes, Joyce first read Science and Hypothesis by Poincaré, who was an influence on Einstein and a proponent of special relativity. The knowledge stored up for ‘Ithaca’ also stood Joyce in good stead for the Wake (Herring, Notesheets, 474). The notes do not merely crib vocabulary but engage seriously with ideas, as shown by the creative reinvention which take place between the notes and the final text, in keeping with Beer’s model of interdisciplinary transformation; for example, Joyce’s simple notes on ratios of zero and infinity (Notes and Early Drafts, 49) finally become the poetic and cryptic passage, ‘From inexistence to existence he came to many and was as one received...’ (17.67-70). Phillip Herring suggests that the source for many of these notes could be Russell’s 1919 Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy (Notes and Early Drafts, 49), which is a more complex work that assumes a certain amount of previous knowledge from readers, implying a greater understanding of mathematics than we might expect from Joyce. 
Joyce’s knowledge of relativity probably dates from this period of work on ‘Ithaca’; for example, in the notes we find a tantalising unused reference to ‘spec. gravity’ among words such as ‘parabola’ and ‘state of rest’ (Notesheets, 445), which tempts us to see it as a reference to special relativity. Critics are generally agreed that his interest in the new physics predates work on Finnegans Wake, although they do not agree by how long. After the 1919 eclipse expeditions (which provided the first experimental proof of Einstein’s theory) we can certainly credit Joyce with an awareness of relativity, as it was front-page news from this point onwards, particularly from 1919 to 1925, when further tests of relativity were being carried out (on the red-shift of the spiral nebulae) and, of course, when Joyce was reading a great number of newspapers following reviews of Ulysses​[41]​. References to the spiral nebulae occur several times in the notes for the ‘Ithaca’ chapter of Ulysses (Notesheets, 428) and once in the novel itself, as ‘the condensation of spiral nebulae into suns’ (17.1108). We also find several references to eclipses, which were almost certainly made after the 1919 eclipse expeditions; there are three eclipse references on page 454 alone. As we saw in the opening chapter, popularising works were rushed out to explain the new theory to the public. At the end of 1919, after the eclipse expeditions, Joyce was still working on ‘Nausicaa’, so the episodes written after this (and any other episode revised by Joyce before the novel’s final publication in 1922) could easily be coloured by such popularisations of the new physics.
 Some critics have gone further by suggesting that Joyce’s knowledge of changes in physics might date from before 1919. For example, in an essay on the potential presence of relativistic notions in the ‘Wandering Rocks’ episode of Ulysses, Drouin argues persuasively that Joyce’s awareness of the new physics predated even the eclipse expeditions, due to his reading of The Egoist. He argues that, ‘In fact, the relativity theories became an essential component of The Egoist's philosophical orientation nearly two years before Eddington's address, which probably makes it the first English literary magazine to discuss Einstein’ (‘Early Sources’, n.pag.). He particularly singles out a series of essays from 1918-1919 by the editor of The Egoist, Dora Marsden, who saw herself as the philosopher of modernism, on new ideas of the unity of space and time, entitled ‘The Science of Signs’, which were informed by Einstein’s work​[42]​. Joyce would almost certainly have owned these numbers of The Egoist as Ulysses was being published in them at same the time and, although he might not have realised that the source of these notions was the work of Einstein, as a reader of The Egoist he would nonetheless have had a privileged insight into the changes taking place in science. Drouin also points out that Marsden and Joyce responded to each other’s work and referred to each other in letters to Harriet Shaw Weaver and Sylvia Beach​[43]​. 
Whenever we date his knowledge, Joyce’s work was certainly influenced by the excitement surrounding the new physics. By the later stages of Ulysses and throughout Finnegans Wake, science had become a central topic, particularly for Joyce’s exploration of humanity’s place in the universe. For example, in Ulysses, the astronomical trope of parallax becomes a crucial trope for the action of the narrative, while the multiple frames of reference and perspectives which it allows for have been critically associated with relativity​[44]​. Moreover, it is a critical commonplace that Bloom is a representative of the scientific temperament and that his scientific curiosity drives much of the action of the novel. As many critics have pointed out, Bloom’s science consists mostly of fragmentary pieces of classical physics, such as his sense of the special properties of black (‘black conducts, reflects, (refracts is it?), the heat’, U.4.79-80), the Newtonian law of gravitation (‘per second per second’,  5.44) and versions of Archimedes’ law (he thinks about the Dead Sea, without quite remembering that the volume of water displaced by a body is equal to its weight, 5.38-42). Strikingly, Bloom’s knowledge is greatest in the field of cosmology and astronomy. In ‘Ithaca’, Joyce’s favourite chapter, Bloom demonstrates various constellations to Stephen and reflects upon vast cosmic questions. Joyce saw this whole chapter as ‘a mathematico-astronomico-physico-mechanico-geometrico-chemico sublimation of Bloom and Stephen’ (Letters, I, 164); although Joyce relentlessly parodies scientific discourse in this chapter, I will show that its science is much more up to date than that previously used in Ulysses and its critique of the Newtonian worldview appears influenced by the new physics. 
The universe of Finnegans Wake is, as we will see, even more closely informed by the new physics and its cosmology; as Tindall argues, ‘the book presents the post-Newtonian universe of Einstein and Planck...Finnegans Wake is a multi-dimensional symbol of space-time’ (James Joyce, 51). In the Wake we find references to relativity, curved space-time, four-dimensional space, the expanding universe, spectroscopy and the wave-particle duality of light (to be discussed in my next chapter), the splitting of the atom, quantum theory and much more. These ideas are accepted but also parodied, misread and reinvented, often in a sexual manner, as we will later discuss, creating links between the comic and the cosmic, human sexuality and the universe. Joyce’s concern that the Wake should engage in contemporary debates about relativity and quantum theory is reflected in his joking claim in a 1929 letter to Harriet Shaw Weaver that he had unsuccessfully approached J. W. N. Sullivan (science writer for The Athenaeum and early populariser of relativity) to write an authorizing preface to the Wake’s critical companion, Our Exagmination (Letters, I, 279). By this stage of his career Joyce was also keen to promote comparisons of himself with Einstein: for example, in a 1931 letter to Harriet Shaw Weaver, he proudly remarks that Harold Nicholson planned to call him ‘the Einstein of English fiction’ in a forthcoming BBC radio broadcast (Letters, III, 234).  
	There have been various critical studies of Joyce’s interest in the new physics, most often in the form of individual essays and book chapters. To give a few examples of the best work in this area, Gibson devotes a chapter of Joyce’s Revenge to a discussion of the politics of science in ‘Ithaca’ and Rabaté discusses the presence of relativity in Finnegans Wake in a chapter of Joyce upon the Void. David Overstreet’s discussion of oxymoron and quantum theory in relation to individual words in the Wake is highly textually engaged but has less to say about the book’s larger structures. However, some critics do address structural paradigms of Joyce’s engagement with the new physics. Philip Herring has produced a book-length work called Joyce’s Uncertainty Principle which uses a fairly generalised notion of Heisenberg’s quantum mechanics to discuss Joyce’s works, while Rice discusses Joyce’s works in relation to Non-Euclidean geometry and the later science of chaos theory. Nonetheless, few critics have discussed the importance of cosmology in Joyce’s work, except in passing or in identifying an area for further study; even Andrzej Duszenko, who produced two long essays on the new physics in the Wake, allocates little space to a discussion of the influence of cosmology on Joyce’s thinking​[45]​. 
Strother Purdy has written specifically about cosmology in his essay on the Wake as ‘multiverse’. However, although Purdy admits the importance of relativity and quantum theory for Joyce’s cosmology, the cosmic models he discusses in detail are actually much older than the new physics. For example, he discusses the universes of Dante and Bruno, arguing that the Wake’s universe is primarily a religious one, although he does suggest that ‘Joyce knew that to write the Commedia of his era, he needed to...revis[e] the cosmological assumptions of earlier times as well as the aesthetic strategies’ (39). I would agree with Purdy that, like Dante, Joyce wanted his own created universe in which humanity and the work of art could be placed, his own cosmology; however, Joyce’s universe is perhaps informed by more secular motives than Purdy suggests. As with Yeats’s work, and even Beckett’s at times, Joyce’s cosmology is associated with the destabilising of materialism and with what might be called a new idealist philosophy, a sense of the inescapable involvement of the observer’s mind in the perception of the material world; hence the presence of Berkeley in the Wake, as Bulkelly the Druid (in Book IV), and elsewhere. 
The confrontation of Patrick (where he still appears as a colonising outsider, despite his later status as symbol of Ireland) and the native Irish Druid Bulkelly in the Wake also suggests a political motive for Joyce’s interest in science. As I briefly discussed in the introduction, in Joyce’s Revenge Gibson argues that in ‘Ithaca’ Joyce historicises Imperial British science and implies that it has been superseded by the European new physics (227-252). Although I would suggest that politics is less of a central focus of Joyce’s interest in science than Gibson argues, it is undoubtedly true that in the Wake Joyce revels in Newton’s fall from a position of unassailable authority​[46]​. The foreignness of the new physics is also exaggerated to highlight its challenge to the English tradition of physics, particularly by Professor Jones of I.6, a version of the English Wyndham Lewis, who emphasised the non-western nature of relativity. For example, before going on to expound his popular science fable (the Mookse and the Gripes) the Professor discusses a representative of the new physics, one ‘Loewy-Brueller’ (150.15), a version of Levi-Bruhl, with Loewy also suggesting, with irony, Lewis himself, who has published a book entitled ‘Why I am not born like a Gentileman’ (150.26). We will discuss Lewis’s challenge to Joyce in more detail in a later section of this chapter. However, the new physics itself does not always escape Joyce’s satiric impulse, suggesting less of a politically committed attitude to science than Gibson suggests.




A Portrait of the Artist as the Fourth Dimension:
	Certainly, as Gibson would no doubt point out, Stephen’s first thoughts of cosmology in Portrait (published 1914-1916, before the popular dissemination of relativistic ideas from 1919 but still reflecting Joyce’s cosmological interest) are associated with contemporary Irish politics. In fact, the famous passage where the child Stephen considers the schema of the universe that he has inscribed on the flyleaf of his geography book is prefaced with and concluded by politics. Before we see this schema, we are told of the geography book’s picture of the earth as ‘a big ball in the middle of clouds’ (9), which Fleming has coloured in green and maroon. These are colours which, because of his aunt Dante’s brushes, Stephen associates with Parnell and Michael Davitt. Further, after Joyce considers whether the universe has a boundary or is unbounded, he compares Stephen’s cosmic uncertainty with his political ignorance: ‘It pained him that he did not know well what politics meant and that he did not know where the universe ended. He felt small and weak’ (11). Ironically, Stephen looks forward to being like the older boys, assuming that in future he will have this knowledge, while Joyce in fact suggests that these questions can never be fully answered, that they are much larger than Stephen can yet realise. The expanding and contracting perspectives of the writing in Stephen’s book shows this clearly; his schema of ‘himself, his name and where he was’ (9) starts with his name and ends with the universe and he reads it both forwards and backwards, from microcosm to macrocosm and vice versa, emphasising his concern with his place in the universe. Joyce implies that Stephen’s interest in the confusing relation between the microcosm of self and the macrocosm of the universe makes him more likely to become an artist. 
An interest in relations is closely tied in with relativity as connections between experiential space and time and scientific laws of nature were brought closer together. Eddington wrote that ‘The relativity theory of physics reduces everything to relations; that is to say, it is structure, not material, which counts’ (Space, Time and Gravitation, 197). Rather than assuming an absolute space and time, mathematical relations were examined between the perceptions of two different observers, moving at different speeds, meaning that many subjective perceptions added together would be necessary to produce an objective reality. In fact, unsettling and incomprehensible as relativity seemed to many people, it also restored the place of humanity and its perceptions to science. Joyce’s own sense of relation, his feeling that Stephen’s schema can (and perhaps should) be read both backwards and forwards, might have its source in Leibnitz’s notion of the monad (the idea of the most basic unit of the universe, in which microcosm and macrocosm are both involved) or in Bruno’s sense of the union of contraries (for example, the relation between the biggest and the smallest thing). Whatever the source of these ideas, readers experience the complexity of the relationship of humanity and the universe in a way that Stephen cannot; we understand that definite knowledge of these matters will not be acquired just through growing older. Stephen is closer to confronting the difficulty of cosmic knowledge when he recognises that ‘It was very big to think about everything and everywhere. Only God could do that’ (10). Only God (or a consciousness somehow outside the universe) could perceive the true nature of the cosmos, while for those within its boundaries the universe would remain uncertain. 
However, the uncertainty of the cosmos could be a spur to creativity. The artist creates his own universe, thereby understanding its nature and shape, as with Shakespeare, who is described in Ulysses as the man who ‘After God...has created most’ (175.1028-29) and imagined as a non-Euclidean geometer in the Wake as the ‘Great Shapesphere’ (295.4). In Stephen’s exposition of the artistic ideal much later in Portrait, the idea of the boundary line recurs, this time marking the limit of the art object, rather than the whole universe: ‘The first phase of apprehension is a bounding line drawn about the object to be apprehended...You apprehend its wholeness. That is integritas’ (164). Rice discusses the importance of Stephen’s demonstration of the geometrical aspects of the art object; we see the boundary line, then the ‘formal lines’ of relation within it. I would argue that Joyce depicts these formal lines as owing something to Stephen’s earlier striving to understand the shape of the universe; that his aesthetic ‘bounding line’ is like the earlier cosmic ‘thin thin line there all around everything’ (10)​[47]​. Both these lines might be associated with lines of text, again suggesting the way that the God who can think the ‘very big’ (10) cosmic thought is like the creative artist. Stephen argues this very point himself, ‘The artist, like the god of creation, remains within or behind or beyond his handiwork, invisible, refined out of existence, indifferent, paring his fingernails’ (166, italics added). The artist is not just like god in the paradigm of creation ex nihilo via the logos; instead he is god-like in his relation to the universe, in his capacity to draw boundary lines. Through the artist’s status both within and outside his written universe, he is also like the fourth dimension of the new physics and non-Euclidean geometry, in that he has an ‘invisible’ and almost unimaginable existence within and beyond the continuum of the created art-object. (We are reminded of Finnegan’s and the author’s ‘immarginable’ status in the Wake, 4.19). Although Portrait is too early to be influenced by relativity, this sense of the fourth dimension is not anachronistic: it could well, as Rice argues, have been informed by non-Euclidean geometry in which the notion of multiple dimensions was well-established. Joyce’s association of the artist with the fourth dimension is later continued in Finnegans Wake, as Shem, the artist figure, represents time, the fourth dimension of the space-time continuum.
This artist, as well as being god-like, could also be like a mathematician or a scientist (and vice versa, since in Ulysses the scientific Bloom also has ‘a touch of the artist’ about him, 10.580) because scientific knowledge is continually aestheticised by Stephen and repeatedly associated with the cosmos by Joyce. For example, in the physics lecture, the formula which Stephen copies down leads him to think of the day as:
a limbo of painless patient consciousness through which souls of mathematicians might wander, projecting long slender fabrics from plane to plane of ever rarer and paler twilight, radiating swift eddies to the last verges of a universe ever vaster, farther and more impalpable (147).    

This image might be said to romanticise science, but it also anticipates some of the changes which would be wrought by the new physics: the universe becoming ‘ever vaster’ suggests the later idea of an expanding universe and its ‘impalpable’ status suggests theories such as the involvement of the observer’s mind in the perception of matter or Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle of quantum physics​[48]​. Even before the breakthroughs of the new physics were disseminated, Joyce seems well aware of the way in which science might not shine a bright light of reason upon the world, but rather a creative twilight. Here he acknowledges that science might increase uncertainty rather than providing definite truths. While the mathematician struggles to reach a fugitive universe through mathematical, spectre-like symbols, similarly, the artist might feel that the universe evades his attempt to capture it in language. 
This association of mathematics and the cosmos appears earlier as Stephen’s equations take on lives of their own; first one equation ‘began to spread out a widening tail’ (78), then another sum is seen to ‘unfold itself’ (79). These equations are associated with the stars, becoming miniature universes in their own right, as their indices are ‘eyes and stars’​[49]​;
The indices appearing and disappearing were eyes opening and closing; the eyes opening and closing were stars being born and being quenched. The vast cycle of starry life bore his weary mind outwards to its verge and inwards to its centre, a distant music accompanying him outwards and inwards (78).

Rice suggests that here Stephen’s mind ‘turns inward to transform an algebraic equation into the fantastic geometry of fin-de-siècle design’ and emphasises how Stephen turns away from the reality of mathematics (71). This is certainly true to an extent, as there is irony located in the phrase ‘distant music’ as we remember it being used by Gabriel Conroy in ‘The Dead’ to aestheticise his wife Gretta. However, Rice is perhaps being too hasty in suggesting that there is no meaning in this passage beyond a portrayal of Stephen’s self-absorption The juxtaposition of stars and indices is powerful and, aside from subjective ‘distant music’, there may be a real appreciation of the beauty and artistic potential of mathematics on Joyce’s part, if not necessarily on Stephen’s​[50]​. The second equation is associated with Stephen’s soul, as the mathematical and quasi-celestial movements of the sum are incongruously compared with his quest for sexual experience in Dublin’s brothels: 
It was his own soul going forth to experience, unfolding itself sin by sin, spreading abroad the balefire of its burning stars and folding back upon itself, fading slowly, quenching its own lights and fires. They were quenched: and the cold darkness filled chaos (79). 

Stephen’s desire and his will to knowledge are mapped both on his scribbler in mathematical symbols and, by means of the image of stars, against the whole cosmos. (The previous equation’s taking Stephen’s mind both outward and inward recalls the way that as a child he read his schema both forwards and backwards). Although we could see this passage and its mathematical stars as merely aestheticised posturing on Stephen’s part, I would argue that, particularly in the reference to a return to ‘chaos’, it accurately describes Stephen’s soul as a universe characterised by increasing entropy, running itself down, with the final ‘cold darkness’ suggesting heat death, the end state of an entropic universe​[51]​. This universe is also the universe of the equation and perhaps of knowledge itself: the pursuit of knowledge first expands into a search and then contracts into an answer, as the ‘quenched’ stars of the resolved indices and the ‘cold darkness’ clearly result from the solved equation. The very solving of such problems is seen as deeply unsettling, reflecting the way that, as Patrick McCarthy argues, Joyce was always ‘aware of the limitations of mathematics’ (‘Unreliable Catechist’, 611). Moreover, Stephen’s experience of watching these sums’ stars slowly unfold may be like the experience of readers watching Portrait unfold: after all, Stephen sees these sums as like his own life, but beyond that, Joyce perhaps sees it as like his novel, a ‘vast cycle of starry life’ (78).
We have already seen cosmic and political forms of knowledge linked, as well as an association of cosmic and artistic boundaries; however, this passage, where the starry, desiring equation is in quest of ‘experience’, is one of the first occasions in Joyce where sexual and cosmic forms of knowledge are so explicitly linked. In these sections from Portrait mathematics and science give Stephen glimpses of the cosmos and the artist’s power of shaping his own version of it.  As John Gordon suggests, ‘Finnegans Wake, like Portrait before it, appears to instantiate a universal protocol of creation and destruction that applies equally to the formation of thoughts and the formation of stars. Everybody knows that Joyce wanted Finnegans Wake to be a book of everything, and to that end applied a definite set of, roughly speaking, cosmological theories’ (259). We see the first signs of this tendency in Portrait.

Ulysses: Meditations of Evolution and Involution.
The movement inward and outward between microcosm and macrocosm that Stephen experiences is further developed in Ulysses, complicated by the notion of parallax and its multiple viewpoints. Particularly in the penultimate chapter, ‘Ithaca’, as Booker argues, ‘We are invited...to include science in the intertextual framework of Ulysses’ (580) and this science shows signs of influence by the new physics and a more up-to-date cosmology​[52]​. In this chapter, the scientific perspective is now overt; Stephen makes the statement which was only implied in the writing from his geography textbook, that he is ‘a conscious rational reagent between a micro and a macrocosm ineluctably constructed on the incertitude of the void’ (17.1013-1015). Bloom likewise explores microcosm and macrocosm in his meditations on evolution and involution, finding multiple universes on different scales and at different points of reference; for example, he imagines the bloodstream as a ‘universe of human serum constellated with red and white bodies, themselves universes of void space’ (1063-64), contrasting it with the astronomical universe from the moon to the fixed stars. In both microcosm and macrocosm, he finds vast space and vast activity, which fits with both the immense ranges of space which the theory of relativity attempted to interpret and with the intricacy of matter in quantum theory​[53]​. 
This vastness places human life in the middle of a range of universes; a ‘parenthesis of infinitesimal brevity’ (1055-56) in relation to the astronomical universe but lacking the full complexity of the microscopic world​[54]​. This deliberate setting of the individual human life (here Bloom’s) against the wider life of the universe which ‘Ithaca’ stages was crucial to contemporary popular science. The opening of Jeans’s Mysterious Universe requires that readers recognise with a chill the same metaphorical ‘cold of interstellar space’ (1047) which chills Bloom: 
Standing on our microscopic fragment of a grain of sand, we attempt to discover the nature and purpose of the universe which surrounds our home in space and time...We find the                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             universe terrifying because of its vast meaningless distances, terrifying because of its inconceivably long vistas of time which dwarf human history to the twinkling of an eye, terrifying because of our extreme loneliness and because of the material insignificance of our home in space – a millionth part of a grain of sand out of all the sea-sand in the world (3).

Bloom’s awareness of human insignificance, similar to that expressed by Jeans, is further reflected in his humorous deprecation of the meaningfulness of various forms of human relationship with the universe. For example, his astrological attempt to map the relation of Shakespeare, Stephen, himself and his son Rudy to the cosmos through the movements of various stars quickly becomes a general acknowledgement that both stars and people come and go, and the universe remains indifferent; stars having appeared and disappeared ‘in and from other constellations some years before or after the birth or death of other persons’ (1119-20). His sense of the ‘aesthetic value of the spectacle’ of the night-sky also becomes absurd as he thinks of ‘the reiterated examples of poets...invoking ardent sympathetic constellations or the frigidity of the satellite of their planet’ (1147-50). This is perhaps one teasing response to Yeats’s aesthetic concern with astrology and to his use, which we discussed in the previous chapter, of cosmic and apocalyptic stars, particularly in the context of sexuality​[55]​. Nonetheless, Joyce does imply, in ‘Ithaca’ and elsewhere, that art might briefly restore a sense of human centrality to the narrative of the universe, not unlike that found in astrology, at least as long as this impulse (and perhaps the universe itself) is seen as somewhat absurd​[56]​. For example, in Bloom’s famous appearance as a comet, his celestial status is suddenly undermined by a discussion of the comet’s ‘financial resources’ (2022). In fact, Phillip Herring tells us that ‘”Absurd” is one of the most prominent words in the “Ithaca” notesheets’ (Notesheets, 59); this absurdity                                                                                                                                        often comes about via the comic effect created by Joyce’s disjunction of parallactic perspectives (or, as we might say, relativistic frames of reference), as the comic and the cosmic are frequently associated in his work. For example, the ‘in risible universe’ (419.3) of Finnegans Wake.
As Joyce wrote in a letter to Frank Budgen, in this episode Stephen and Bloom ‘become heavenly bodies, wanderers like the stars at which they gaze’ (Letters, I, 159-160). In fact, in Herring’s Ulysses notes we find that Joyce’s notion of Stephen and Bloom as heavenly bodies is more complex than it appears, as he writes ‘SD and LB a double sun’ (Notesheets, 428) which identifies them as a binary star linked by creativity just as binary stars are normally bound together by gravity. Moreover, in both the notesheets and the novel we find references to ‘dark suns’, or black holes, (Notesheets, 428 and ‘Ithaca’ 2182), suggesting that the engorged full-stop which closes the chapter has similar cosmic properties. Further, the famous passage in which Bloom appears as a comet, wandering but obeying ‘the summons of recall’ (2017-18), suggests, as Avrom Fleishman has pointed out, the Einsteinian notion of the curvature of space (Fiction, 147). As Eddington wrote, ‘If in Einstein’s space you keep going right on in one direction, you do not get to infinity; you find yourself back at your starting point’ (The Expanding Universe, 22). Bloom’s curved cometary orbit implies a geodesic, the route which light travels in curved space-time following the path of least resistance; his gravitation is his desire for Molly, which distorts and shapes his universe, making return inevitable. ‘Penelope’, Molly’s episode, is like this curved space-time as, according to Joyce, it ‘has no beginning, middle or end’ (Letters, I, 172) and is ‘amplitudinously curvilinear’ (164). The curved continuum likewise has no real distinction between past, present and future; relativistic time could be dilated by the presence of dense matter, such as a star, or by great speed. Molly’s presence in the episode, her living voice, seems to function like this dense matter, distorting the time of the book. The lack of punctuation in her episode, which helps to control the reader’s experience of written time, creates a sense that we are travelling in a world in which time is strangely fluid and without boundaries. This principle would be developed in Finnegans Wake, where curved space-time exists as a structural principle for the book and the first and final sentences flow into each other, making the book itself a kind of curved continuum, finite but unbounded (as in Einstein’s universe). Molly’s fluid, unbounded time would also be developed into ALP’s link to the Liffey and the water cycle, while her status as a ‘huge earth ball’ of dense matter perhaps feeds into Joyce’s portrayal of HCE as mountainous mass of space-time, which will be discussed later.
	As we’ve seen, Gibson argues that in ‘Ithaca’ Joyce is concerned with rejecting English science, in an act of revenge that ‘modifies the science of the strangers and sends it back to them’ (245). However, Gibson’s other argument is perhaps more thought-provoking in the particular context of this thesis, as he suggests that Joyce is critiquing, from a perspective given by the new physics, the Newtonian assumption that the universe can be objectively and finally known. ‘Ithaca’ questions authority, not just in an imperial sense but also in an epistemological sense: as Joan Wilcox stresses, the lesson of ‘Ithaca’ is ‘one of plurality of interpretation’ (645). This is because, as in ‘Cyclops’, we witness the failure of a myopic, monological authority figure, here embodied in the scientific narrative voice. The catechistic form of the episode is highly suggestive, since there is a pervading sense that no question has been asked unless the answer is known only too well (which is, of course, how catechism works).  Tellingly, in ‘Uncovering “Ithaca”’, a paper delivered at the 2010 Dublin Joyce Colloquium, Luca Crispi showed in a genetic study of the episode that Joyce often had the answers to the questions of the chapter before the questions themselves were fully settled upon. He also emphasised the way that the questions and answers were developed in a non-linear manner, without a clear sense of order or progression. The absurdity of the questions and answers in ‘Ithaca’ creates a sense that Newtonian physics has gone astray because of its exclusion of the human and because of its lack of a means of acknowledging epistemological uncertainty​[57]​. We should remember that the frustration of ‘Ithaca’ exists for many readers because its cold style ignores the human and seems to leave the characters behind. In much the same way, Newtonian science excluded human experience (in particular our sense of time moving at different speeds), while in contrast relativity restored human time by refusing absolute time and giving different frames of reference equal status. Joyce appears to critique the Newtonian impulse in ‘Ithaca’ as his creative consideration of subjective time in Ulysses works in a similar way to relativity. As McCarthy argues, in the move from ‘Ithaca’ to ‘Penelope’ (we might even say from classical physics to relativity), Joyce transforms ‘the dry tone of scientific precision into a style that incorporates the idiosyncrasies of human nature’ (‘Joyce’s Unreliable Cathechist’, 617).
Order and chaos exist precariously in the form of the chapter. As Fritz Senn points out, the chapter’s organizing principle ‘gets everything under control. And misses almost everything’ (‘“Ithaca”: A Portrait of the Chapter as a Long List’, 39), while at moments the material slips this control; for example, attempts to work out the relation between Bloom’s and Stephen’s ages or the list of Molly’s lovers swiftly degenerate into absurdity. Although it pretends that, as Joyce wrote, ‘the reader will know everything, and in the baldest and coldest way’ (Letters, I, 159-160), the chapter is, crucially, strewn with errors and problems just as the Newtonian worldview was seen as error-strewn by scientists of the new physics. These errors also bring in the fallibility of human reason, which Victorian science had often attempted to ignore. The new physics contained within it an awareness that scientists had been projecting certain fixed ideas onto nature and that in fact Newtonian science said more about the human mind than about the ‘real’ world. Ultimately, in ‘Ithaca’, Joyce makes the discourse of Newtonian science testify to its own obsolescence. We are made to recognise that classical physics had stopped asking the difficult questions; the new physics now had to ask these questions, though this did not necessarily mean that they would find answers. We have found the beginnings of a relativistic universe in Ulysses; in the Wake, Joyce would develop this still further and make it his own, placing full emphasis upon difficulty and doubt. He would be prepared, like the scientists of the new physics, to ask questions that might only be answered by a paradox - or not at all.

‘Sifted science will do your arts good’ (440.19): The Cosmos of Finnegans Wake.

Although, as we have seen, all of Joyce’s works engage creatively with science, the universe of Finnegans Wake has a far more developed contemporary cosmology, with its own geometrical structure. The book famously has its own symbol or siglum chosen by Joyce, the square, suggesting four-dimensional space-time, while its action is circular, with the final incomplete sentence joining seamlessly with the first incomplete sentence. Through Joyce’s deliberate relation of first and final sentences we reach the far boundary of the book’s world but find ourselves led back to our starting point; to use the language of the new physics, the book is a spherical and re-entrant universe. (As Eddington wrote in The Nature of the Physical World, ‘Space is boundless by re-entrant form not by great extension’ (89)). This idea might also be applied to the Wake’s unbounded space of potential readings and its repeated recirculation of meanings, despite the physical boundaries established by the book as object. This spherical space of modern physics, as well as Viconian cycles of human history, are key structural models for the book. It could be argued that Joyce might have used this spherical form in the Wake without the new physics, that Vico’s influence would be enough to explain it. However, I would suggest that the reverse is actually the case; Vico’s return as a serious intellectual influence upon Joyce during these years (Joyce first read Vico during the Trieste years but this was not strongly present in his work until the Wake) comes from Joyce’s interest in the new physics and the connection that he seems to have made between cyclical history and curved space. 
 The spherical geometry of the new physics is particularly important for II.2, where many of the book’s cosmic concerns appear, and which also engages with A Vision. In this chapter, Shem baffles Shaun with a geometrical diagram of their mother’s genitals, which he calls their ‘eternal geomater’ (296.32-297.1). This diagram is made up of two intersecting circles, which map the twins’ cosmic and sexual origins​[58]​. As with Yeats and the geometry of A Vision, discussed in the previous chapter, here the cosmic and the sexual become so entwined that the female body (specifically, ALP’s), particularly the womb, becomes a microcosm of the universe. Joyce’s often parodic engagement with Yeats’s work in the Wake has its serious aspects, drawing out real meanings of Yeats’s cosmic and sexual symbols; as Michael J. Sidnell argues, in II.2 the system of gyres is ‘reduced to its elementals – dare one say its real origin - as a figure for the sexual act’ (59). In his chapter on Joyce and Yeats, Sidnell defends the notion that II.2 engages with A Vision. He stresses that though Ellmann argued that Joyce could only have read the second edition of A Vision in 1937, too late for it to have substantial impact, in fact the diagram of interpenetrating gyres was included in Michael Robartes and the Dancer (1921), while many of A Vision’s ideas are scattered through Yeats’s other poetry and prose (58-59). The confluence of cosmic and sexual knowledge in Joyce’s work has already been suggested; this argument will be developed much further in the following chapter.  
Set against the comparatively stable cosmic model of the sexualised body of ALP, in the same chapter Joyce also defines his universe as an ‘expanding universe’ (263.26), as proposed by the new physics. This first reference to an ‘expanding universe’ is part of a metatextual statement on the nature of the Wake, the famous description of the book as cosmos: it is seen to be ‘solarsystemised, seriolcosmically, in a more and more almightily expanding universe under one, there is rhymeless reason to believe, original sun’ (263.24-27). The idea of an expanding universe later recurs as ‘this expending umniverse’ (410.17): the description of Joyce’s universe is given extra creative resonance by this later phrase, in which the ‘pen’ is present. Joyce’s depiction of the text as expanding universe is perhaps also a self-reflexive comment upon his writing and revision methods, as he always expanded his drafts, rarely deleting anything. This reference to the universe as ‘expending’ might thus be Joyce’s admission of a degree of linguistic profligacy in his creative approach. Far more so than in Portrait, the Wake is a universe ‘ever vaster, farther and more impalpable’ (Portrait, 147), an expanding and dynamic world which evades the grasp of the reader and perhaps even of the author. (As Joyce wrote: ‘His producers are they not his consumers?’ 497.2). This sense of the Wake evading Joyce undermines Portrait’s earlier theory of the artist as demiurge. Although we have seen the artist as godlike throughout this discussion of Joyce’s cosmos (despite his wider use of doubt and uncertainty), in the Wake there are nonetheless moments where he allows its universe to slip his control to let us see the limits of this paradigm, giving the text its own dynamic life​[59]​. 
As with Yeats’s work in A Vision, though perhaps to a greater extent, geometry does not mean stability in the Wake, since the dense, strange shapes of its structures and even its individual words engage with spatial distortion and temporal dilation; the Wake, long called ‘Work in Progress’, is intimately connected with a relativistic ‘warping process’ (497.4)​[60]​. Particularly in Joyce, geometry could not be further from its Victorian sense of an ideal order and foundation of culture that Alice Jenkins discusses in her book, Space and the ‘March of Mind’ (158). The geometry upon which Wake’s cosmos is based is decidedly non-Euclidean, as I point out below in a discussion of Ruben Borg’s sense of the book’s time, and this geometry is often used by Joyce in order to heighten difficulty, rather than to clarify. In this sense, Joyce is like Shem in II.2, baffling Shaunian readers with secret cosmic, textual and sexual knowledge that we (and perhaps even Shem/Joyce) grasp only imperfectly. The continuing critical difficulty posed by Joyce’s quasi-geometrical sigla is one example of this tendency toward enigmatic geometries, which was also shared by Yeats and Beckett.
The Wake’s universe is governed by its own temporal shapes and geometries: in particular, Ellmann’s biography suggests that Joyce claimed the key temporal symbols of the book are the river and the mountain, saying that ‘Time and the river and the mountain are the heroes of my book’ (554). The repeated conjunction in Joyce’s phrase is worth emphasising, suggesting that these symbols are not merely listed but placed in relationship. Although ALP’s river is much more commonly identified with time, I would argue that the theme of time is embedded in both the river and the mountain, ALP and HCE. Critical discussions of time in the Wake often focus upon images of flow, but in fact the contemporary model of time was the space-time continuum, and popularisers such as Jeans deliberately emphasised the way that the image of time as river had been superseded: ‘Until the theory of relativity compelled us to reconsider our position, we instinctively regarded time as an ever-rolling stream, whose flow could be measured’ (Nature of the Physical World, 74). In the Wake, I would suggest that both river and mountain possess spatial and temporal properties, that they are continuum-figures, joined as well as opposed. Although space and time are famously contrasted in the relationship of Shem (time) and Shaun (space), the book itself exists above these conflicts and is referred to as a ‘grand continuum’ (472.30), a unity of space and time​[61]​. Further, through these conflicts and fusions Joyce ultimately leads us to Einstein, since Shem and Shaun are figured as an elm-tree and a stone, with the elm related to Einstein’s birthplace (Ulm) and the stone making up the ‘stein’ of Einstein. Part of my interest in mountains and hills, and such similar figures as the heap and the barrow, is to suggest that the Wake’s universe has a relativistic landscape in microcosm, in which the river, the mountain, the trees and stones of the Wake represent aspects of a far wider cosmos. 
Joyce stages particularly intense conflicts between Shem and Shaun, time and space, in the popular science fables of the ‘Mookse and the Gripes’ and the ‘Ondt and the Gracehoper’. (Both of these fables have been extensively glossed by critics). In each of these battles there is a kind of balance established because although the spatial Shaun figure is usually victorious, Joyce sees to it that most readers’ sympathies lie with the temporal Shem. The twins are also somewhat interchangeable, as reflected in that, as Ruben Borg points out, ‘mukkse’ is Danish for ‘to gripe’ (84). The wandering Mookse also seems very mobile for a representation of space (‘a Mookse he would a walking go’, 152.20) and the Gripes is very static for a representation of time (he is ‘parched on a limb’, immobile in a tree, 153.10) and thus their identities as space and time become blurred. Though the spatio-temporal contrast between Ondt and Gracehoper is more sharply drawn, the ending of this fable seems more ambiguous as the Shem-Gracehoper figure is given the challenging last words, ‘But, Holy Saltmartin, why can’t you beat time?’ (419.8). It could thus be argued that they are two manifestations of the same tendency, in the paradoxical way that, for example, light possesses qualities of both wave and particle. In any case, on the textual level, Shem’s temporal qualities of aural focus and interest in music and Shaun’s fixation with the visual and space are reconciled in the book itself: readers can only understand the book when they read it both on the page and aloud. Finnegans Wake is thus simultaneously visual and aural, a grand continuum of space and time. 
Nonetheless, time and space in the Wake exist in other forms than the conflicts of the twins; as Borg argues, ‘Time in the Wake is stranger, more inexplicably unique than the periodic fusions and fissions of Shem and Shaun might suggest’ (‘Two Ps in a Pod’, 85)​[62]​. Though this part of Borg’s essay is insightful, his main point of reference remains the Shem-Shaun relationship and his sense of time is mainly based upon pre-relativistic visions of time as flow. Borg’s depiction of the relation between the discourses of art and science in Joyce’s aesthetic universe does not acknowledge that Joyce engages with the changed paradigm of scientific discourse established by the new physics. For example, Borg discusses examples of Joyce’s artistic process existing in a transient state or under erasure (such as the text as ‘fadograph’ (7.15)) that, ‘All of these instances affirm a clear-cut epistemological distinction between the discourses of art and science – a distinction whereby the transient reality experienced and represented by the artist is viewed in diametrical opposition to the stable and solid world generated by the geometer’ (89). While it would be foolish to affirm that for Joyce there is no difference between the discourses of art and science, Borg’s sense of the ‘diametrical opposition’ between the world of art and the ‘stable and solid world’ of the geometer is an overstatement considering the contemporary science that actually appears in the Wake. In contrast with classical physics, which only acknowledged Euclidean space, as we’ve seen, by the time Joyce was writing there were multiple, rival geometries (such as Riemannian and Lobachevskyian) for describing reality. These geometries existed alongside each other like different artistic styles that might equally describe the world; moreover, while Einstein was undoubtedly interested in reaching an objective truth through relativity, it would be a mistake to call the unvisualisable four-dimensional continuum a ‘stable and solid world’. In fact, as we saw in the opening chapter, Albright refers to the ‘unstable and unsolid worlds’ of the new physics (Quantum Poetics, 11).
In the Wake, time is not represented as simply linear flow, embodied in ALP and the Liffey’s progress, but also as a mighty mass, as in the space-time continuum and the mountain that represents HCE. Joyce seems most interested in connecting and piling up visions of reality in a continuum, rather than presenting one worldview that is traced in a linear fashion: the Wake and its time is built up of dense layers, like the Wakean word, with ‘one world [or word] burrowing on another’ (275.5-6). The connection between mountain and continuum is also reflected in that HCE, a mountain-figure, is also associated with this four-dimensional space-time as ‘a tesseract’ (100.35): this shape is the four-dimensional analogue to a cube. The Four Old Men mirror this four-dimensional space as they are shown to have ‘fourdimmansions’ (367.26-27), while the composite version of their names, ‘mamalujo’ (476.32 and elsewhere), stresses the way that they are bound together in a continuum​[63]​.  And of course the Wake has four books, one for each dimension of the space-time continuum. The spatio-temporal mountain is also troped in the various hills, mountains, heaps, dumps and piles which are spread throughout the Wake. The image of the heap might be read as part of Joyce’s critique of scientific positivism (which elsewhere appears, as I have suggested, in playfully dismissive references to Newton). In an essay on early twentieth century science, Patrick Parrinder quotes a 1909 essay by T. E. Hulme (an influential figure for modernism), who argued against the idea of the clockwork universe, stating that the universe was not ‘a chess-board’ but a ‘chaotic cinder-heap’ (12). The universe of Joyce’s text is far closer to the ‘cinder-heap’ than the ‘chess-board’. 
Although the connection between time and the river has been much discussed in Wake criticism, there has been little attention paid to the temporal properties of the less picturesque image of the heap, which is potentially more relativistic and more difficult, as it is the synchronic product of a diachronic process. As Beckett imagines the difficulty in Endgame: ‘Grain upon grain, one by one, and one day, suddenly, there's a heap, a little heap, the impossible heap’ (Complete Dramatic Works, 93)​[64]​. At least, HCE’s mountain or heap is more relativistic unless we see ALP as the more complex form of the water-cycle, bound together in a cyclical process with other phenomena (for example, Issy as cloud), rather than just linear flow. (Also, in I.8, the detritus thrown up by the river, represented by ALP’s bag of gifts, is a similar version of the diachronic/synchronic heap).  But in fact, remembering Joyce’s repeated ‘and’, we could argue that mountain and river, HCE and ALP, should not be seen as diametrically opposed but rather in relationship, each possessing spatial and temporal qualities. (After all, ALP’s delta symbol in the sigla could also be visualised as a mountain, while the word ALP also applies to a mountain range). This is just as relativity theory emphasised of space and time; and as Joyce also suggests, since HCE and ALP so often appear in the same passage and are bound together by marriage in the Wake’s ‘narrative’. As Jeans wrote in Mysterious Universe:
Until this time we had thought of space as something around us, and of time as something that flowed past us, or even through us. The two seemed to be in every way fundamentally different... Yet Einstein’s first results...involved the amazing conclusion that nature knew nothing of this (98). 

Time and space are closely linked in the four dimensional space of relativity, with past, present and future bound together as points on the continuum​[65]​. Space-time became pictured as curved, as Eddington emphasised:
It can now be deduced that the space-time in which we live is not quite flat...in flat space-time the law of motion is that (with suitably chosen coordinates) every particle moves uniformly in a straight line except when it is disturbed by the impacts of other particles. Clearly this is not true of our world; for example the planets do not move in straight lines although they do not suffer any impacts (Space, Time and Gravitation, 83-84). 

The inherent curvature described by Eddington was caused by the presence of dense matter, which warped and deformed space-time, and thus resulted in its surface being puckered or marked​[66]​. These puckers, as popularisers sometimes explained, were similar to the way that the surface of the globe was marked by hills and mountains; the Hill of Howth functions like one of these puckers in the universe of the Wake, modifying its space and time, and other versions of it serve a similar purpose​[67]​. Joyce prepared for this centrality of Howth in Ulysses, where Bloom and Molly’s memories of their crucial day there are repeatedly circled back to in ‘a commodious vicus of recirculation’ (3.2), affecting their experience of the present.   
There are many versions of this image of the heaped mass or dump as continuum. For example, one of the first versions of such puckers in space-time that we see, ‘the filthdump near the Serpentine in Phornix park’ (80.6) is described as a ‘subtler timeplace of the weald’ (12-13), the ideal place in which to hide ALP’s ‘loveletter’ (14) or the book itself. Here, ‘timeplace’ is clearly a version of space-time, with the fusion of the two even more emphasised by Joyce’s omission of the hyphen. References to this relativistic dump as a ‘dangerfield’ (field has a mathematical meaning) and to it being imprinted and puckered by ‘fossil footprints, bootmarks, fingersigns, elbowdints, breechbowls, a. s. o. were all successively traced’ (10-12) potentially describes the passage of human lives across the continuum and of readers across the pages of the book. Further, the famous metatextual description of the book’s cosmos as a ‘chaosmos of Alle’ also describes it as temporal, dynamic and, which is never emphasised, as dump-like or ‘gobblydumped’: ‘every person, place and thing in the chaosmos of Alle anyway connected with the gobblydumped turkery was moving and changing every part of the time’ (118.21-23)​[68]​. Most interestingly, if we look at the sentence closely, we see that it is this ‘gobblydumped turkery’ which allows the ‘chaosmos’ to be ‘moving and changing every part of the time’: the universe must be ‘anyway connected’ with the dump of space-time in order to achieve its dynamic energy. In II.2 the crucial diagram of ALP becomes ‘the muddest thick that was ever heard dump’ (296.20-21), a description Joyce thought important enough to use as the title for the fragment published in ‘Tales Told of Shem and Shaun’, while the word ‘Dirtdump’ appears in the version of ALP’s crucial letter we are given near the close of the book (615.12). Another version of this continuum figure is the ‘hump’ or hummock, making (together with the book’s allusions to the fall of Humpty-Dumpty) HCE’s given name ‘Humphrey’, seem more explicable. The hill is another version of the heap or mountain, and the Four, in their role as part of the space-time continuum, are also often associated with hills: for example, in a discussion of ALP’s letter we read that, ‘The old hunks on the hill read it to perlection’ (94.10). Undoubtedly, the most important of these heaps is the one from I.5 in which the hen, Belinda of the Dorans, who is, of course, an ALP figure, discovers the letter which represents both the Wake itself and the universe. Interestingly, the dump is ‘comicalbottomed’ (110.26), apparently with amusingly ‘conical’ geometric properties. (Yeats’s cones are similar temporal shapes). We could potentially read this as ‘comical’ as ‘cosmical’ since the comic and the cosmic are associated in Joyce’s universe: we have seen that the book is later described as being ordered ‘seriolcosmically’ (263.25) and as an ‘in risible universe’ (419.3).
Shaun’s barrow in III.3 is also one of the more significant heaps, deliberately associated with the dump in which ALP’s letter is found by the reference to it as an ‘orangery’ (477.36): which is like Biddy Doran’s ‘orangeflavoured mudmound’ or ‘orangery’ (111.34 and 110.27). This barrow also functions as a potential figure for the continuum, particularly given the voices from the past which issue from it as a result of Shaun’s interrogation by the Four, including the voices of HCE and ALP. In this chapter, Shaun appears more than human as he lies on the barrow, described as a cosmic apparition combining features of meteors, nebulae, shooting stars, comets and asteroids (because in III.2 he departed on a journey at the speed of light): ‘The meteor pulp of him.... his bellyvoid of nebulose with his neverstop navel...his creamtocustard cometshair and his asteroid knuckles’ (475.12-17). He may have suffered a stellar explosion, like a nova or supernova, or he might even be the expanding universe itself, considering Joyce’s use of so many different astronomical terms. In fact, in III.1, Shaun has this supernova effect as he ‘will soon fill all space and burst in systems, so speeds the instant!...amply altered for the brighter’ (429.12-13)​[69]​. Joyce’s description of Shaun in III.2 reflects the cosmic status of the barrow or mound and its role as a figure for the continuum, while qualities of the barrow itself also suggest this. For example, in climbing the mountain, the Four are seen ‘trailing the wavy line of...footsteps’ (475.25) and this wavy line might well be a geodesic, one of the curved paths in Einstein’s space. It is seen that the mound also possesses both spatial and temporal characteristics, as the Four traverse ‘climes of old times gone by’ (474.22) and the ‘deep timefield’ (475.24), while one of the old men has an intuition that ‘he had been in that place one time’ (26-27), suggesting space-time and also the sense of a spherical, re-entrant universe. In this chapter, as Tindall suggests, this ‘“cubical crib” on which [Shaun] lies is also the Wake’ (A  Reader’s Guide to Finnegans Wake, 254). The barrow of II.3 thus becomes a version of the universe of the book, which readers must investigate, in the way that the Four interrogate Shaun and perhaps also in the way that the scientists of the new physics questioned the universe (given the scientific allusions that I have drawn out, in this section the Four seem to be scientists as much as historians). The sense of the universe as riddle or puzzle, which I explore in more detail in my next chapter on light, is reflected in the wonderings of the Four as to what ‘class of a crossroads puzzler [Shaun and his barrow] would likely be’ (257.03). 
Joyce’s interest in such spatial and temporal heaps is also expressed through the frequent comparisons of human beings and insects that we see in the Wake, which often involve the use of the image of an ant-heap. Perhaps the most famous examples of this entomological imagery are HCE’s frequent association with an earwig and Shem’s and Shaun’s appearance as grasshopper and ant in III.1 in the crucial fable about spatiality and temporality. Although this insect imagery has most often been linked with the trope of incest, there is almost certainly more to Joyce’s use of insects than this. Henry discusses ways in which entomological metaphors were often used in popular science to highlight the contrast between the huge scale of the universe and the smallness of human life, writing that ‘J. B. S. Haldane complained that a view of earth from Venus would expose human society, despite its seeming modernity “as little more than an ant-heap”’ (125). Although Henry does not expand this observation to other authors, her comment suggests Joyce could have picked up on such images to inform his cosmic perspective​[70]​. For example, Joyce early on describes ‘our’ relation to HCE as that of ants on an anthill ‘We were but thermites then, wee, wee. Our anthill we sensed as a Hill of Allen’ (57.12). The description recurs at 360.34: ‘The enormanous his, our littlest little! Wee, wee, that long alancey one! Let us sit on this anthill’. This representation of the anthill reflects both our status as readers traversing a world in which HCE is the centre but also, I would argue, the relationship of humanity to the vast cosmic continuum that HCE often represents. Ultimately, this use of insect imagery reflects Joyce’s attempt to explore the place of ‘humble indivisibles in this grand continuum’ (472.30), as Shaun puts it.  
Joyce’s use of the new physics and cosmology in the Wake may ultimately be seen as an intensification of his practice in Ulysses and also as a deliberate response to contemporary criticism of this earlier book. A tendency to ‘heap up’ time and link it with space can be seen in Ulysses, as argued by an unusually insightful Wyndham Lewis in Time and Western Man. Although as we might expect, given his opposition to relativistic perspectives of time, Lewis puts his point in highly derogatory terms. He suggests that the sheer amount of matter (or ‘glut’ as Lewis puts it) in Ulysses has the effect of dilating time for the reader (who, revealingly, he first calls ‘the observer’): 
The amount of stuff – unorganized brute material – that the more active principle of drama has to wade through....slows it down to the pace at which, inevitably, the sluggish tide of the author’s bric-a-brac passes the observer, at the saluting post, or in this case, the reader. It is a suffocating moeotic expanse of objects, all of them lifeless, the sewerage of a Past twenty years old, all arranged in a meticulous sequence (108).
 
Lewis also called this material ‘a big, variegated heap’, which Joyce had ‘scraped together’ to create a novel (108). Wrong-headed and untrue to the experience of reading Ulysses though Lewis is, there are times when the reader feels that Joyce’s piling up of detail works to deliberately slow narrative time, both in Ulysses and in the Wake. Even more interestingly for the study of the Wake, Lewis’s critique contains both fluvial imagery (‘sluggish tide’) and the idea of the piled up ‘glut’ of ‘unorganized brute material’ suggesting a kind of heap or mountain. (Lewis must have absorbed more relativistic ideas of time dilation and of the contrast between massed and fluvial time than he realised, since he employs them apparently unconsciously in his criticism.)
Joyce had read Lewis’s book and seems to have been determined to live up to and play with Lewis’s criticism of the philosophy of time of his novels. As Scott W. Klein emphasises in his study of the oppositional artistic relationship of Lewis and Joyce, ‘Joyce took Lewis’s criticism seriously’ (3), while Hugh Kenner calls Lewis’s essay ‘the most brilliant misreading in modern criticism’ (Dublin’s Joyce, 362). The creative importance of this hostile criticism means that the ALP-like hen who scratches up the letter which represents the Wake from the dump or ‘mudmound’ could easily be Joyce’s mocking self-portrait of his own artistic processes, especially considering Lewis’s suggestion that Joyce ‘scraped together’ Ulysses​[71]​. We should note that the ‘mudmound’ (111.34) causes a distortion of the letter, rendering it difficult to read, as with the distortion and temporal dilation which Lewis suggests is caused by the excess matter of Ulysses: ‘Heated residence in the heart of the orangeflavoured mudmound had partly obliterated the negative to start with, causing some features palpably nearer your pecker to be swollen up most grossly while the farther back we manage to wiggle the more we need the loan of a lens to see as much as the hen saw’ (111.34-112.2). Further, the tone of the whole chapter in which the letter is discovered (and that of the frame around the Mookse and the Gripes) parodies both Lewis’s style and the discourse of popular science. 
Joyce also seems to reference his deliberate play with time in his writings, in perhaps a similar way to that outlined by Lewis, in his depiction of the letter’s punctuation. Earlier, we pointed out that the time of the ‘Penelope’ episode of Ulysses is distorted by Joyce’s omission of punctuation, his refusal to control written time. In the Wake, although ALP’s crucial letter is punctuated, this happens in a highly unusual way, by means of the fork of a breakfasting ‘grave Brofésor’ (124.9), producing ‘numerous stabs and foliated gashes’ (2), through which light passes. These gashes indicate different lengths of pause (‘stop’, ‘please stop’, ‘do please stop’ and ‘O do please stop’ respectively, which correspond to commas, semi-colons, colons and full stops); the Brofésor thus introduces a notion of time by ‘pùnct ingh oles (sic ) in iSpace’ (11-12), punching holes in space and, by extension, in the letter and the book. Joyce makes an important argument about space-time, light and punctuation: punctuation marks a spatial text to introduce a notion of the time taken in reading it, adding a fourth dimension to the universe of the book. Interestingly, this section also features the inverted v or lambda, which is used to describe the fork which punches holes in space: ‘they ad bin “provoked” ay Λ fork’ (8-9). This symbol probably represents Shaun but to most contemporary readers with an interest in science it would also have suggested Einstein’s controversial cosmological constant, which he proposed as a modification to the theory of general relativity in order to achieve a static universe​[72]​. This interpretation of the symbol is supported by the fact that we also find several references to lambda in the book, for example, as ‘Lambday’ in the discussion of the diagram that represents ALP’s genitals as microcosmic universe (294.4) or, later, in the context of HCE as cosmic continuum, as ‘lambdad’ (486.1). The Brofésor might be an Einstein figure (ironically, he also seems to have qualities of Lewis) but, even more importantly, ALP’s letter could acquire additional cosmic status due to the appearance of the cosmological constant in a discussion of its authorship. The question of punctuation and where one ‘stops’ might then also engage with ideas such as Stephen’s in Portrait about the boundaries of the universe (its expansion or otherwise), offering us a parallel between cosmic processes and the processes of our reading.
The heaps, mountains and hills of the Wake thus, as we have seen, take on a temporal and cosmic significance, apparently functioning as a kind of ‘world-heap’ (while the Wake itself might be seen as a ‘word-heap’), analogous to the mass of curved space-time and to the overall shape of the universe. The Wake’s word-heap is a relativistic mountain, as Joyce remarked of his work on the book, ‘I feel like an engineer boring through a mountain from two sides’ (Budgen, 320). Although Lewis’s attitude to Ulysses is mistaken, parts of his critique could apply to the Wake. We might consider the notion of time dilation in our experience of reading the Wake, as Joyce seems to paradoxically slow our reading experience by accelerating the process by which meaning is conveyed, increasing the matter and semantic weight of each word; we should remember that time dilation is most likely when something moves at great speeds, as at the speed of light, or in the presence of dense matter. The Wake possesses both of these qualities of density and high-speed transitions. Almost every word in the text contains various (and at times conflicting or paradoxical) chunks of information. Readers must read very slowly, often aloud; Joyce makes it impossible for us to skim the book by, as Roy Gottfried puts it, ‘vexing and disfiguring the lexical surface’ (75), distorting the time and space of our reading. Jacques Derrida discusses the role of time and speed in the Wakean portmanteau in similar terms; in ‘Two Words for Joyce’, he compares the speed and power of contemporary computers, and, implicitly, of contemporary readers, with the superior speed of Joyce’s intricate words, writing of their ‘quasi-infinite speed’ with which ‘a marked piece of information is placed in contact with another in the same word’ (Post-structuralist Joyce, 147). Marcel Brion’s contemporary essay from Our Exagmination uses scientific rhetoric and the idea of a thought experiment to make a similar statement about the physics of our reading of the Wake:

It has often been said that a man going away from the earth at the speed of light would by this act relive in an extraordinarily short time all the events in the world’s history. Supposing this speed were still greater and near to infinity—all these events would flash out simultaneously. This is what happens sometimes in Joyce. Without apparent transition, the Fall of the Angels is transparently drawn over the Battle of Waterloo. This appears to us as contrary neither to the laws of logic nor to those of nature, for these “bridges” are joined with a marvellous sense of the association of ideas. New associations, created by him with amazing refinement, they cooperate in creating this universe, the Joycian (sic) world, which obeys its own laws and appears to be liberated from the customary physical restraints. (32-33).



























Introduction: Joyce and the Science of the Spectrum.

In Finnegans Wake II.1, the twilight games chapter, during a contest of riddles between Shem, Shaun and Issy, we suddenly find Shem holding a mysterious optical device, a ‘spectrescope’ (FW 230.1)​[73]​. This sets a puzzle for today’s Wake reader, to whom the word ‘spectroscope’ means little, but to Joyce’s contemporary readership it would have recalled a key scientific debate on the complexity of light that was still going on as the text was being written. This debate and this optical instrument, the spectroscope, shed new light on Joyce’s crucial and frequent use of the rainbow in the Wake. The twilight games chapter is intricately associated with colour and light, particularly as embodied in the spectrum, and is set against the increasing darkness of twilight: this makes the appearance of the spectroscope here seem appropriate. In this chapter, I will argue that the Wake’s obscurity owes something to a notion of light’s spectral mystery and that Joyce’s text functions as a kind of optical instrument that reveals a hidden cosmic strangeness within the everyday. This strangeness of course exhibits itself in the very words used in the Wake, which are split and reformed by Joyce to reveal new perspectives on reality; as I suggested in the previous chapter, this is both a visual and an auditory effect, as an individual word, whether read on the page or aloud, often has several meanings​[74]​.
Although other optical devices such as the kaleidoscope have been emphasised as models of Finnegans Wake’s processes, the spectroscope is particularly important as it is associated with epistemological problems, particularly problems of the universe and of light. Despite the fact that the device only makes a few direct appearances in the book (three more occur in II.3 and another in III.3), I would argue that it is potentially present in any occurrence of the image of the rainbow, one of the Wake’s most important images. The scientific spectroscope can be placed alongside other rainbow resonances, such as the theological (as in classic readings of the Wake or more recently in John P. Anderson’s Finnegans Wake: The Curse of Kabbalah, which emphasises the rainbow as divine covenant) or the alchemical (as discussed in Barbara DiBernard’s chapter on colour in Alchemy and Finnegans Wake). One of the more useful analyses is J. Colm O’Sullivan’s Joyce’s Use of Colors, in which he considers a range of possible meanings for the rainbow, including discussions of its sexual meaning, although there is little scientific depth to his idea of the spectrum. In Joyce’s Book of the Dark, John Bishop discusses the rainbow more scientifically, in relation to Newtonian optics. All of these previous accounts of the rainbow ignore the fact that the period in which Joyce was writing was marked by a radical shift in the scientific and popular conceptions of the universe, on both a microcosmic and macrocosmic level, a shift in which the light spectrum played an important part. 





















 			         
Figure 2. Spectroscope, c.1920.













Figure 3. Coloured lithograph of various types of stellar spectra, c.1870.

This astronomical form is the one in which the general public, including Joyce, would probably have been first exposed to the idea of spectroscopy, particularly after the famous 1919 expeditions to Brazil and West Africa to take photographs of the stars during an eclipse of the sun. As we saw in the opening chapter, these eclipse expeditions used observations of starlight in order to vindicate Einstein’s gravitational theory that space was curved in the presence of matter. Following this positive result, scientists turned to spectroscopy in the search for Einstein’s predicted displacement to the red of the stellar spectra of dense bodies such as the sun: the red-shift proved a relative time-dilation as a result of the gravitational effect of dense matter, causing the star’s atoms to vibrate more slowly and thus produce light of longer wavelengths. This spectroscopic research proved a lengthy process and it received regular coverage in newspapers, particularly between 1919 and 1924 (when there was a high level of doubt about the likelihood of the red-shift), as did later work, mostly carried out between 1925 and 1935, on the recession of the spiral nebulae; it is highly likely, therefore, that Joyce would have known about it. In fact, it seems probable that there is a direct allusion to this spectroscopic vindication of relativity in Finnegans Wake II.2, apparently in the voice of a suddenly enlightened Shem: ‘Thanks ever sore much, Pointcarried! I can’t say if it’s the weight you strike me to the quick or that red mass I was looking at but at the present momentum, potential as I am, I’m seeing rayingbogeys rings round me’ (304.6-10). References here to ‘weight’ (gravitation), a ‘red mass’ (the star/stellar light), ‘present momentum’ (light as associated with time and speed), ‘rayingbogeys’ (the spectrum) and to the French proponent of special relativity, Poincaré, suggest that Joyce possessed at least a basic understanding of the spectroscopic proof of relativity; moreover, the following page contains possibly the least distorted appearance of Einstein in the Wake, as ‘Eyeinstye’ (305.6). This particular distortion of Einstein’s name is suggestive, as it associates him with optics, linking to light obviously and also to Joyce’s visual difficulties. Shem’s difficulties with light and the spectroscope in II.1 in part reflect Joyce’s own problems of vision, since his major problem was with iritis; a painful inflammation of the iris or coloured part of the eye (the iris also suggesting the rainbow) which controls the amount of light allowed into the eye. Later, Shem is referred to as a ‘benighted irismaimed’ (489.31); as well as suggesting ‘Irishman’, this phrase alludes to Joyce’s iritis and perhaps conflates it with the maimed rainbow of II.1, ‘benighted’ by dark bands. The complexities of light associated with the new physics would undoubtedly pique the interest of someone like Joyce who already experienced serious problems with vision. Joyce’s connection of astronomy with problems of vision is reflected in a letter to Harriet Shaw Weaver from 1925, where he refers simultaneously to optical and astronomical devices in relation to darkness and difficulties of reading. Joyce says that he ‘composed some wondrous devices’ during the night and wrote them out in the dark, unfortunately making ‘a mosaic on top of other notes’ so he was going to have to ‘bring my astronomical telescope into play’ (Letters III, 235).
Meanwhile, in quantum physics, the spectroscope was also being used to study the spectral lines of the atom in order to identify the quantum jumps of electrons; this came to be important not just in relation to the structure of the atom itself, but also had ramifications for the human world-view as it allowed discontinuity into science (as the base level of energy was proved to be not a constant stream, but discrete packets called quanta). Although this research initially received less public attention​[76]​ and in the Wake there are fewer references to the rainbow invoked in relation to quantum physics than to astronomy, it remains highly likely that Joyce had some knowledge of the spectroscopic investigation of the atom. For example, in the Wake notebooks, the word ‘heptachromatic’ appears among notes on atomic structure (VI.B.47.079-080). This version of spectroscopy becomes important for II.3, where the spectrum is associated with HCE as atom. 
During Joyce’s composition of Finnegans Wake, there were few popularizing works or announcements in the press relating to relativity that did not refer to spectroscopy, or use data obtained by its means. It would have been difficult for Joyce to avoid being exposed to the idea of spectrum analysis. The key popularisers of the new physics, Jeans, Eddington and Russell, devote considerable space to spectroscopy. Russell’s chapter on proofs of Einstein’s theory in The ABC of Relativity, which Joyce made notes on, discusses displacement to the red at length, while more comprehensive studies such as Jeans’s The Universe Around Us or Eddington’s The New Background of Science discuss spectroscopy both at the level of the atom and of the universe as a whole. This information was not reserved for the specialised reader but made its way quickly into the mainstream, fed by the interest created by the four Nobel prizes given in physics and chemistry between 1919 and 1924 which were awarded for direct results of spectrum analysis​[77]​. To take one newspaper, The Manchester Guardian, as an example; during the period between 1919 and 1940, important years both for the new physics and for the Wake, I noted on average around twenty-six references to spectroscopy per year. In The Times there were a similar number of references to relativity, though in The Irish Times there were less because the height of public excitement about relativity coincided with the Civil War and founding of the Irish Free State. In the 1920s, there were numerous public lectures on the subject of light and spectroscopy as well as radio broadcasts such as a BBC broadcast which took place on April 7th, 1924, entitled ‘The Spectroscope and the Interferometer’ (Guardian, 11). Spectroscopy reached more popular forms: an anonymous article in the Guardian from August 29th, 1922 discusses a current revue, ‘The Peep Show’, which was advertised as offering ‘Spectrum Analysis’ as a selling point, where, surprisingly, the reviewer remarks that the show ‘applied spectrum analysis to stage costumes and scenery’ (12). We find spectroscopy in even stranger places, as throughout the late 1920s and early 1930s a horse called ‘Spectroscope’ enjoyed a successful racing career, winning major races, such as those at Newbury and Sandown Park in 1931 and 1932, and becoming a fixture in racing columns. 
Aesthetic aspects of spectroscopy were also emphasised in articles such as ‘Science Appeals to the Eye’, which argued that ‘the spectroscope can show striking beauty not easily surpassed’ (Guardian, July 2nd, 1937, 13). Prior to the major developments in physics there had been an increased interest in light and the spectrum in the visual arts; for example, the art historian John Gage points out an increased ‘urge towards luminosity’ in Impressionism and post-Impressionism, discussing examples such as Matisse’s use of ‘black light’ or Seurat’s attempt to apply the science of optics to his colour theory (87). Spectroscopy was also used as a metaphor for art’s power to reveal the unseen; for example, in a review of Edna St. Vincent Millay’s poetry by Humbert Wolfe, in which the quasi-occult and the scientific meet, it is remarked that her writing proves she ‘could hear and record a sound beyond the bat’s cry and that she could see colours beyond the spectroscope’ (The Observer, September 12th, 1937, 5). Spectroscopy appeared even in popular verse. For example, a 1940 contest by the Guardian offered its readers a prize for short poems on modern astronomy: the opening stanza of the poem that took second place, by L. F. Goldsmid, ran, ‘Twinkle, twinkle little star! / What your diagnostics are / Everybody understands / Thanks to spectroscopic bands’ (July 17th,  1940, 3). These appearances in mainstream culture show the way that the spectroscope, far from being seen as the exclusive preserve of the scientist, had acquired, in its connection with the wider mysteries of the nature of light and the shape of atom and universe, an aura of secret knowledge that sparked public curiosity. 

‘The Mazes of Spectroscopy’: Riddles and Rainbows

The lively debates surrounding light and spectroscopy during the period in which Joyce was writing the Wake makes it natural that these concerns would appear in a book that attempts to be ‘a chaosmos of alle’ (118.21). Joyce’s interest in the complexities of light and colour is present as early as the Ulysses notesheets, particularly those on ‘Ithaca’, where we find the cryptic note, ‘infinity proved by diversity of colours’ (Herring, Notes and Early Drafts, 474). Although we cannot fully follow Joyce’s logic here, the note seems to reflect the cosmic importance of light and colour as it appears in the Wake. The importance of light for the new physics, which seemed to ‘reduce the whole universe to a world of light, potential or existent’ (Jeans, Mysterious Universe, 78), would have intrigued Joyce; particularly in relation to the sudden complexity and unpredictability of light. Light’s unpredictability was exemplified in the famous 1887 Michelson-Morley experiment, where, as we saw in the opening chapter, light failed to behave as predicted, radically destabilizing the Newtonian worldview. Light had become paradoxical: at once essential, as the above quote from Jeans emphasises, but also confusing (behaving as both wave and particle, for example; interestingly, Eddington coined the quasi-Joycean word ‘wavicle’ in order to describe light, though it was not widely adopted). However, this paradoxical quality was seen by scientists as productive, a fact exemplified by the famous remark by Bohr, with which Joyce might have had some sympathy: ‘How wonderful that we have met with a paradox. Now we have some hope of making progress’ (Moore, 196). Light appeared as an object of study and also as method of investigation (both in spectroscopy and in atomic experiments where single photons were used), a duality which is reflected in the way spectroscopy both conveyed information and created a scientific puzzle. 
It seems unlikely that the historical irony of the sudden cosmic importance of the spectrum for the new physics was lost on Joyce, in that, for the Greeks, the rainbow goddess Iris was a messenger between earth and heaven (in one Wake notebook Joyce records a writer who prefers her to Mercury (VI.B.16.066)). The spectroscope, like the rainbow goddess, may thus be seen to convey messages, apparitions and signals through light from an otherwise unknown reality, in this case from the extremes of the star and the atom to the human scale and the observer. In fact, the spectroscope also brings messages from the past, as the new physics emphasised, due to the vast length of time that it takes stellar light to reach earth: hence the ‘spectre’ in Joyce’s use of the word ‘spectrescope’ (230.1). Further, we should note that one of the plural meanings of the word ‘wake’ in Joyce’s title refers to a wave-movement. In fact, one of its meanings refers specifically to light: according to the OED, a wake may be ‘A trail of light behind a luminous object (in motion), or its broken reflection in water’​[78]​. This version of the title suggests a wave-like, ghostly trace left behind by Finnegan, which imprints the book. This idea of light preserving the past, providing spectral images, also appears in a more complex form later in the Wake in Joyce’s notion of the ricorso, using the popular science image of light travelling around Einstein’s curved universe so that you could see yourself from behind, or at least the ghostly image of what was in the space occupied by you millions of years ago: ‘Down the gullies of the eras we may catch ourselves looking forward to what will in no time be staring at you larrikins on the post-face in that multimirror megaron of returning-ties, whirled without end to end’ (582.18-21). The idea that the ‘spectrescope’ might allow us to ‘cope’ with ‘spectres’ of the past appears, as we’ve seen, in Eddington’s The Expanding Universe as he discusses the notion of the spectral light of dead stars which eventually reaches us, referring to this idea as the ‘theory of ghosts’ (76). Joyce was intrigued by the scientific idea that rainbow colours can be used to access the past and by the ambiguity of words such as ‘spectral’, which can mean both ghostly and relating to the spectrum​[79]​. Most usages of the word ‘spectral’ in the Wake play with both meanings; for example, Joyce surrounds a phrase like ‘spectral appealingness’ (56.17) with a reference to ghosts (‘the ghost of resignation’, 56.16-17) and to light (‘a beam of sunshine’ 56.19). Further, in II.3, when Butt and Taff/Shem and Shaun are using the mysterious light of television to see the Crimean War and the Russian General/HCE this light is referred to as ‘spectracular’ and is preceded by the rainbow colours and followed by a reference to ghosts and to the Holy Ghost (‘wohly ghast’, 349.19)​[80]​. Thus, throughout the Wake, the spectrum becomes associated with an elusive, ghostly knowledge. Later, Joyce links the rainbow (‘arch of chrome’), the stars (‘farmament’/firmament) and an image of spectres or ghosts which may even be a direct reference to Eddington’s idea of the ghosts of stars: ‘Yes, there was that skew arch of chrome sweet home, floodlit up above the flabberghosted farmament...Talk about iridecencies! Ruby and beryl and chrysolite, jade, sapphire, jasper and lazuli’ (494.3-7). Here, Joyce’s rainbow offers us a vision of a spectral ‘flabberghosted’ cosmos, filled with images of the past.
Bishop has suggested that often in the Wake ‘the spectrum of visible light extending from red to violet is nowhere to be seen’ (224), that the text exists at the mysterious edges of the spectrum. Bishop does not seem to suspect that the visible spectrum itself might be mysterious: this reflects the fact that although he refers briefly to relativity and quantum theory, his sense of light is entirely Newtonian. In fact, Joyce did not have to go outside the spectrum to find mystery as even visible light that ‘daysends to us from the high’ (610.28), appeared to the spectroscope to be inscribed by difficult patterns, written upon by darkness. Moreover, while Bishop argues that the rainbow colours ‘are not inherently discrete and separate qualities, but a continuity’ (246), the reverse was true of the fractured versions of the spectrum that puzzled the scientists of Joyce’s day: though colours and words do bleed together in the Wake, they are also split, as in ‘the abnihilisation of the etym’, to reveal new and plural realities. The spectral strangeness and obscurity that the Wake exhibits and its presentation of alternate realities side by side (to give one example, its presentation of a world in which ALP can be a woman, a river and, at times, a hen) is linked to a notion of light’s complexity as the text itself functions as a kind of spectroscope that reveals a hidden complexity and plurality within the everyday. On the textual level, this is reflected in the multiplicity of the individual portmanteau words in the Wake, which impress themselves upon the reader through their spectrum of possible meanings and corresponding dark lines of uncertainty and strangeness. The Joycean word possesses a quality not unlike the wave-particle duality; it cannot offer just the one meaning, but has the properties of several other words. Light thus becomes a ‘spectre’ or ghost, haunting the text with its difficult possibilities. As with individual spectra most of these words can be regarded as riddles or mazes in themselves. This idea of the text as spectroscopic is reflected in the famous ‘collideorscape’ passage in I.4 (143.28), which is usually taken to be a metatextual statement about the nature of the Wake itself. Though this ‘collideorscape’ has been seen by most critics as simply a kaleidoscope, it actually shares the same cosmic applications as the spectroscope: as shown by references to rainbow colours: ‘what roserude and oragious grows gelb and greem, blue out of the ind of it! Violet’s dyed!’ (25-26), and to the heavens, ‘how starring’ (22) and ‘old hopeinhaven’ (10).
Although the rainbow itself appears on the very first page of the Wake, the first definite occurrence of the spectroscope, where it appears only slightly modified as a ‘spectrescope’, is, as we have briefly pointed out, in the hands of Shem in II.1, a section which is deeply concerned with colour, light and the connections between sexual and scientific discovery. In this chapter, which commences at ‘lighting up o’clock sharp’ (219.1), when the street-lights are lit and the stars are coming out, Shem fails three times to guess the colour of Issy’s and the rainbow girls’ underwear in a game of Angels and Devils. Issy’s riddle, which she asks but also embodies in her association with light, is one of many riddles in the Wake but Shem is usually the questioner, as in his ‘first riddle of the universe’ (170.4) or the quiz posed to Shaun in I.6. It is appropriate that the spectroscope should appear in connection with riddles both because in Joyce these puzzles carry considerable epistemological weight and also because spectroscopy itself had often been associated with puzzles and riddles, even by scientists themselves. It was understood that the dark lines (in the Wake these are related to the dark lines of print) across spectra were unique to the atoms of each element and could be used for chemical identification, but it was not understood why patterns differed, nor what the lines actually signified. Even the atomic physicist Ernest Rutherford once remarked that prior to developments in quantum theory he had thought of spectroscopy as ‘a scientist’s quagmire’ (Guardian, ‘Remarkable Progress on Spectroscopy’, January 6th, 1930, 6). However, even after these new developments spectroscopy continued to be associated with ‘gigantic puzzles’ (Guardian, ‘Recent Advances in Science’ May 20th, 1935, 10) or ‘mazes’ (Guardian, ‘Death of Lord Rutherford’, Oct 20th, 1937, 7). This is the sort of spectroscope that appears in the Wake, a strange device that has the potential both to confuse and enlighten, exposing the doubtful spectres of hidden realities. Similar things were said of the Wake itself: for example, in a letter to Joyce, H. G. Wells wrote that his text was composed of ‘vast riddles’ (Letters, I, 275). Although a good deal of work has been done on riddles in the Wake such as in Patrick McCarthy’s The Riddles of Finnegans Wake, surprisingly little has been said of them in relation to the contemporary scientific riddles, such as the nature of light, the atom or the universe, that occupied the public imagination during its period of composition.
 The epistemological importance Joyce places upon riddles is reflected in the status of Shem’s riddle in I.7 as ‘the first riddle of the universe’, concerned with the universe and origins. This is perhaps more than facetious hyperbole, since Joyce is alluding to The Riddle of the Universe, a 1900 biological and cosmological work by Ernst Haeckel (we might note that his name shares letters with HCE). Haeckel’s riddle of the universe took the form of a dual question about the nature of the physical universe and human thinking: Shem’s riddle, ‘when is a man not a man?’ (170.5), is called a riddle of the universe by Joyce, suggesting a similar relationship of man and universe. His answer ‘when he is...a Sham’ (22-23), perhaps owes something to Haeckel’s sense that the ‘world-riddle’ cannot be solved because man is too much part of the universe to understand it properly. Given Joyce’s emphasis throughout his oeuvre on the imaginative power of forgery, he may be advocating creativity as a response to these dilemmas. The riddles posed by Shem in I.6 relate primarily to the textual universe of the Wake and, though difficult, they are at least intelligible. However, the riddle in II.1 is posed by women: Shem’s failure therefore replays the three failures of Jarl van Hoother (an avatar of HCE) to guess the answer to the Prankquean’s riddle ‘why do I am alook alike a poss of porter-pease?’ (21.18-19). The correct answer is never provided by the Prankquean (an ALP figure): however, she, like Issy and her handmaids​[81]​, is associated with white light each time she asks her question, ‘she lit up’, ‘lit up again’ and ‘lit out’ (21-22). This light is associated with hidden, spectral knowledge and has its sexual implications: for example, the first reference suggests romantic ardour - ‘she lit up and fireland was ablaze’ (21.16-17). Moreover, McCarthy points out that her light becomes progressively whiter, going from ‘wit’ to ‘witter’ to ‘wittest’ (21-22). This association of the Prankquean’s ghostly white light and her mysterious riddle might make sense of our failure to understand her, because if her light is white and whole, not subjected to spectroscopy, we cannot ‘read’ any information from it. In fact, the episode only ends when the Jarl retreats by producing his own light (he fails to offer any solution to her riddle): he angrily manifests his spectral colours, ‘like a rudd yellan gruebleem orangeman in his violet indigonation’ (23.1-2), which allows him to close his drawbridge and escape. Though we might think that this use of the spectrum allows the Jarl a kind of victory, the text does not necessarily support this; he is seen as only having ‘git the wind up’ or become alarmed (14). His spectral colours are apparently no answer to the mystery of the Prankquean’s white light. 
The fact that we remain unsure about the Prankquean’s riddle, in contrast to Shem’s proud presentation of the answer to his riddle of the universe, implies an association of women and light with a kind of hidden knowledge and, for anyone riddled by them, with an epistemological (perhaps even cosmological) problem. An obvious further example of this is ALP’s letter, which is an absent centre of the Wake’s textual universe that is identified on some level with the book itself and which is marked with ‘ruled barriers’ (114.7), suggesting the dark lines of the spectroscope. The letter, the reader is made to feel, would explain ‘everything’, including all the ‘secret workings of natures’ (615.14), if only an appropriate interpretation could be found for it. (A whole chapter, I.5, is dedicated to this purpose, the language and tone of which mockingly bridges the gap between literary criticism and popular science exposition​[82]​). To give one detailed example, near the close of this chapter there is a highly suggestive passage that discusses the partnership or duality of ‘feminine libido’ (123.8) and the ‘male fist’ (10) in the creation of ALP’s letter: suddenly a scientific register is adopted and the wave-particle duality seems invoked. Duff-Muggli, mock-scientist, appears as the inventor of a televisual device or ‘photosensition under suprasonic light control’ (12) and is referred to as having ‘first called this kind of paddygoeasy partnership the...ducks and drakes or debts and dishes perplex’ (16-17). The document is then held up against a lit rush, responding ‘most remarkably to the silent query of our world’s oldest light’ (35-36) and is, as we’ve seen, proved to have punctuation in the form of ‘numerous stabs and foliated gashes made by a pronged instrument’ (124.2-3). This feels like a strange parody of contemporary investigations into the nature of light, such as the double-slit experiment (which was used to prove the wave-particle duality of light). Duszenko has also associated this passage with the photoelectric effect and with early television (‘The Joyce of Science’, 277). This device is also being used in the attempt to determine the writer of the letter: a puzzle (light) is being used to solve a greater puzzle (the letter/text/universe). The point that both Shem and ALP were involved in the creation of the letter is made in the most laborious way possible in order to heighten its mystery and to mock both literary criticism and scientific texts.
 Despite this background of female riddling, the riddle of the spectrum is elsewhere associated with HCE, which is why the other major references to the spectroscope occur in II.3, a chapter centred on him. If we briefly look at how the rainbow is associated with HCE, the spectrum appears to represent his multiplicity and divisibility (reflecting the intricate divisibility of light) but also, as with the rainbow girls, it provides an aura of mystery, more intense in HCE’s case, which is figured as a kind of sexual enigma. Given Joyce’s play on the spectrum and spectres in the Wake, the rainbow also seems linked with HCE’s somewhat ghostly status throughout the book. HCE’s puzzling, rainbow-coloured indiscretion in Phoenix Park, though it is clearly a specifically male sin, is arguably more the counterpart of female riddling such as the Prankquean’s question and ALP’s letter, as there is a deeper indeterminacy associated with it (in contrast with the riddles and games of Shem and Shaun, which usually allow us greater understanding​[83]​). In the case of HCE’s spectral identity, the textual spectroscope appears to give us only very limited information: we are allowed to see its pattern (variations upon the spectrum and the numbers two and three) and we are thus given a partial insight into his ‘adomic structure’ (615.6). But the rest remains hazy, unknown: like the scientist of the new physics, we can only hypothesise.
In II.1, Issy, like her father, proves to have a highly divisible personality: her core is white light (like the Prankquean), which breaks down prismatically into twenty-eight coloured pieces, the rainbow girls, who form a spectrum ‘four themes over’ (223.8) (providing four rainbows and perhaps four dimensions). Also like HCE, she has a mystery associated with her spectral colours that has both playful and more serious aspects. Although both father and daughter are associated with light and difficulties of viewing/reading, they do differ: HCE appears most like an atom (although he is also associated with the whole space-time continuum and thus embodies both microcosm and macrocosm), while Issy is almost definitely a star. For example, she gives her address as the Pleiades star cluster, ‘Seven Sisters is my nighbrood’ (248.35). 
Further, the general importance of colour and light here is reflected in the plural meanings attached to the answer of Issy’s riddle, the word ‘heliotrope’. (As Bishop points out, heliotrope ‘signifies less a concrete colour than a whole visual trend’ (239)). Heliotrope is a purple colour, a flower (with a star-shaped petal formation), a gemstone (a form of bloodstone which reflects the light), an orientation in space (turned towards the sun, which the girls perform when they turn towards Shaun) and a scientific device (used in land surveying). All these meanings associate the answer of the riddle with light in various forms, which has to be interpreted and understood by Shem​[84]​. Moreover, sexuality is important in this riddle since spectroscopy would have something to say about Issy’s heliotrope underwear. Heliotrope would be closest to violet on the spectrum (the fact that the colour is not actually on the spectrum suggests that Issy is making things difficult for Shem), which associates her with high-energy wavelengths and the edge of the visible spectrum. If, as we have seen, a displacement to the red in stellar spectra suggests that a star is receding, a displacement toward the violet suggests the star (Issy) is approaching. Further, violet was a highly significant part of the spectrum for the new physics, associated with both the ‘ultra-violet catastrophe’ and the photoelectric effect. The ultraviolet catastrophe was an error in classical physics which led to the prediction that in shorter wave-lengths an ideal black-body would emit radiation of almost infinite power. The problem of the photoelectric effect was related to the work of Hertz (who Issy alludes to in II.1); when intense ultraviolet light was shone on electrodes the number of electrons emitted was increased but not the amount of energy associated with them. These problems were eventually solved by the quantizing of light. Interestingly, Joyce made notes on problems of radiation in the Ulysses notesheets as we find references to ‘dark heat luminous heat’, ‘rough dark radiates better’ and ‘part absorbed’ (Herring, Notesheets, 442). In being associated with this part of the spectrum Issy thus appears a mysterious and destabilizing influence, just as ultraviolet light was in the period. Further, McCarthy has also pointed out the association of heliotrope elsewhere in the book with HCE and the mystery of the Phoenix Park incident, suggesting Issy and the rainbow girls were involved in his fall, emphasizing her destabilizing nature (Riddles of Finnegans Wake, 138). The examples he gives include Kate’s dismissive reaction to HCE’s impassioned self-defence, ‘Hell o’ your troop!’ (273.24-25), Issy’s confession that she ‘always had a crush on heliotrope since...Finest Park’ (461.8-10) and HCE’s own admission that he loved to savour girls ‘served with heliotrope ayelips’ (533.2).
In a sense, then, Issy’s game in II.1 replays two past mysteries of her parents’ marriage, their courtship and the Phoenix Park incident: the coloured light with which they play is a spectral light haunted by the ghosts of their family’s past. The complex riddles of light in the children’s game are thus partly mysteries of origin, which helped to form the shape of their universe. The temporal importance of the heliotrope is reflected in its reappearance, among other spectroscopy references, in II.3, as the ‘heliotropical noughttime’ (349.6) of a vivid imagining of the ‘spectracular’ (17) light of television, which allows Joyce to go back in time to the Crimean war and the twins’ shooting of HCE in the guise of the Russian General (which is soon associated with the ‘abnihilisation of the etym’ (353.23), their atom-splitting). In this chapter, the mystery of light is wielded by the twins, in the guise of Butt and Taff, who combine to form Buckley (thereby overcoming their wave-particle/time-space duality) for their father’s overthrow, ‘By their lights shalthow throw him. Piff paff’ (341.16). Again, the riddle of light is seen to offer a mysterious form of knowledge and thus power over HCE, since the original of this Biblical phrase is ‘By their fruits shall ye know them’ (italics added).

‘The Grusomehed’s Yoeureeke of his Spectrescope’: Shem’s Ordeal in II.1

This sense of the mysterious, spectral nature of light and the universe, creating a problem of human knowledge, is entirely in keeping with the scientific thought of Joyce’s day. It is a mystery that Shem feels the full brunt of in II.1. In any case, the presence of the spectroscope and the spectrum in the riddling context of the twilight games provides them with added resonance. Moreover, considering the episode with the Prankquean in which her riddle is strongly associated with light, we should not be surprised at its presence. We can be pretty sure that Shem’s is a true spectroscope, rather than Joyce’s throwaway reference, because of the ideas that surround it. It appears immediately after Shem’s first incorrect answer, when he is in self-imposed exile away from Issy and the twenty-eight rainbow girls. In this passage he thinks about writing to the ‘old sniggering publicking press’ (229.8), revealing scandals about ALP and HCE, then turns to consider his own situation. I quote only part of a lengthy sentence:
[...] He would jused sit it all write down [...] all writhefully rate in blotch and void, yielding to no man in hymns ignorance [...] And, reading off his fleshskin and writing with his quillbone, fillfull ninequires with it for his auditers, Caxton and Pollock, a most moraculous jeeremyhead sindbook for all the peoples, under the presidency of the suchess of sceaunonsceau, a hadtobe heldin, thoroughly enjoyed by many so meny on block at Boyrut season and for their account ottorly admired by her husband in sole intimacy, about whose told his innersense and the grusomehed’s yoeureeke of his spectrescope and why he was off colour and how he was ambothed upon by the very spit of himself [...] and the suburb’s formule why they provencials drollo eggspilled him out of his homety dometry narrowedknee domum (osco de basco de pesco de bisco!) because all his creature comfort was an omulette finas erbas in an ark finis orbe and, no master how mustered, mind never mend, he could neither swuck in nonneither swimp in the flood of cecialism and the best and schortest way of blacking out a caughtalock of all the sorrors of Sexton until he would accoster her coume il fou in teto-dous as a wagoner would his mudheeldy wheesindonk at their trist in Parisise after tourments of tosend years, bread cast out on waters, making goods at mutuurity, Mondamoiseau of Casanuova and Mademoisselle from Armentieres. 
(229.26-230.15, italics added).

In this passage Shem plans writing with his phallic-sounding ‘quillbone’, as well as diverging to imagine his book’s audience (it is written under the patronage of the duchess of ‘sceauonsceau’ and ‘thoroughly enjoyed by meny on block at Boyrut season’). The spectroscope then appears in a section on the book’s subject-matter which starts with ‘about’: it is part of a list of grievances including ‘whose told his innersense’, ‘the grusomehed’s yoeureeke of his spectrescope’, the betrayal by his twin (‘how he was ambothed upon by the very spit of himself’), his exile (‘why they...eggspilled him out of his homety dometry’) and his vexed relationship with Issy (‘he would accoster her coume il fou’). The references that immediately surround the spectroscope such as to the Archimedean ‘Eureka’ of scientific discovery, here ‘yoeureeke’, and to being ‘off colour’, emphasise the scientific purpose of the device. Moreover, the tree/stone references that round this section off and commence the next paragraph, ‘Tholedoth, treetrene! Zokrahsing, stone’ (230.25) and which are usually associated with space-time and thus with Einstein also suggest this. 
However, we might ask ourselves what the hearing and time-orientated Shem expects to accomplish with a spectroscope: as Tindall points out, ‘Shem’s ear is blind to colours’, which certainly explains why he and his spectroscope are ‘off colour’ (A Reader’s Guide, 230). Shem seems aware of the cruel irony of his being given a spectroscope, hence his use of the word ‘grusomehed’ (grusomhed means cruelty in Danish, although the idea of a ‘gruesome head’ also suggests a ghostly apparition). Moreover, the inappropriateness of Shem’s having a spectroscope due to his aural orientation is perhaps acknowledged in the references to Wagner (‘wagoner’), Bayreuth (‘Boyrut season’), his mistress Mathilde Wesendonck (‘mudheeldy wheesindonk’) and Tristan (‘trist’), which envelop the crucial optical device (the Tristan reference also refers to the tree/stone, space/time split between the twins). The references to Wagner’s unhappy affair and Tristan’s tragic love for Isolde also associates the spectroscope with Shem’s sexual disappointment at the hands of Issy, with these balked love affairs set against a cosmic perspective linked to spectroscopy, to ‘Parisise’/paradise and to Castor and Pollux; cosmic and sexual forms of knowledge are associated throughout this chapter. Beneath this surface level of meaning there is also a cosmic dimension involved in Shem’s complaint: the rainbow appears in its Biblical guise as ‘an ark finis orbe’ (or ‘ark at the end of the earth’ suggesting both Noah’s Ark, as reflected in the reference to the ‘flood’, and also the arc-en-ciel) and we also see the word ‘muster’ (German for pattern) perhaps suggesting the patterns formed by the spectral lines. The reference to ‘wagoner’ may also have a sidereal connection as, in Ulysses, Joyce refers to the Plough as ‘the waggoner’s star’ (17.1116). 
Shem’s difficulty with the spectroscope is reflected in the fact that there is so little light in this passage and also in his feeling of homelessness and inability to orientate himself. He feels shattered, like Humpty Dumpty or the fallen HCE, ‘eggspilled...out of his homety dometry narrowedknee domum’. His inability to interpret the spectral pattern (or muster) means he can neither sink nor swim, ‘no master how mustered, mind never mend, he could neither swuck in nonneither swimp in the flood of cecialism’ and feels that he is ‘blacking out’ (with ‘cecialism’ suggesting ‘cecity’, a rare word for blindness). The next two paragraphs after the appearance of the spectroscope deal with Shem’s cosmic disorientation and a new version of his riddle of the universe, and his mysterious transformation, which I will discuss later. Most interestingly, in this quoted section the spectroscope appears in connection with art (as the game is set within a play), creativity (as shown by the references to Wagner) and writing: as we saw above, Shem, in exile after a first failed attempt to guess the vital colour, considers recovering his pride through writing an invective, here seen as a potential version of Ulysses or the Wake, ‘a most miraculous jeeremyhead sindbook’, against his family ‘For all within crystal range’ (229.12). This reference to ‘crystal’ suggests primarily the crystal set or radio but perhaps also the crystal prism that allows the spectroscope to split light: in fact Shem sees his betrayal of his family’s secrets as ‘split[ting]’ (228.25). Writing thus appears to function as a compensation for his confusion as he plans ‘yielding to no man in hymns ignorance’.
 Later in the chapter there is potentially another occurrence of the spectroscope as Shem uses a device called an ‘eyetrompit’ (247.32): 
Lift the blank ve veered as heil! Split the hvide and aye seize heaven! He knows for he’s seen it in black and white through his eyetrompit trained upon jenny’s and all that sort of thing which is dandymount to a clearobscure. Prettimaid tints may try their taunts: apple, bacchante, custard, dove, eskimo, feldgrau, hematite, isingglass, jet, kipper, lucile, mimosa, nut, oysterette, prune, quasimodo, royal, sago, tango, umber, vanilla, wisteria, xray, yesplease, zaza, philomel, theerose. What are they all by? Shee. If you nude her in her prime, make sure you find her complementary or, on your very first occasion, by Angus Dagdasson and all his piccions, she’ll prick you where you’re proudest with her unsatt speagle eye. Look sharp, she’s signalling from among the asters. Turn again, wistfultone, lode mere of Doubtlynn!
(247.30-248.7)










Figure 4. Shem’s eyetrompit? Browning’s portable spectroscope, c.1885.

However, Shem’s spectroscope is again of little use to him in interpreting the taunting colours of the rainbow girls as ‘he’s seen it all in black and white’ (more precisely, in chiaroscuro or ‘clearobscure’) and seems, of that long list of colours, to see only Issy. The problem with the spectroscope is all the more worrying for him when we consider that here, as in the initial reference to it, where it is analogous to the pen/phallus or ‘quillbone’ (229.30), the device appears as a kind of phallic symbol: Shem’s failure to operate it is thus like a form of impotence. It is suggested that Issy could be known (in both senses) and undressed or revealed by the correct use of the spectroscope (though Shem is far from achieving this): ‘if you nude her in her prime, make sure you find her complementary’ (248.3), here the colour terms primary and complementary become sexualised, as suggested by the references to being pricked and ‘proudest’, as well as the allusion to Aengus, the Irish god of love​[85]​. But Shem can see neither prime nor complementary and thus remains unable to answer her riddle, left without access to her complex reality​[86]​. A sense of danger is attached to the ‘prick’ of Issy’s regard: this danger is associated with Shem’s lack of understanding, especially since the contrast of her strong eyes against his weak ones, her control of light against his ignorance of it, cements her dominance throughout the chapter. The mocking title given to Shem, ‘lode mere of Doubtlynn’, expresses his abject uncertainty, while the Dick Whittington and lodestone (compass) references that appear here connect Shem’s homelessness and disorientation to this cosmic and sexual doubt. The unfortunate Shem, lacking information from the coloured spectra of the heavenly bodies of Issy and the twenty-eight girls, cannot determine the speed or direction of their movement: mixing the sexual and the astronomical, he does not know whether they are attracted or repulsed by him. I would argue that the colour heliotrope, associated with violet and thus with the approach of stars, suggests that they are not initially unreceptive to Shem​[87]​. Though the rainbow girls’ behaviour towards him does not reflect this, he might have been more favoured had he guessed correctly at first. 

‘A Passage about Gallilleotto’: Reading Heavenly Bodies.
Thus, in Shem’s failure to guess the appropriate colour, two vital epistemological problems for adults and children alike blur into each other. Cosmological and sexual forms of knowledge are problematical here, as elsewhere, while the spectroscope and light provide spectral apparitions that offer both an approach to this knowledge and a further set of difficulties. We should not be surprised at this connection between sex and the universe: even in Portrait, the anxieties of the child Stephen hinge predominantly upon cosmological, linguistic and sexual riddles. Thus, he is puzzled by ideas such as whether it is appropriate to kiss his mother and the meaning of ‘smugging’ (Portrait, 42) but also, as we saw, by the nature of the universe. Shem’s combination of sexual and cosmic disorientation is reflected in the phrase used immediately before the spectroscope first appears, ‘whose told his innersense’ (229.36); here both innocence and inner-sense, knowledge of self and place, have been stolen or sold. However, despite this reference to lost innocence and Shem’s being seen by the rainbow girls as a kind of devil, here he appears to the reader both ignorant in cosmological terms and sexually innocent. Instead, Issy, due to her control of light, represents this knowledge: later in the chapter we see a merging of cosmic and sexual knowledge in her musings. In fact a clear majority of the astronomy and cosmology references in this chapter are associated with Issy. To give some examples, in the clues she refers to astronomy when she says, ‘The kissing wold’s full of killing fellows kneeling voyantly to the cope of heaven’ (248.24-25) and she conflates light rays and ardour in the word ‘lightningshaft’ (241.13), the German for ‘passion’ being Leidenschaft. She sends Shem a message on ‘herzian waves’ (232.10), referring both the heart and to the work of Heinrich Hertz in the area of electromagnetism and radio waves. She also considers Shem’s potential as ‘a good tutor’, surprisingly of both cosmic and sexual knowledge (he is not an authority in this area in II.1). She imagines them reading together like Dante’s ghostly lovers Paolo and Francesca, ‘Turning over the most dantellising peaches in the lingerous longerous book of the dark’ (22-23), reading a ‘passage about Gallilleotto’ (24). Here the comparable status of cosmic and sexual knowledge is stressed in the conflation of Galileo (cosmologist/astronomer) and Galeotto. (Galeotto was the go-between of Lancelot and Guinevere, who in the Divine Comedy is rebuked as a ‘pander’ like the book Lancelot that Paolo and Francesca were reading before their transgressive kiss​[88]​). As we see in the Wake, ‘Twas ever so in monitorology, since Headmaster Adam became Eva Harte’s toucher...with man’s mischief in his mind whilst her pupils swimmed too heavenlies’ (28-30): here Adam’s explanation to Eve about the divine universe and Eden becomes part of the first erotic experience. Joyce seems to offer to seduce the reader through the book’s combination of sexual and cosmic knowledge, to be our teacher/’toucher’, with our ‘pupils’ swimming over the ‘peaches’ or pages of the ‘lingerous longerous book of the dark’. 
While Shaun, Issy and the rainbow girls oscillate between human and celestial forms (by virtue of his clear vision Shaun is the sun around which the girls orbit and Issy is most often a star but sometimes the moon), Shem is the flawed human observer of these cosmic spectres, radically disorientated, and thus excluded, by Issy’s riddle of the universe. Shaun’s status throughout the chapter as celestial ‘nangel’ (222.22), while the rainbow girls provide light in the form of ‘an angel’s garland’ (226.23), associates him with a far older, geocentric image of celestial bodies being propelled by angels. However, through Shaun’s silent complacency in the passages where he is adored by the girls Joyce deliberately makes Shem’s outright ignorance preferable. The peevish Shem is actually a far more modern figure in his cosmological darkness and doubt, reminding us of statements made by Eddington on the loss of certainty resulting from the new physics: ‘We have turned a corner in the path of progress and our ignorance stands revealed before us, appalling and insistent’ (Nature of the Physical World, 178), or, as Joyce puts it, ‘we are circumveiloped by obscuritads’ (244.15). The tension between veiling and opening (suggesting perhaps the opening and closing of the eyelid) in the word ‘circumveiloped’ reflects the paradoxical duality of the new physics and of the physics of the Wake. Obscurity is seen to both veil and reveal, as in spectroscopy, where it is the dark lines and bands that actually convey information about the analyzed light.
As we have seen, Shem is unable to use his spectroscope, a tool of the new physics for coping with these human limitations, and is thus dazzled by a universe that he cannot interpret and baffled by spectral manifestations of light’s complexity. He cannot see Issy ‘signalling from among the asters’ (stars) (248.8-9) or the girls spelling out the word ‘raynbow’ with their colors:
Say them all but tell them apart, cadenzando coloratura! R is Rubretta and A is Arancia, Y is for Yilla, and N for GreeneriN. B is Boyblue with odalisque O while W waters the fleurettes of novembrance (226.30-31). 

This disorientation initially leads Shem to imagine himself as a Lucifer-figure, though Joyce humorously undercuts his posturing with modern imagery, ‘With tears...such as engines weep’ (230.24-25). Shem then turns to verse and a nostalgic evocation of home in a new version of his riddle of the universe: ‘where was a hovel not a havel...while itch ish shome’ (231.1), showing that he clearly experiences this new, spectral uncertainty as poignantly unheimlich. Moreover, his sexual and intellectual failures cause an outburst of frustration:
Though he shall live for millions of years a life of billions of years, from their roseaced glows to their violast lustres, he shall not forget that pucking Pugases....Like gnawthing unheardth! (231.18-21).

This narrative outburst shows the extent to which Shem’s frustration is informed by science and the mysteries of light as, in a manner reminiscent of Bloom’s sudden appearance as a comet in the ‘Ithaca’ episode of Ulysses, his life of millions of years is lived extraterrestrially (‘like gnawthing unheardth’ is ‘like nothing on earth’) among the ‘roseaced glows’ and ‘violast lustres’ of the stellar spectra (the constellation of Pegasus is also referenced here). This section also reminds us of another passage in Ulysses, where Bloom surprisingly (this being 1904) seems to pre-empt relativity, imagining moving with the speed of the sun in order to gain something like immortality: ‘Somewhere in the east: early morning: set off at dawn, travel round in front of the sun, steal a day’s march on him. Keep it up for ever never grow a day older technically’ (4.47). This is not quite relativity, though if Bloom had used the phrase ‘speed of light’ it certainly would be. Popular expositions of relativity constantly used the image of two observers: one on earth, one moving close to the speed of light, to explain relative time dilation due to acceleration as in the ‘twin paradox’ in which one twin, an astronaut travelling at the speed of light, ages more slowly than the other twin, who remains on earth. Joyce appears to invoke the twin paradox at moments (and as we saw, Brion uses a version of the idea in his Exagmination essay); for example with Shaun’s journey throughout FW.III in which, while Shem (as Dave the Dancekerl) stays at home, Shaun shoots off at the speed of light as ‘yon beam of light...on your photophoric pilgrimage to your antipodes in the past’ (472.17-18). However, Joyce inverts the twin paradox, as in contrast to the expected result Shaun seems to age more quickly as a result of his travels, appearing in the next chapter as a disintegrating ‘Yawn’ (474.1). This inversion is one of the occasions where the Wake’s universe can be said to have its own unique physics, though it is closely related to the new physics. Shem takes this further, launching himself imaginatively into space, and although moments ago he was the flawed, petulant human observer, he suddenly composes the temporal life of the whole universe. Although previously he could not read the girls’ signals, here he appears as the signal itself, not messenger (like Shaun the Post), but message, passing through space-time with a velocity of light​[89]​. However, as with Bloom in Ulysses, this is only a temporary change and having ‘bate his breastplates’ (231.23), or beaten his wings in flight, Shem’s behaviour is dismissed as ‘An oldsteinsong’ (29) (referencing Einstein, drinking songs, Auld Lang Syne and ‘Love’s Old Sweet Song’) and he immediately returns to a human scale, ready to attempt (and fail) at the girls’ riddle twice more when called back by Issy. 
In a sense, readers come to understand this section (if they do) at Shem’s expense, as he never learns the vital colour, despite heavy hints from Issy; as Sam Slote has suggested, ‘It is as if the text itself holds the answer in abeyance in order to tempt the hapless Shem’ (‘Blanks for When Words Gone’, 189). The spectral colours of the rainbow girls and the many mysteries of light are offered as a puzzle for the reader alone; Shem does not seem able to register them. Despite this, Shem’s disorientation in the face of the cosmic spectres of II.1 speaks to our anxieties as readers of the textual universe of Finnegans Wake and perhaps even to the anxieties of Joyce’s own society, which registered a sense of disempowerment by a cosmological change that seemed to render the universe hauntingly unknowable. Henry emphasises that during the period ‘By popular estimation the universe was reeling’ from the ‘fallout’ of relativity (29). This anxiety is reflected in the highly defensive reaction taken to relativity by such contemporary figures as Wyndham Lewis. Lewis’s anxiety, even fear, concerning the implications of relativity for his worldview is reflected in this extreme rhetoric. However, even the popularisers that Lewis takes to task were aware of the shocking nature of relativity; for example, Jeans opens The Universe Around Us by comparing the latest scientific revolution with the shock of the loss of a geocentric universe. This is not to say that Joyce associated the new physics primarily with loss; in fact, as we have seen, he seems to have taken immense pleasure in its subversive unsettling of previous paradigms of reality. 
Joyce’s treatment of the spectroscope suggests an excitement that alternative views of the universe can be devised as a result of the overthrow of the Newtonian worldview by relativity. Though Shem is disorientated and cannot ‘read’ this universe of light and colour, as a ‘Penman’ he can at least hope to write it​[90]​. In the passage where the spectroscope first appears, Shem imagines writing his own fictional universe, which is not unlike the universe of Ulysses, perhaps spurred on to creativity by his cosmic uncertainty and anxiety about sexuality. Strangely, this is in keeping with the approach to huge questions of cosmology of the new physics, which emphasised the unknowability of certain aspects of the universe (as in Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle, for example, which sets limits on how far the atom can be known) and that understanding was, on some scales, ultimately a creative action of the imagination​[91]​. For example, Eddington writes of the way that what might be called scientific realism or mimesis had been abandoned: ‘Science aims at constructing a world which shall be symbolic of the world of commonplace experience’ (Nature of the Physical World, 9). Rather than creating an absolute and precise reflection of the universe, the scientist is seen to construct a symbolic version of it; post-Einstein, Heisenberg and Planck, the mirror of science appears almost as cracked as the mirror of art. Several times, as we have seen, Shem’s troubled eyesight views the ‘spectracular’ (349.17) colours of the girls become black and white or ‘blotch and void’ (229.27), apparently transformed into the written characters that Stephen Dedalus imagines in Ulysses as ‘darkness shining in the brightness, delta of Cassiopeia, worlds...signs on a white field’ (3.40). In fact, just before the spectroscope appears, Joyce alludes to Ulysses itself, as Shem imagines that his book about his parents would contain episodes like ‘Skilly and Carobdish’, ‘A Wondering Wreck’ and ‘Naughtsycalves’ (229.13-16). A later reference to ‘Caxton and Pollock’ (229.31), conflates the famous celestial twin stars of the Gemini constellation (Shem/Shaun figures) with the early printer William Caxton. The conflicted, double nature of light, vision and writing is reflected in the twins’ fight near the close of the chapter, a conflict of light and darkness ringed by the observing rainbow girls (thus involving all the complexities of light and the spectrum), which creates such chaos that it becomes impossible to tell ‘who is artthoudux from whose heterotropic’ (252.20-21): out of this chaos, in which they eventually form a constellation or ‘adumbrace a pattern of somebody else or other’ (15-16), springs the apparition of HCE to break up the fight and send the children home. The chaos of the fight also suggests creativity, as in the reference to ‘art’ in ‘artthoudux’ and the later reference to ‘a selfmade world’ (26). Joyce thus suggests that the black and white of Shem’s darkness and Shaun’s sunlight, are both necessary for writing, for the creation of textual worlds.  
In fact, in keeping with the metaphor of the girls as the spectrum, Shem’s darkness and incomprehension (and perhaps the reader’s) inscribes itself on the text as something like the mysterious dark lines on the stellar spectra which provide the vital record of data. As we have seen, in spectroscopy it is not the colours themselves but the dark lines and bands which mark out patterns of energy that actually convey information about the analyzed light: though in II.1 Shem is a reduced and haunted figure who can only offer us darkness and ignorance, that is perhaps what Joyce encourages us to value. After all, few readers of II.1 identify with Shaun, as he does not feature strongly in the chapter. As the setting of the chapter becomes progressively more crepuscular and colours dim, the reader sympathises more with Shem’s colour-blindness and potential technique of ‘clearobscure’/chiaroscuro (247.34), particularly when we remember that there is a whole reality beyond the spectrum which the human eye cannot perceive (including x-rays, ultraviolet and infrared radiation), as we can be sure Joyce knew from his later references to the ‘true falseheaven colours from ultraviolent to subred tissues’ (590.8). Appropriately, II.1 begins what Tindall calls ‘the densest part of the Wake’ (Reader’s Guide, 171) and the chapters which follow it are arguably the most ‘clearobscure’, the most difficult and mysterious parts of the book. 























Samuel Beckett’s initial interest in cosmology and the new physics may well have been prompted by Joyce’s interest in and readings on this subject. In Murphy’s Bed, Kennedy refers to Richard Ellmann’s interviews with Beckett about Joyce which reveal their shared interest in astronomy. Beckett further remarked on ‘Joyce’s belief that a cosmic view of existence is essential to the writer of fiction’ (196-197). These interviews date from 1953 and 1954, meaning that this scientific version of Joyce had stayed with Beckett for many years; in fact, it survived into the period in which he was writing ‘The Trilogy’ and perhaps beyond. Beckett’s own early aesthetic statements underpin a cosmological reading of his work and also suggest a Joycean influence: for example, in a review of Dennis Devlin’s poetry from 1938 he wrote that ‘art is the sun, moon and stars of the mind, the whole mind’ (Disjecta, 94). The same review includes a reference to light and darkness, clarity and obscurity, that carries over some of Joyce’s interest in an aesthetic with similarities to the difficult and mysterious light of the new physics (the ‘clearobscurity’ (FW, 247.34) which we discussed in the previous chapter). Beckett writes that ‘art has nothing to do with clarity, does not dabble in the clear and does not make clear’ (D, 94): since Devlin, though a modernist, was not a particularly obscure artist, we sense that Beckett is primarily talking to, or perhaps even about, himself in both these statements. His preoccupation may be with Joyce, as the tone is similar to his Our Exagmination essay, ‘Dante...Bruno..Vico.Joyce’, or perhaps he is thinking of his own aesthetic, perhaps even specifically about Murphy, which was published in the same year. Very little of Beckett’s review is actually about Devlin’s poetry so its prominent publication in transition, where Finnegans Wake was published, tempts us to view it as Beckett’s own artistic commitment to a difficult art that nonetheless includes the cosmic light cast by ‘the sun, moon and stars of the mind’. 
Beckett’s interest in contemporary science is expressed most obviously (though perhaps not most seriously) in his earliest, Joyce-influenced writings, ‘Whoroscope’, Dream of Fair to Middling Women and More Pricks than Kicks, where there are direct, if sometimes superficial, allusions to contemporary scientific ideas. In Dream and More Pricks Beckett’s hero, Belacqua Shuah, is interested in the stars, while Beckett frequently alludes to scientific ideas; for example, in a section written for Dream, published in More Pricks as ‘A Wet Night’, he depicts Chas explaining the relationship of the ideas of Bergson and Einstein. Also in another story, ‘What a Misfortune’, ‘a student of Plutarch’ and ‘a physicist of the modern school’ find themselves discussing the human condition at Belacqua’s wedding (158). In these early works we also see references to atomic physics​[92]​ and to light and the spectrum (for example, in phrases like ‘ultraviolet intimacy’ (More Pricks, 189)), while astronomy and the night-sky are important backgrounds for many scenes. These allusions have an exuberant, casual confidence that suggests Beckett had a certain amount of detailed knowledge of contemporary changes in physics. Further, ‘Whoroscope’, Beckett’s time-centred early poem, is set in a moment of cosmological transition from a geocentric model of the universe to a new heliocentric cosmic model: themed around the death of Descartes, the rationalist philosopher repudiates Galileo as a ‘lead-swinging son of a sutler’, while ‘Eppur si muove’ becomes ‘That’s not moving, that’s moving’ (3). In More Pricks, cosmic and aesthetic movements are linked through this phrase as ‘the poem moves, eppure’ (203). As we will see in more detail, Beckett read scientific popularising works (though it is unclear exactly how many he read as only some of his notes have survived) including Poincaré’s La valeur de la science and Jeans’s The Universe Around Us. Like Yeats and Joyce, he would also have had exposure to the ideas of the new physics via newspapers and magazines and, like Joyce, his experience of living in Paris in the 1920s and 1930s, where the ideas of relativity and quantum theory were highly fashionable, would also have brought him into contact with scientific developments.
For the most part, Beckett’s engagement with science has been critically ignored (although it is sometimes mentioned in passing), though there are a few exceptions and this field of study is currently growing​[93]​. Kennedy was probably the first to read Beckett’s work alongside contemporary scientific popularisations such as Eddington’s Astronomy and Cosmogony (although, as we will see, the use to which this knowledge is put is somewhat misguided). J. E. Dearlove’s Accommodating the Chaos raises the issue of Beckett’s use of the philosophy arising from the new physics in its discussion of the relationship between structure and chaos in his work. However, Dearlove rarely refers to specific scientific concepts and his sense of the details of the new physics seems rather vague. Some critics discuss space and time in Beckett’s works: for example, in Modernism, Ireland and Civil War, Allen argues that even in More Pricks than Kicks time is more complicated than it appears though he does not connect this version of time with Einstein but, rather, with Bergson. However, Rubin Rabinovitz’s chapter on time and space in Beckett does connect his challenge to the realist novel with the new physics, discussing concepts such as uncertainty. Nonetheless, due to limitations of space, his points are not fully fleshed out into a textual focus upon Beckett’s use of science. James Meriwether’s essay, ‘Chaos and Beckett’s “Core of Murmurs”’, discusses Beckett’s work in relation to the later science of chaos theory, which, though interesting, necessarily ignores the contemporary science that Beckett engaged with.
Although Beckett would eventually develop his own version of the new physics and its cosmology, escaping somewhat from the Joycean influence, it still seems that, like Yeats and Joyce, he valued the difficulty and mystery that the new physics brought into the twentieth century worldview, rather than the new knowledge which this science provided.

‘Matrix of Surds’ (112): The Astronomy of Chaos in Murphy

Unlike the world of The Trilogy, where, as we shall see, although the protagonists still often think about the stars, the firmament is always strange and distant, and equally unlike contemporary physics which emphasised the vast size of the universe​[94]​, the stars are never far away in Murphy: in fact they often seem too close. Just like the frequent and obtrusive references to time, stars are constantly cropping up in the novel’s prose, sometimes in highly unlikely and apparently trivial places: even the coffee that Neary and Wylie drink as they are plotting is ‘three star’ (46), while the biscuits that form Murphy’s lunch (and which he regrets being unable to eat in all possible permutations) are compared with the stars, as ‘biscuits of which it could be said as truly as of the stars that one differed from the other’ (97)​[95]​. More important examples also exist: for example, Murphy’s fiancée, Celia, has a name that derives from the Latin for ‘from heaven’ (caeli) and they also meet for the first time when he is star-gazing. Further, in this first meeting, Celia attracts his interest by means of an erotic display which suggests that she should be compared with a heavenly body. Murphy is ‘considering alternately’ the night-sky and a star-chart (13), while Celia stations herself in the line of sight between sky and star-chart and, when he sees her, she begins ‘slowly to rotate’, like an astronomical object (14). Celia is also a prostitute by trade and this quasi-celestial staging of her meeting with Murphy suggests that Beckett had not tired of his ‘Whoroscope’ pun. Moreover, two quotations from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet overshadow both Murphy’s life and his relationship with Celia: the strangely inappropriate epigraph to Suk’s horoscope is Romeo’s exclamation after he has learned of the supposed death of Juliet, ‘Then I defy you, Stars’ (32), while Ticklepenny recalls first meeting Murphy at a production of Romeo and Juliet, dismissively quoting, ‘“Take him and cut him out in little stars...” Wotanope’ (86). Both of these quotations, which seem out of place unless we emphasise the astronomical backdrop of the novel, prefigure Murphy’s death, with the second one rejecting the traditional trope of the stellification of the dead. Also, as we will discuss in more detail, at the last meeting of Celia and Murphy, Tintoretto’s mythological and sidereal painting, The Origin of the Milky Way, appears abruptly in Murphy’s mind after his failed joke. These are just a few examples; in fact, the novel is so elaborately patterned with star imagery that it can induce a kind of astronomical claustrophobia in the reader.
Beyond this sidereal textual patterning, Murphy believes the stars can directly affect his life; for example, like Yeats, he is anxious about solar and lunar influences: ‘Resting on Campanella’s City of the Sun, Murphy said they must get married by hook or by crook before the moon came into opposition’ (17). Murphy’s horoscope is a central part of the action of the novel, influencing him in favour of taking the fatal job in the M.M.M. lunatic asylum, thus forming both Murphy’s ‘life-warrant’ and his death-warrant (31). The stars are so intricately compared with his mental world that they almost seem inside his mind: after all, he imagines his mind having zones of light, half-light and dark, like the firmament (111)​[96]​. His mind is seen by him as a microcosm (‘little world’) for the whole universe (‘big world’) (178). As Beckett writes of Murphy’s mind, ‘Nothing had been, was or would be in the universe outside it but was already present...in the universe inside it’ (107). It is thus like the Leibnitzean monad: revealingly, Beckett uses the word monad to describe the padded cells of the M.M.M.’s inmates (181). 
Although the description of Murphy’s mind in Chapter 6 has naturally been read psychologically, as expressing Beckett’s view of the mind, it is equally possible to see it as also expressing a view of man’s relation to the cosmos, since, in the above quotation, the word ‘universe’ is used of both big and little worlds. Nonetheless some readers and critics have attempted to escape or deny this focus on the cosmos, dismissing Beckett’s use of the stars as a mere whim or idiosyncrasy or as part of his parody of Yeats and the Irish Literary Revival. However, others have referenced astronomical and cosmological details, including McDonald, who points out that ‘the narrator...makes repeated reference to the cosmos, reinforcing the impression that the characters are caught up in some larger system of celestial control’ (77), while Mooney makes some connections between Murphy and Greek cosmology. Moreover, Eyal Amiran suggests that Beckett’s work ‘reflects unremitting concern for cosmic and topographic schemata’ (57). Despite the suggestions of these critics, many readings still ignore the careful attention that has gone into Beckett’s portrayal of the cosmos in Murphy​[97]​.
I would argue that it is necessary to accept that the relationship between Murphy’s mind and the wider cosmos is a central theme of the novel and to look at the way in which Beckett responds to the contemporary urgency surrounding cosmological and astronomical debates. This is supported by Beckett’s readings of texts such as Poincaré’s La valeur de la science, which he recorded in the Whoroscope Notebook that he used for drafting Murphy, transcribing several long passages from Poincaré into pages 41-44 of the notebook​[98]​. The passages transcribed include notes of considerable complexity, such as upon the behaviour of electrons, upon similarities between stars and atoms and also the flaws of the Newtonian worldview. Poincaré’s book, which is undoubtedly a major source for some of the complexities of Murphy, discusses a version of special relativity, as well as time, the atom, non-Euclidean geometry and astronomy. Beckett did not forget about Poincaré; in fact, in his enigmatic 1938 essay on aesthetics, ‘Les Deux Besoins’, he suggests that the artist owes both God and Poincaré a great debt: ‘If it is permitted in a similar way to speak of an effective principle, it is not, thanks be to God and Poincaré, that which governs the petitions to principle in science and the crossed logos of theology, which feed the storms of affirmative and negative farts that have produced and continue to produce those crappy posteriosis of Spirit and Matter which are the despair of savage peoples’ (Disjecta, 56). Here and throughout the essay, non-Euclidean geometry is used in a defence of artistic irrationality and disorder; it also includes a diagram of two superimposed triangles that looks somewhat like the cones of A Vision. 
Moreover, many of Beckett’s astronomical and cosmological references are sourced in Jeans’s 1929 book, The Universe Around Us, which, as John Pilling’s notebook facsimile shows, Beckett read in preparation for his unpublished novel, Dream of Fair to Middling Women (145-150); several of these notes are also carried over into Murphy, including notes on nebulae, the discovery of Neptune and the composition of stars. For example, on the discovery of Neptune, Beckett notes directly from Jeans, adding two exclamation marks: ‘Neptune calculated (not observed) from observed vagaries in the orbit of Uranus (Greatest triumph of human thought)!!’ (Pilling, note 1048): in Murphy, Beckett alludes to the ‘beautiful deduction of Neptune from Uranus’ (280). Although Beckett only took notes on the first chapter of this book, and thus we cannot be certain if he read the whole of it, this first chapter is a long (more than eighty-page) and detailed account of the cosmos of the new physics. In fact, it contains all the information that Beckett would have needed to respond creatively to the Einsteinian revolution; my arguments here rely on this first chapter almost exclusively. The published facsimile of Beckett’s Dream Notebook includes several pages of similar notes from The Universe Around Us on subjects such as stars and nebulae, parallax, gravitational orbits, light and the spectrum and comparisons of Einstein’s cosmology with De Sitter’s (Pilling, 145-150). These notes not only inform Dream but also the works that followed it, particularly Murphy, though their influence may extend at least until The Trilogy. It thus seems likely that on occasions when Beckett uses playful allusions to scientific concepts, such as ‘quantum of wantum’ (57) in Murphy, he is nonetheless using them with a real sense of what the new physics entailed.
 This quasi-scientific Beckett may be quite far from the Beckett that we are used to, particularly together with a reading that takes Murphy’s star-gazing seriously (it is absurd, but it is so in meaningful ways); but we should remember that this is a reading of his aesthetic that Beckett invited, at least in the early part of his career. For example, in one of the most accomplished passages from the early work, Dream of Fair to Middling Women, he makes an explicit comparison between the process of creation and the movements of the heavenly bodies: 
The night firmament is abstract density of music, symphony without end, illumination without end, yet emptier, more sparsely lit, than the most succinct constellations of genius. Now seen merely, a depthless lining of hemisphere, its crazy stippling of stars, it is passional movements of the mind charted in light and darkness. The tense passional intelligence, when arithmetic abates, tunnels...through the interstellar coalsacks of its firmament in genesis, it twists through the stars of its creation in a network of loci that shall never be coordinate. The inviolable criterion of poetry and music, the non-principle of their punctuation, is figured in the demented perforation of the night colander. The ecstatic mind, the mind achieving creation, take ours for example, rises to the shaft-heads of its statement, its recondite relations of emergal, from a labour and a weariness of deep castings that brook no schema. The mind suddenly entombed, then active in an anger and a rhapsody of energy, in a scurrying and plunging towards exitus, such is the ultimate mode and factor of the creative integrity, its proton, incommunicable; but there, insistent, invisible rat, fidgeting behind the astral incoherence of the art surface (16-17).

Here, Beckett asks us to see the stars as a source of difficult and beautiful absurdity. This extended comparison, where it is not always clear which descriptions refer to the stars and which to the mind, includes scientific allusions to ‘interstellar coalsacks’ (or dark nebulae, which we also find in Murphy (188)), arithmetic, coordinate systems and a subatomic particle, the ‘proton’. This passage is undoubtedly more informed by astronomy than astrology as it is sourced in notes that Beckett took from The Universe Around Us. Here, reading and viewing the night-sky become analogous, while ‘the demented perforation of the night colander’ offers a model for the ‘passional movements’ of artistic expression, even for the prose of Beckett’s statement itself. Beckett’s invitation, ‘the mind achieving creation, take ours for example’, asks the reader to make an explicit comparison of his mind and his text with the night-sky, as the ‘art surface’ becomes an ‘astral’ surface. The link between astronomical processes and mental ones, between stars and the mind, which proves so important in Murphy, is already present in Beckett’s play on ‘constellations of genius’. In this early piece the stars express a picture of reality as disordered and difficult, governed by a ‘non-principle’ that appears the antithesis of Newtonian science, and which is also a vision of abstract art, perhaps in a modernist form. However, this anarchic, creative energy is not the characteristic of Murphy’s own stars. 
So far we have discussed Murphy’s astronomy as though there were only one version of the stars in the novel. Although there is a critical tradition of suggesting that Beckett’s worldview is close to Murphy’s, I would argue that the relationship between character and author is actually more distant than it might seem, particularly in relation to the cosmos. In fact, there are two models of the heavens in Murphy, Murphy’s own and Beckett’s underlying critique of it, Murphy’s fantasy cosmos and something more informed by contemporary physics, more like the cosmos from Dream. The contrast between them is partly an epistemological one and partly an issue of causality: in both cases, it seems to be suggested that Murphy’s model of the heavens is just not daring enough (and too Newtonian). In the above passage from Dream we see Beckett’s praise for the ‘non-principle’ of the stars, for the fact that both the creative mind and the stars apparently ‘brook no schema’, suggesting that Beckett sees the stars, and perhaps the whole universe, as a source of creative chaos. If we relate this statement to Murphy, it suggests that Murphy is not wrong to idealise the stars, but wrong in his choice of emphasis upon them as a ‘system’. (We recall The Unnameable’s later statement that ‘The thing to avoid...is the spirit of system’, ‘Trilogy’, 332). Murphy is perhaps wrong to call even his mind a system, since the most compelling part of Beckett’s description of his mind is the reference to the disordered dark section, which is ‘a flux of forms’, a ‘matrix of surds’ and ‘a tumult of non-Newtonian motion’ (112-113).
Actually, the language of this description of the dark zone of Murphy’s mind as a ‘flux of forms’ is reminiscent both of the passage from Dream and of Beckett’s depiction of Joyce’s universe in ‘Dante...Bruno..Vico.Joyce’. Beckett argued that the world of Finnegans Wake is ‘spherical and excludes culmination’ and that in it there is only ‘flux – progression and retrogression’, ‘a flood of movement and vitality’ (22). In the same passage he also describes the movement of Joyce’s text as ‘non-directional – or multidirectional’, reflecting the non-Newtonian quality of Murphy’s mind. Beckett’s depiction of the dark zone of Murphy’s mind could apply to a more creative version of the universe than Murphy’s own, perhaps even specifically to the Einsteinian universe (since non-Newtonian motion is referenced) and is far more lively than Murphy’s vision of the stars as deterministic agents mapped by horoscopes and star-charts (which attempt to remove the chaotic reality and unknowability of the cosmos from our sight and provide an exaggerated idea of human significance). As David Hesla succinctly puts it, ‘What is astrology, after all, but the technology of determinism...?’ (41). In fact, in the section of The Universe Around Us that Beckett definitely read, Jeans discusses the value of astrology for early civilisations: 
Astrology held out hopes of telling [early man] his future. There was nothing intrinsically absurd in this, for even to-day the astronomer is largely occupied with foretelling the future movements of the heavenly bodies, although not of human affairs – a considerable part of the present book will consist of an attempt to foretell the future, and predict the final end, of the material universe. Where the astrologers went wrong was in supposing that terrestrial...individuals formed such important items in the scheme of the universe that the motions of the heavenly bodies could be intimately bound up with their fates. As soon as man began to realise, even faintly, his own insignificance in the universe, astrology died a natural and inevitable death (10).  
For Murphy, however, astrology has not died a natural death because he refuses to admit his own insignificance in comparison with the cosmic scale. His vision of both the stars and of his own life is equally warped. In fact, although Murphy later imagines his horoscope as ‘changed into the poem that he alone of the living could write’ (93), his idea of a determinist cosmos seems the opposite of Beckett’s creative ideal. Elsewhere, for example in our discussion of Finnegans Wake, we have spoken of the epistemological challenge presented by the new physics. However, Murphy’s stars show his refusal to confront real uncertainty. It cannot be said of his stars that they ‘brook no schema’ (Dream, 16); in fact, for Murphy they form a highly deterministic one. 
For all the references to the stars in Murphy, there is no vision of them to compare with the passage from Dream and the verbal fireworks of the phrase, ‘the demented perforation of the night-colander’, or with a later passage in Malone Dies where Malone sees the stars as ‘absurd lights’ (‘Trilogy’, 328). Murphy’s version of them is equally far from the language of contemporary astronomy texts. For example, though admitting the mysteriousness of much of the universe, most popularisers encouraged their readers to attempt to picture the vast size of the cosmos and to have images of the stars in their minds: Jeans asks us to imagine ‘millions of millions of stars wandering blindly through space for millions of millions of years’ (Mysterious Universe, 15). In Murphy, the only time we glimpse actual stars, during Murphy’s stay at the M.M.M., it is to be told that Murphy himself does not see them and is disillusioned with them: 
He did not see the stars any more. Walking back from Skinner’s his eyes were on the ground. And when it was not too cold to open the sky-light in the garret, the stars seemed always veiled by cloud or fog or mist. The sad truth was that the skylight commanded only the most dismal patch of night-sky, the galactic coal-sack, which would naturally look like a dirty night to any observer in Murphy’s condition, cold, tired, angry, impatient and out of conceit with a system that seemed the superfluous cartoon of his own (188-189). 












Figure 5. The Crab Nebula.

Set against Murphy’s version of the heavens is Beckett’s critique of Murphy’s project, which forms a threatening backdrop to the action of the novel. The undercurrent of references to the ‘absurd’, ‘chaos’ and ‘gas’, some of them present in Murphy’s own consciousness, sets up an increasing disorder that almost seems to cause the random explosion that kills him at the close of the novel. These manifestations of chaos undermine not only Murphy’s horoscope but also other versions of this structuring impulse, such as Neary’s ‘Pythagorean’ geometry, through which he orders his life, using phrases like ‘Murphy, all life is figure and ground’ to deny ‘the big buzzing blooming confusion’ (4). Beckett’s novel is full of confined spaces such as the prison and the M.M.M. as well as many geometrical shapes: these spaces seem mostly Euclidean, though one reference to the ‘ceaseless unconditioned generation and passing away of line’ could well be Non-Euclidean (112). Neary’s particular version of this geometry almost certainly parodies Yeats’s and is presented by Beckett as part of a mechanistic, Newtonian worldview: he is called ‘a Newtonian’ by Beckett later in the novel (201)​[100]​. We can perhaps judge Beckett’s opposition to Neary’s worldview since the narrator of Dream is particularly scathing about the systematic, cause-and-effect-driven universe of classical physics, referring to narratives that respect this kind of causality as a ‘Pythagorean chain-chant solo of cause and effect’ (10). In Dream he references Balzac’s mechanical style as an example of this, calling his characters ‘clockwork cabbages’ and asking ‘why call a distillation of Euclid and Perrault Scenes from Life? Why human comedy?’ (120). (Beckett here places the stress of his critique upon the human, but it might equally be placed upon comedy). Beckett’s own closeness to his narrator’s viewpoint is evident in records of his 1930-1931 lectures at Trinity: Brigitte Le Juez’s Beckett Before Beckett provides commentary on the notes of one of his students, Rachel Burrows, who recorded his repeated critique of the causality of Balzac’s novels as an ‘enchaînement mechanique, fatal, de circonstances’ (28)​[101]​. In interviews given to Ellmann in 1982, Burrows recalls that Beckett ‘hated Balzac, of course. He hated what he called the snowball act, which means that you do something that has causes, causes, causes so that it’s all perfectly consistent’ (28). Crucially, she also recalls one of his other negative examples for this type of art was ‘that of the pool table on which the balls are perfectly arranged and sent in one direction or another according to a very precise strategy’ (28): in fact, this image comes directly from popularisations of Newtonian science, where it was used as an ideal example of deterministic systems and of the atom​[102]​. In fact, Burrows suggests that Beckett’s answer to this was to relate the creation of the art-work more to the confusion of reality: ‘He’s concerned with digging into the real as he sees it at that moment, and even that was relative, because the artist is changing, the material is changing and the moment is changing’ (28). If this is an accurate representation of Beckett’s ideas (and it certainly fits with his description of the action of Murphy’s mind), then Burrows’s use of the word ‘relative’ and the emphasis on ‘flux’ suggests a paradigm of art not unrelated to the new physics.
In Murphy, Beckett’s answer to mechanistic realism is partly the detective story premise as Neary’s futile search for Murphy challenges his flawed epistemology. Neary’s failed quest, which tests his worldview, parallels Moran’s in Molloy. (Moran is, of course, a detective, with, at the outset of the novel, a highly conventional worldview and a Newtonian idea of cause and effect). In both cases, we witness the character’s epistemology (and also the genre of the realist detective novel) crumple under the pressure of a radical disorientation. Although Neary, unlike Moran, seems to resume his old habits at the novel’s close, the Newtonian geometer does concede that, ‘Life is all rather irregular’ (271). Murphy perhaps also falls into this category as his horoscope recommends that he be a detective (33) and he suffers a major disorientation before his death when he realises that his quest to identify with Mr. Endon has failed. More importantly, Beckett challenges mechanistic realism through his use of chaos in the novel, which, though not necessarily Einsteinian, is certainly post-Newtonian. In part, Beckett’s chaos represents a force of reaction against materialism, something like Joyce’s vision of the ‘chaosmos of alle’ in Finnegans Wake (FW, 118.21). 
Beckett’s play upon chaos and gas refutes Murphy’s vision of the heavens as a ‘celestial prescription’ (38), a static blueprint for his own life, as he seems to take us closer to a relativistic model of the stars as dynamic and part of an expanding universe. Classical physics emphasised astronomical predictability: for example, it gave rise to deterministic interpretations of the universe such as the theory of ‘Laplace’s Demon’, which held that if you could know the momentum and location of every atom in the universe then you could predict the future. The epistemology of this kind of clockwork universe arguably bears similarities with Murphy’s astrology. In contrast, there is a greater place for chance and accident in the Einsteinian universe. Far from subscribing to the clockwork universe theory, Jeans describes everything from the existence of the earth to the collisions of stars as an ‘accident’ (Mysterious Universe, 14), while in The Expanding Universe Eddington describes what he calls ‘the gradual condensation of primordial matter’ at the earliest beginnings of the universe by quoting a section from Paradise Lost that deals with chaos and chance: 
Champions fierce,
Strive here for mastery, and to battle bring
Their embryon atoms...To whom these most adhere, 
He rules a moment: Chaos umpire sits 
And by decision more embroils the fray
By which he reigns: next him, high arbiter, 
Chance governs all’ (6)​[103]​. 

We should perhaps recall that in Beckett’s later ‘From an Abandoned Work’ the narrator recalls impressing his father with his detailed knowledge of Milton’s cosmology (Complete Short Prose, 158).
Some have seen Murphy as an entirely realistic, even mechanical work: for example, McDonald argues that Beckett offers us ‘a clockwork universe; cold, mechanical, Godless’ (77). However, if Murphy is a realist novel then we must ask why its early readers found it so difficult and obscure. Beckett’s struggles to publish and sell the novel are well-known but while we can ascribe some of these difficulties to poor taste on the part of his contemporary literary establishment, others probably relate to the often mysterious quality of his text and to its dense allusiveness. Although on the level of difficulty or formal experimentation Murphy is simple compared to the vast riddle that is Finnegans Wake, I would nonetheless argue that there are fissures in its realist structure that are associated with the underlying presence of chaos in the novel. These fissures have been picked up on by other critics: for example, S. E. Gontarski points out that the cosmos of Murphy ‘is not what it seems, for its “clear and distinct” qualities become increasingly confused’ (Preface to The Annotated Murphy, vxii). In fact, the novel is full of small violations of the Newtonian worldview: for example, Miss Carridge enters Celia’s room by knocking ‘timidly on the door on the outside some time after she had closed it behind her on the inside. Not even a nice hot cup of tea in her hand could make her subject to the usual conditions of time and space in this matter’ (68). (We should note Beckett’s pun on ‘matter’). Murphy’s rocking-chair clearly violates the laws of physics: ‘Most things under the moon got slower and slower and then stopped, a rock got faster and faster and then stopped’ (9)​[104]​. Murphy’s narrator also announces of Murphy’s seated posture, ‘Seven scarves held him in position’ (2), but then only lists six (resulting in critical puzzlement and papers such as J. C. Eade’s ‘The Seventh Scarf: A Note on Murphy’). 
With passages like these, which are in no way necessary for the plot of the novel, Beckett introduces indeterminacy, preparing the way for the world of his later fictions, in which, as Rubin Rabinovitz suggests: ‘Beckett makes the time-space world subservient to the world of the imagination’ (14). Berkeley, who is one precedent for this relation of time and the mind, is referenced in Murphy, though in a mocking way: for example, Murphy avoids ‘the idealist tar’ (108) as he still believes in the existence of the physical world​[105]​. Barbara Gluck has suggested that Beckett’s ‘continued astrological references mock the realistic time-scheme’ (74) but she does not point out that even the realistic time-scheme has a surprisingly jerky flow as Beckett forces readers continually to back-pedal or race forward, using phrases such as ‘Let us now take Time that old fornicator...back to Monday, October the 7th’ (114). This jerky flow of time is also characteristic of More Pricks than Kicks, as Allen has noted: as I briefly pointed out, Allen emphasises examples of velocity and acceleration in More Pricks, suggesting that the resultant temporal distortion constitutes Beckett’s ‘critique of time’ (113), which he suggests was influenced by Bergson. Although Bergson’s influence is important, the new physics is also a model for Beckett’s temporal shifts: after all, Beckett references both Einstein and Bergson in More Pricks. In fact, the character Chas’s attempted explanation of Einstein’s work in the story, ‘A Wet Night’, is, ironically, rendered abrupt and cryptic because of considerations of time and velocity: Chas wishes to explain relativity in only a few moments due to the imminent approach of his tram, which causes him to work out merely ‘what was the longest divulgation he could place before the tram...would draw abreast’ (52). As we have seen elsewhere, the idea of an uneven flow of time, particularly the notion that time might dilate, forms a central part of relativity theory. This may be reflected in the fact that time almost stops in Murphy after Mr. Endon’s and Murphy’s chess-game: ‘Time did not cease, that would be asking too much, but the wheel of rounds and pauses did’ (246), which sounds like a potential occurrence of relativistic time dilation. 
These violations of the Newtonian worldview, both physical and temporal, are, I would argue, linked with chaos by Beckett. We have already briefly explored the connection between chaos and nebulae, but there are many further references to chaos in the novel. Beckett introduces us to chaos first in the context of desire: we see Celia’s ‘beloved features emerging from chaos’ (29), while Neary thinks of a Miss Dwyer as a ‘morsel of chaos’ (48). Beckett’s use of chaos quickly becomes more complex when Murphy thinks about it in connection with jokes:
Not the least remarkable of Murphy’s innumerable classifications of experience was that into jokes that had once been good jokes and jokes that had never been good jokes. What but an imperfect sense of humour could have made such a mess of chaos. In the beginning was the pun. And so on (65).

This particular play establishes a connection between manifestations of chaos and the idea of the ‘absurd’, which is developed throughout the novel. Moreover, we see the conjunction of chaos with a moment of cosmic origins: the phrase from St. John’s Gospel, echoing Genesis, ‘In the beginning was the word’, becomes, ‘In the beginning was the pun’. As we have seen, in Malone Dies, Malone imagines the stars as ‘absurd lights’ (‘Trilogy’, 328), as irrational and unknowable but also as a source of humour, as with Murphy’s mind, which is a ‘Matrix of surds’ (112). Murphy himself is later ridiculed as a ‘Surd’ (77) or irrational number, meaning that Murphy is somehow strange and unknowable to other people, as well as being ‘absurd’ or ridiculous. In fact, in an extended treatment of Beckett’s use of mathematics, Ackerley identifies irrationality (in this mathematical sense) as a central theme of Murphy (‘Beckett and Mathematics’, 77). A surd is a square root that cannot be reduced to a whole number and which thus can never be exactly expressed; for Beckett, it seems to represent a kind of undecidability or a limit of knowledge similar to Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle​[106]​. In fact, as Ackerley points out, the original meaning of ‘surd’, so important a word for the astronomy of Murphy, is deaf, and he goes on to quote Hesla on how, in Watt, the absurd (and also, I would suggest, the cosmic) might be both ‘deaf’ and ‘difficult’: ‘The absurd is impervious to the human Logos, to human speech and reason’ (‘Beckett and Mathematics’, 3).















Figure 6. ‘Then the nip, and Tintoretto’s Origin of the Milky Way’ (140).

Later, in a key passage, when Murphy’s horoscope, with its predictions of a ‘Great Magical Ability of the Eye, to which the lunatic would easily succumb’ (35), has tempted him into work in a lunatic asylum, he first ascertains that there are no stars visible from his window and then tentatively explores connections between chaos and the gas that will eventually kill him: 
And the etymology of gas? Could it be the same word as chaos? Hardly. Chaos was yawn...Chaos would do, it might not be right but it was pleasant, for him henceforward gas would be chaos, and chaos gas... Gas. Could it turn a neurotic into a psychotic? No. Only God could do that. Let there be heaven in the midst of the waters, let it divide the waters from the waters. The Chaos and Waters Facilities Act. The Chaos, Light and Coke Co. Hell. Heaven. Helen. Celia (175). 

This is, crucially, the only time we hear Murphy’s interior monologue. He dismisses the etymological connection between chaos and gas, thinking of the idea merely as ‘pleasant’; but, as Beckett no doubt knew, Murphy is correct. At least, the OED tells us that the inventor of the word ‘gas’, the Dutch chemist J. B. Helmont, claimed that he had based it on the Greek word xάos or chaos. I would argue that, although it is not immediately obvious, this is a passage about stars and the cosmos; gas is, after all, a major constituent of stars, while contemporary astronomers and cosmologists such as Jeans described the origin of the universe using the words chaos and gas almost interchangeably. For example, in Jeans’s chapter ‘Carving out the Universe’, in The Universe Around Us, which, as we have seen, Beckett had read, Jeans alternates between the phrases ‘primeval chaos’ and ‘primeval gas’ (202-203) to describe the matter out of which the universe emerged. 
The suggestion that in the quoted section we are dealing with Murphy’s fantasy of the origins of the universe from chaos is supported by the quotation from Genesis (‘Let there be heaven in the midst of the waters’), just as previously he thought about chaos and then moved to ‘In the beginning was the pun’. This cosmic reading of the passage is also encouraged by Beckett’s parody of A Portrait, from a section where Stephen confronts the difficulty of cosmic knowledge: ‘It was very big to think about everything and everywhere. Only God could do that’ (10). In Murphy this becomes: ‘Gas. Could it turn a neurotic into a psychotic? No. Only God could do that’ (175-176). Passages like this remind us that ‘gas’ also means ‘joke’ in Hiberno-English, directly linking the absurd with the chaotic, cosmic force of gas. Interestingly, the last term of Murphy’s fragmentary sequence of thoughts involving chaos is the heavenly body of Celia, who is more like a real star than Murphy’s astrological ciphers​[110]​. In this passage, Murphy has the key to a more creative, desiring and dangerous cosmos in his hands (creative because we get a glimpse of the divine creation, desiring because he thinks of Celia) but later thinks of these musings as a ‘dream’ and ‘a postmonition of catastrophe’ (176). In fact these thoughts prove to be both a premonition of catastrophe, of his own death, and a critique of his vision of the stars in favour of a relativistic cosmology. 
Chaos may also be present in Murphy’s chess game with Mr. Endon, as Murphy’s increasingly desperate and disordered moves contrast with the ‘amental pattern’ (247) of excessive order that Mr. Endon forms instead of playing the game. Essentially Mr. Endon’s strange actions transform a familiar game into a pattern of light and darkness made by the black and white chess-pieces, which is mirrored by Murphy’s departures to check on the inmates by pressing light switches on and off and by Endon’s later attempt to create a pattern with the light-switch after his temporary escape. But despite himself, Murphy cannot replicate the kind of ideal order that he finds in his horoscope and in Mr. Endon on the chess-board. Murphy suddenly finds himself disappointed by this ordered worldview, apparently wanting the uncertainties, failures and difficulties that come with playing a game (or living in the ‘big world’). In fact, if we were to compare the chess-game with cosmic models then Murphy’s style of play suggests a universe that is expanding and entropic (like the ‘big world’ of the new physics), while Mr. Endon’s play suggests a static, regular universe (like Endon’s own mind)​[111]​. After resigning from the game, Murphy lets his obsessive interest in Mr. Endon literally slip out of focus: in his blurred view of his opponent, Murphy finds a sort of chaos and nothingness, a ‘big blooming buzzing confusion or ground, mercifully free of figure’ (245) and perhaps also a vision of an absurd cosmos represented by the ‘guffaw of the Abderite’ (246). This vision of ‘the Abderite’ refers to Greek philosopher Democritus and his Atomist model of the cosmos.
	Some critics explain Murphy’s abrupt death (which swiftly follows the episode with the chess-game) straightforwardly, as if there were no mystery about it. For example, McDonald states a simple ‘chain’ of cause and effect: Murphy’s death ‘is caused by someone pulling the wrong chain in the lavatory and turning on the gas in Murphy’s bedroom, which is ignited by his lit candle. Murphy, lashed tight to his rocking chair, burns to death’ (80)​[112]​. This is probably the correct interpretation of events, but even so Beckett makes none of this explicit (in particular, the phrase ‘the gas came on’ is without direct agency) and he also provides Murphy with a last will and testament: this will has puzzled some critics such as Declan Kiberd, who argues that this means Murphy must have committed suicide. Rabinovitz and Ackerley suspect foul play, identifying Ticklepenny as the prime suspect in Murphy’s murder (though Ackerley concedes the ridiculousness of the murder scenario and also emphasises the episode’s indeterminacy). The problem with all of these interpretations is that Beckett could easily have provided a full explanation and did not do so: instead, in The Trilogy he revives the mystery as both Malone and The Unnameable claim to have had a hand in Murphy’s death. Further, Murphy’s death is so surprising, and I would suggest, so born of chaos, that it has the force of an entirely random event: there was certainly nothing like this predicted in his horoscope. The randomness of this event and the horoscope’s utter failure to predict it stands out through the contrast between this outcome and Beckett’s original plan for the novel: as Ackerley points out in The Annotated Murphy, the ‘original germ’ of the novel as recorded in the Whoroscope Notebook involved an accurate horoscope that takes over the life of the protagonist (xxiii). The fact that the death happens in this unpredictable way undoes many of the structures of meaning in the text and the ‘clockwork’ quality that McDonald identifies in the novel is undermined (77).




‘Or light light I mean’ (328): ‘The Trilogy’


Introduction: Beckett’s ‘benighted illumination’ (Boxall, 42)

The complexity of the stars, their absurd, non-Newtonian potential, which forms a mere undercurrent in Murphy, is a central, inescapable feature of the universe of the three linked novels of ‘The Trilogy’​[113]​. The straight lines of Euclidean space and the cause-and-effect-driven universe of Newtonian physics and its astronomy are very rare throughout these later texts. In fact, the movement of these novels is one of steadily increasing strangeness and disorientation, a journey into a more and more paradoxical universe. The part of this cosmic journey that I will focus on in this chapter is Beckett’s exploration of changing versions of the stars and of light. 
Ackerley suggests that ‘The trilogy may be mapped by a diagram similar to that which illustrates Murphy's mind: a movement from an outer realm of light (Moran) to the inner grey zone (Molloy to Malone), and then to the inner dark (The Unnamable)’ (‘Beckett and Mathematics’, 90); although, as I will show, light is actually more complex than this schema suggests. The stars of these novels are caught up in the conflicts of light and darkness that continue through the rest of Beckett’s career, including the stylised patterns of light and darkness in the staging of his theatre​[114]​. Peter Boxall emphasises Beckett’s interest in ‘benighted illumination’ and the idea of visible darkness, both in Beckett’s theatre and elsewhere (for example, in Clov’s sense that ‘light black’ (Endgame, 107) is a viable description), as a valuable image for the tensions between nothingness and meaning in his work (42-43); however, no critic has given sustained attention to the strangeness of light in ‘The Trilogy’. I will argue that this ‘benighted illumination’, just as with Joyce’s notion of the ‘clearobscure’ (FW, 247.34), is influenced by the difficult light of the new physics​[115]​.
Much of Beckett’s depiction of this difficult light seems, as in Dream and Murphy, to be sourced in his early notes on Jeans’s The Universe Around Us and, as we have suggested, in the influence of Joyce, though he may also have been inspired by other, as yet unidentified, scientific popularisations.  In a conference paper delivered at ‘Beckett: Out of the Archive’, since published in a slightly different version in Modernism/modernity, Dirk van Hulle pointed out that a set of notes from the Whoroscope Notebook on Venus come from a 1939 article by Spencer Jones, then Astronomer Royal, entitled ‘Is there Life in Other Worlds?’ in Discovery: A Popular Journal of Knowledge (802)​[116]​. The magazine also contains further articles, which Beckett probably read, on the size of the universe, building a modern telescope, atomic models, isotopes, the cyclotron and the splitting of the atom. Moreover, since Beckett was a far more orderly reader than Joyce (who, as we’ve seen, read anything that came to hand), it is therefore highly likely that he also read further popular science journals in the 1930s and 1940s. The ‘Philosophy Notes’ of the 1930s could also have played a part in Beckett’s cosmology and astronomy, as they include notes on early physics and cosmology such as Democritus’s Atomist philosophy (Feldman, 39-65). 
Further, Beckett may well have made further notes on science elsewhere: after all, as Dirk van Hulle and Mark Nixon point out, ‘it is quite certain that not all the notebooks from the 1930s survive’ (64). Van Hulle and Nixon also point out that there is also a large gap in Beckett’s note-taking between the Whoroscope notebook (from 1932-1938) and the Sottisier notebook (from 1976). This gap leaves much of Beckett’s reading at the time of ‘The Trilogy’ somewhat uncertain but also demonstrates the continuing importance of 1930s notebooks, such as the Whoroscope and Dream Notebooks, as ‘Beckett continued to use the notebooks he kept in the 1930s’ (67). In the paper from ‘Beckett: Out of the Archive’, Dirk van Hulle argued that Beckett’s thinking remained largely stable and that everything he read in the 1930s has perceptible effects on his work up to the 1980s (801-812). The notes on Jeans and Poincaré from the Notebook are, as we have seen, far more complex than what Nixon elsewhere calls mere ‘phrase-hunting’ (‘“Guess Where”: From Reading to Writing in Beckett’, n. pag), as for the most part these notes comprise lengthy quotations of conceptual passages. (Occasionally Beckett does choose notes more for their poetic sound, such as Jeans’s phrase ‘the grey hairs of stars’). 
Moreover, beyond this note-taking, the second volume of Beckett’s letters shows that during the late 1940s, in the period immediately in advance of his beginning ‘The Trilogy’​[117]​, the concerns of Murphy, including the novel’s cosmic and astronomical concerns, were restored to his mind as he arranged for its reissue in English and for its publication in French from his own translation. In fact, Beckett later wrote of ‘The Trilogy’ that ‘One might locate [its] point of departure in Murphy’ (Letters 2, 442). Van Hulle’s argument about the stability of Beckett’s thought is also supported by the fact that old work is in Beckett’s mind throughout the 1940s; for example, in 1949, when he was drafting The Unnamable in French, he talks about rereading the essays ‘Recent Irish Poetry’ (1934) and ‘Intercessions by Denis Devlin’ (1938) (161)​[118]​. These letters also document his continuing interest in time and space; for example, he writes that ‘I shall never know clearly enough how far space and time are unutterable, and me caught up in them somewhere’ (98). The depiction of light in art is a central concern of the letters exchanged with Georges Duthuit about the painting of Bram van Velde and which may also have played its part in the depiction of light in ‘The Trilogy’. Interestingly, the letters also suggest that Beckett had read Raymond Queneau’s attempt to relate literature and science in his Petite Cosmogonie Portative (1950), which depicts the history of the universe from the Big Bang onwards, as Beckett twice mentions reviews of it (264); although this is too late for at least the French versions of ‘The Trilogy’ to be influenced by it, Beckett’s very interest in it is suggestive. (In fact, he does not refer to any other text by Queneau in the published letters). 
As we have already pointed out, even if we agree with Beckett that Murphy is the ‘point of departure for ‘The Trilogy’, the stars of these later texts are much stranger and more associated with the new physics than Murphy’s version of them as a knowable system. Moreover, the doubts and uncertainties associated with quantum theory, the subatomic area of the new physics, are also present, particularly in discussions of light and the wave-particle duality. In fact, Beckett alludes directly to the problem of the wave-particle duality in Molloy, the first novel of ‘The Trilogy’: ‘already all was fading, waves and particles, there could be no things but nameless things, no names but thingless names’ (31). Here, the difficulty of light in the new physics is seen to create a problem of language and of knowledge, as the true nature of light becomes both uncertain and inexpressible. This idea of namelessness seems to lead directly to ‘The Unnameable’; moreover, as Hesla points out, an older mathematical idea of absurdity is also involved in this namelessness: ‘The Latin surdus was used to translate Euclid’s alogos, the term for irrational numbers. Alogos may be translated “irrational”, but can also mean “without a name,” or “having no name,” or, briefly, “The Unnameable” (7). 
In a brief suggestion in his essay on Beckett and mathematics, Ackerley uses Beckett’s reading of Poincaré to explain his use of quantum physics in the cosmology of The Unnameable, as microcosm and macrocosm are deeply linked:
In his Whoroscope Notebook, Beckett took extensive notes from Poincaré's La Valeur de la science, which outlined a paradox that would enter into the cosmology of the opening pages of The Unnamable, the Leibniz-like contention that "Ces astres infinitement petits, ce sont les atomes" ("Infinitely small stars, that's what atoms are"). The opening pages delineate a cosmos both infinitely small, a vanishing point, an atom encircled by electrons; and impossibly large, a world from which the transit of other bodies may be observed (92).

In this final chapter, I will develop Ackerley’s suggestion into a full consideration of ‘The Trilogy’, concentrating on the way that the central mystery of light, particularly starlight, weaves together the ideas of difficulty, time, desire and absurdity to form a self-contained cosmology. Beckett takes Murphy’s suggestion of an absurd cosmic model a stage further, as the chaotic stars of ‘The Trilogy’ take over the lives of his protagonists. For example, we could easily compare the strange doubling of Molloy and Moran with the image of a binary star (Beckett made notes on these in the Dream Notebook​[119]​) and we see Malone and The Unnameable directly imagining themselves as stars. 
We have already seen in our chapter on Joyce’s use of light and the rainbow in Finnegans Wake that the wave-particle duality suggests a difficult conception of light characterised by multiplicity, puzzles and obscurity. Likewise, in ‘The Trilogy’ even ‘normal’ daylight can be a source of mystery, but starlight is a far more important source of difficulty in Beckett’s text; the stars are ‘absurd lights’ (328), with an intense gravitational, temporal and emotional force capable of transforming the universe of each of his linked novels. 

‘The meaning of this illumination’ (Molloy, 77): Light and difficulty.
Beckett deliberately links the elusive and difficult nature of the text of ‘The Trilogy’ with the mysterious universe; although for him art arguably continues to be ‘the sun, moon and stars of the mind, the whole mind’ (Disjecta, 94), the suns, moons and stars of ‘The Trilogy’ are as strange, difficult and potentially relativistic as the minds of his protagonists. As much earlier in Dream, where ‘the inviolable criterion of poetry and music…is figured in the demented perforation of the night colander’ (16), Beckett’s text at times merges with the night-sky. For example, as we have briefly discussed in our chapter on Yeats, the trope of the mysterious book that contains cosmic and astronomical secrets is vitally important for Malone Dies. The mathematical notebook in which Malone’s story is written is comparable, due to its close relation to Beckett’s text itself, with Yeats’s Speculum (the fictional source-book for A Vision) and ALP’s letter in Finnegans Wake. Malone describes the notebook as follows: 
The first pages are covered with ciphers and diagrams with here and there a brief phrase. Calculations, I reckon. They seem to stop suddenly, prematurely at all events. As though discouraged. Perhaps it is astronomy or astrology. I did not look closely, I drew a line, no, I did not even draw a line, and I wrote, Soon I shall be quite dead at last, and so on, without even going on to the next page, which was blank (237-238). 
Here, we see Beckett collapsing distinctions between the night-sky and the text: the individual life and the universe, creativity and science, are shown to be so tightly enmeshed that Malone does not feel the need to draw the line or turn the page which would distinguish them. Instead, he chooses to record his narrative not on a blank page, but on a page already inscribed with difficult cosmic data. The epistemological problem associated with cosmic knowledge is emphasised because Malone feels that these calculations ‘stop suddenly’, perhaps ‘discouraged’ by the difficulty or absurdity of the exercise; in fact, much later in the novel, in the closing passage where stars are also important, Malone’s own narrative will trail off in a similar way. The lack of a dividing line between Malone’s narrative and these astronomical calculations tempts us to read Malone Dies, perhaps even the whole ‘Trilogy’, as a continuation of this mysterious writing about the universe. Beckett implies this astronomical reading even in apparently trivial ways, such as the ‘Venus pencil’ (my italics) with which Malone writes, which John Pilling connects with Beckett’s notes on Venus in the Dream Notebook (note 1046). 
Equally, in The Unnameable, Beckett’s nameless protagonist’s narrative is linked with the unpredictable action of mysterious lights that are like stars, but which are also linked with the ghostly orbits of characters from Beckett’s earlier works, such as Watt, Molloy and Malone. In fact, when The Unnameable imagines that he will give up telling stories, he also imagines that these mysterious lights will have to go out as well (345). Beckett’s texts become a kind of constellation, while the increasing unruliness of these star-like lights mirrors, and perhaps even causes, the unruliness and difficulty of ‘The Trilogy’ as both protagonists and readers are equally puzzled by them. In The Unnameable, there are no solid objects and no realist setting: as Meriwether points out in his work on Beckett and chaos theory, here we are in a region of ‘true undecidability, in which even a temporary unitary orientation to the world is beyond capability’ (104). The undecidable lights of The Unnameable are also associated with the stars through the imagery used of them: for example, they are linked with the sky, ‘lacerating my sky with harmless fires’ (401) and with the heavens, ‘We must have the heavens and God knows what besides, lights, luminaries’ (404). However, they also move more quickly and in a more unpredictable way than normal stars, seeming to behave like exploding stars such as novae and supernovae: ‘these lights gleaming low afar, then rearing up in a blaze and sweeping down upon me, blinding, to devour me’ (400). Further, these lights are explicitly connected with the origins of the cosmos as The Unnameable alludes to Genesis in connection with them, suggesting a link between his attempts at creativity and the divine creation: ‘Let there be light, it will not necessarily be disastrous’ (414)​[120]​.  The Unnameable explicitly links these lights with his attempts to narrate the text, as he claims to be ‘relying’ on their difficulty: 
These lights for instance, which I do not require to mean anything, what is there so strange about them, so wrong?...The play of the lights is truly unpredictable...But I shall remark without further delay...that I am relying on these lights, as indeed on all other similar sources of credible perplexity, to help me continue and perhaps even conclude’ (334-335).

The Unnameable constructs elaborate quasi-scientific ‘hypotheses’ about these lights and, as we can see from this passage, in viewing them he is simultaneously a reader (as he attempts to interpret them) and a writer (as he uses them as material for writing, to help him ‘continue and perhaps even conclude’). The Unnameable’s claim that he relies upon these lights in order to continue his narrative is no less than the truth: aside from the stories that he tells, the main substance of this novel is his pondering of puzzles such as the mysteries of the lights, the shape of his body and the space he is in. Above all else, The Unnameable values difficulty of the kind that these lights provide: as he says, ‘But the discourse must go on. So one invents obscurities’ (334) and ‘Dear incomprehension, it’s thanks to you I’ll be myself, in the end’ (370). 
Elsewhere in ‘The Trilogy’, both Molloy and Malone also link the idea of light and darkness within texts (the white page and black ink of writing) with their attempts at a difficult creativity: thus Molloy says, ‘you would do better, at least no worse, to obliterate texts than to blacken margins, to fill in the holes of words till all is blank and flat’ (10), while Malone says ‘I want as little as possible of darkness in his story. A little darkness in itself, at the time is nothing...But I know what darkness is, it accumulates, thickens, then suddenly bursts and drowns everything’ (215). Each of the texts of ‘The Trilogy’ thus seems to exist despite, and as a result of, the obscurity that they find within light. This is particularly the case with starlight; for example, Molloy has taken pains to make the stars as strange as possible, at one point denying their presence altogether: ‘Let me hear nothing of the moon, in my night there is no moon, and if it happens that I speak of the stars it is by mistake’ (12). Molloy’s claim here leaves readers with the epistemological puzzle of what kind of mistake it would be to speak of the stars by accident. Further, in Malone Dies, Malone depicts Saposcat, his fictional creation and a figure for the artist, as, like Molloy, deliberately refusing any kind of knowledge about the physical world, including ‘the sun, the moon, the planets’ because ‘from his ignorance of them he drew a kind of joy’ (216-217). As in Joyce, light, particularly starlight, paradoxically becomes a source of obscurity or ‘credible perplexity’ (335), both for the character and for the reader. 
The ambiguous status of light is thus associated with both epistemological problems such as uncertainty and chance and with the difficulty of Beckett’s own text, while the stars have become illegible. Further, at times, Beckett deliberately echoes and alludes to Dante in order to ensure the difficulty of his stars is paralleled with the meaningfulness and clarity of the stars in Dante’s cosmic system; for example, at the close of Malone Dies, where Sordello is referenced and where the theme of the sea voyage to an island is reminiscent of the Purgatorio. Dante famously refers to the stars at the end of each book in The Divine Comedy and the poem contains, according to Alison Cornish, more than one hundred passages evoking astronomical learning (1): in Our Exagmination, Beckett highlights the importance of Dante’s cosmology for Finnegans Wake, while the vital relationship between Beckett and Dante has been discussed in Daniella Caselli’s Beckett’s Dantes and elsewhere. Although, as Beckett knew well, Dante’s stars have their own difficulties​[121]​, it could be argued that Dantean references to the stars at the end of each canto of his poem are merely a textual formula offering a kind of closure and a reassuring reminder of the divine order; however, this is exactly the kind of moment that Beckett refuses to provide. It would thus make sense that he would deliberately foreground this refusal through echoes of Dante.  
Further, throughout ‘The Trilogy’ traditional, metaphoric links between light and rationality as in the common phrase ‘the light of reason’ are deliberately rendered highly ironic by Beckett. Characters often appeal verbally to connections between light and reason or meaning but are always disappointed as light reveals its own cosmic darkness and obscurity. As Eric Levy argues, the problematic status of reason in ‘The Trilogy’ is expressed in a ‘demoted eye’ (69), so that problems of seeing become part of what he calls a ‘disabling of reason’ (71). As we have seen, in his early review of Devlin’s poetry Beckett writes that ‘art has nothing to do with clarity, does not dabble in the clear and does not make clear’ (Disjecta, 94) and this is constantly reflected in the aesthetic of ‘The Trilogy’. Even in Malone’s words from the close of his narrative, which I have chosen as the title for this chapter, ‘or light light light I mean’ (328), where light and meaning are apparently linked, sets a puzzle or enigma for the reader rather than assisting them. Light thus becomes irrational, non-Newtonian and, as a literary force, anti-realist. This seems particularly obvious in Molloy: at the opening of his story Molloy first depicts the stars in the middle of his perplexing story about two people walking at twilight, called A and C (4-9). (The fact that their names are A and C makes these characters seem not quite human; although Molloy imagines them as fairly ordinary figures, this naming means that they appear more like parts of an algebraic equation, perhaps even two particles or stars). This apparently meaningless story gains significance through its interest in the fading light of twilight and its repeated staging of a contrast between journeying human figures and large vistas of space, including first the sea, then the mountains and finally the stars​[122]​. Despite its lyrical suggestiveness, this story remains entirely enigmatic, never acquiring a stable meaning. 
Later, Molloy’s sense of ‘the importance of bringing...some light to bear’ (95) on the problem of his relations with his mother (an essential puzzle of his narrative), only stresses the difficulty that he finds in connecting light and reason and the impossibility of his understanding this relationship. Molloy also implies that far from the world having an objective, coldly rational reality and meaning, the cosmos is affected by subjective perceptions: he explains that sometimes, when he forgets who he is, he vanishes in an ‘alien light’ and then he sees ‘the sky different from what it is and the earth too takes on false colours’ (44). Further, while he is lost in the darkness of the forest, Molloy also talks about missing ‘the strange light of the plain, its wild pale eddies’​[123]​ (94) and at the close of the novel, when he finally sees this light, without being greatly enlightened by it, it is ironically associated, through Beckett’s play on the word ‘plain’, with ‘the plane of pure knowledge’ (100, my italics). Thus, we see that light is very far from rational in Beckett’s cosmos.
In place of this certain, rational knowledge, Beckett gives us probability and chance. For example, Molloy’s complex pattern of moving cycles of stones through his pockets is also linked with difficulty and light: 
And while I gazed thus at my stones, revolving interminable martingales all equally defective, and crushing handfuls of sand, so that the sand ran through my fingers and fell back on the strand...one day suddenly it dawned on [me], dimly, that I might perhaps achieve my purpose without increasing the number of my pockets, or reducing the number of my stones, but simply by sacrificing the principle of trim. The meaning of this illumination, which suddenly began to sing within me, like a verse of Isaiah, or of Jeremiah, I did not penetrate at once, and notably the word trim, which I had never met with, in this sense, long remained obscure (77-78). 

Contrasts between light and obscurity surround Molloy’s sense of the difficulty of his exercise; the reference to this difficult light ‘singing within’ Molloy suggests that a kind of artistic or poetic inspiration comes from it. Perhaps most interestingly, the word ‘martingale’ refers to a complex set of betting strategies and thus to chance and probability theory, perhaps reflecting the importance of probability in the new physics. Probability is highly important for ‘The Trilogy’ as the mind of each character is so riddled with uncertainty that they find they can only speak of probabilities even when talking of their own experience. For example, for Molloy a simple statement becomes difficult and doubtful and he appeals to probability: ‘What does seem undeniable to me on the contrary is this, that giving in to the evidence, to a very strong probability rather, I left the shelter of the doorway and began levering myself forward’ (69, my italics). We see something like this in the new physics; for example, as we saw in the opening chapter, the idea of probability was used in the context of the wave-particle duality and in relation to Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle, while in our discussion of Murphy we discussed the way that Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics attempted to cope with uncertainty by producing lists of probable movements for electrons, rather than attempting to predict their behaviour. Thus in both Murphy and ‘The Trilogy’ chance and uncertainty as in the new physics seem to take a central place in Beckett’s difficult aesthetic.
As we have seen, the characters of ‘The Trilogy’ do not seem to suffer because of the cosmic and physical difficulty of light (although they do suffer in other ways); rather they often revel in the obscurity of light and the possibilities (or probabilities) that it allows, just as readers take enjoyment from the difficulty and plurality of the text itself. For example, Molloy’s and Moran’s attitudes to the obscurity of light are similar to their feelings of relief that they cannot comprehend certain mysteries. In Molloy’s case, this mystery is associated with a ‘strange instrument’ that he steals from Lousse’s house, while Moran finds a limit of knowledge, at first in the mysterious illness of his grey hen (113) and then, much later, in the image of his bees and ‘the complexity of [their] innumerable dance’ (192). This grey hen has a value in excess of its everyday status: Moran appears more concerned about her than about himself. When we consider the cosmic and philosophical value that Beckett places upon eggs in his poem ‘Whoroscope’, as well as the trope of the cosmic egg which appears both in the Wake and in Yeats’s A Vision, we could argue that the hen’s illness and failure to lay eggs reflects a problem in Moran’s worldview. A hen also appears in Malone Dies in Malone’s story about Saposcat (who is perhaps a self-portrait of Malone as a child): ‘It was a grey hen, perhaps the grey hen’ (230). This hen at first seems quite ordinary but it gradually takes on a mysterious significance because it appears during Saposcat’s frequent struggles with ‘the unconquerable dark’ and it becomes a source of difficulty as he wonders if there is more than one grey hen: ‘that is a thing that will never be known’ (231). (This problem, where the hen is simultaneously singular and several, the same and different, perhaps suggests the wave-particle duality or even Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle). We even see these hens take part in the mystery of light as ‘They shone an instant in the light, grew dimmer and dimmer as they advanced, and finally vanished’ (231). 
In Molloy, as with Moran’s hen (or the later hen/s of Saposcat), for Moran the vision of the dance of his bees takes on a heightened value and the difficulty associated with them may have a scientific analogy either in the movements of stars or in the behaviour of subatomic particles. For example, the subatomic version of this analogy is supported by the fact that in The ABC of Relativity Russell depicts the atomic world as ‘tiny little points of matter, never coming into contact with each other, but perpetually whizzing around each other in an inconceivably rapid ballet dance’ as matter becomes ‘like a swarm of bees’ (12, my italics). Just as Molloy is delighted that he ‘could not even contrive the faintest hypothesis’ as to the meaning or function of the mysterious object he stole from Lousse’s house and he ‘could therefore puzzle over it endlessly without the least risk’ (69)​[124]​, Moran is delighted that in this dance of his bees he has found a source of real obscurity: ‘And I said, with rapture, Here is something I can study all my life, and never understand’ (192). In all of these cases, mysteries are associated with both the difficulty of light and the difficulty of Beckett’s text. As a detective Moran is a particular victim of the failure of the idea of the ‘light of reason’; we first see him resting in full sunlight and the security of his Newtonian worldview before he is given his disorientating mission to look for Molloy. However, by the end of his narrative he is entirely comfortable with the difficulty and obscurity of his new self and the post-Newtonian universe in which he now finds himself. Crucially, Beckett symbolises this through Moran’s refusal to have electric light restored to his ruined house: ‘The company had cut off the light. They offered to let me have it back. But I told them they could keep it...I shall never light this lamp again’ (198-199). Ultimately, Moran’s ability to survive the overthrow of his Newtonian cosmos and his coming to terms with difficulty, obscurity and paradox appears to be what enables him to write his own narrative. Without the obscurity of light and the strangeness of the non-Newtonian universe that forms the Molloy country, Moran would never have been able to write his bewilderingly contrasting opening and conclusion where the statements, ‘It is midnight. The rain is beating on the windows’ and ‘It was not midnight. It was not raining’ (199), are apparently complementary.


‘I seemed to see myself ageing as swiftly as a day-fly’ (Molloy, 167): Light and Time

Beckett’s sense of the difficulty of light, particularly in astronomy, is enriched by his earlier reading of Jeans’s The Universe Around Us, when he took particularly full notes on spectroscopy and on connections between light and time. For example, he records ‘astronomical time-scale infinitely longer than human time-scale’ and, from a section on time in de Sitter’s cosmology, ‘The more distant the object the slower its time...Light waves from distant source slower (longer) (redder) than those from proximate source’ (note 1065)​[125]​. In this note, where Jeans’s complex information is                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 summarised accurately and precisely, Beckett displays an understanding of relativistic time-dilation on a cosmic scale. In another passage that Beckett did not note, but which he must have read and which also seems relevant for ‘The Trilogy’, Jeans attempts to convey the vast distance that stellar light has travelled, and thus the size of the universe, through a striking parallel with time:
We may apprehend it better if we reflect that the light by which we see [a star-cluster] started on its long journey from it to us somewhere about the time when primeval man first appeared on earth. Through the childhood, youth and age of countless generations of men, through the long pre-historic ages, through the slow dawn of civilisation and through the whole span of time which history records, through the rise and fall of dynasties and empires, this light has travelled steadily on its course...and it is only just reaching us now (63-64).

Here, star-light is charged with the strangeness of the human experience of time and with the poignant insignificance of human activities to the cosmos. (This temporal and spatial insignificance fuels Beckett’s sense of human absurdity​[126]​, which we will discuss in more detail later). Rabinowitz has suggested that in his later fictions Beckett ‘makes the time-space world subservient to the world of the imagination...Many of the later novels present scenes that are finally set not in space-time reality but in an inner realm where the rules of mental transactions take precedence over physical laws’ (14). Although Rabinowitz is right about the strangeness of time in these novels and about Beckett’s rejection of the oppressive potential of ‘normal’, clock-time, I would argue that Beckett does not merely remove time or retreat into the mind but rather engages with relativistic and astronomical paradigms of time, as in the notes on light quoted above. 
Thus, in ‘The Trilogy’ we often find discussions of problems of light and vision involved with references to time and speed similar to the problems Jeans discusses which Beckett noted much earlier: for example, Malone is puzzled by changing lights which are connected with time as he says ‘the light that reigns in this den...is bizarre’ (249) and gives an example of a day when he had waited for dawn, when ‘little by little the dark lightened...But the light instead of being the dawn, turned out in a very short time to be the dusk’ (249). In this particular example, it appears that time is moving at an accelerated rate for Malone, so that a whole day can pass ‘in a very short time’. However, it also seems that time is moving more slowly for him as he finds that ‘he has to look long and fixedly and give things time to travel the long road that lies between me and them’ (270). Malone’s emphasis on the time taken for light to travel through space to reach his eyes, a sensation that we are not normally aware of due to the great speed of light, suggests that his time is sometimes subject to a relativistic dilation. Further, his sense that light must travel a ‘long road’, in a relativistic curved path (or geodesic) through space-time, suggests a potential connection between its journey and the circular journeys undertaken on long roads by many of the characters in ‘The Trilogy’, including some of Malone’s own fictional creations such as Saposcat and Macmann​[127]​. 
The Unnameable has similar problems to Malone since, as we have seen, he is plagued by mysterious lights that seem like stars, but also, he is unable to track the speed of their movement or to reckon time (at one point, he says, ‘I am incapable...of measuring time’ (340)). Just as in Malone Dies, the jerky, unpredictable movement of light in The Unnameable is connected with the discontinuous time that the novel’s unnamed and unidentified protagonist experiences; he talks of these lights being shone on him ‘from time to time’ (406), in a reference to time that may seem throwaway, but is in fact highly revealing. His time is without continuity. These lights do not fade or brighten gradually but flare up and are extinguished; just as he is ‘flooded with light, then suddenly plunged into darkness’, he also finds that ‘the seconds pass, one after the other, no flow, they don’t pass, they arrive, bang bang, they bang into you, bounce off, fall and never move again (453).
 As in Finnegans Wake, in The Unnameable time is imagined as massed not fluvial, a relativistic heap made up of discontinuous moments: ‘time doesn’t pass, from you, why it piles up all about you, instant on instant, on all sides, deeper and deeper, thicker and thicker, your time, other’s time...’ (446-447)​[128]​. This massed quality of time is, as Beckett’s own notes show, linked with light, particularly starlight; in relativity, as we have suggested elsewhere, dense matter, such as that contained in a star, bends and distorts both time and the path of the light ray. We have already suggested that at the close of Ulysses Molly Bloom’s voice functions like dense matter, distorting the space-time of the novel into a curved shape where past, present and future are not separated; the voice of The Unnameable functions similarly because the difficult universe he creates through speech is distorted, curved and potentially relativistic, without continuous time. Further, The Unnameable’s own movements, like his time, are shaped by non-Euclidean geometry, as he moves, like light, in curved geodesics: his life is passed ‘not in a straight line I need hardly say, but in a sharp curve’ (360). The Unnameable here takes for granted assertions such as Russell’s in The ABC of Relativity that ‘There are no longer such things as “straight lines” in the old geometrical sense. There are straightest lines, or geodesics, but these involve time as well as space’ (118): time, for The Unnameable, thus seems partly based on the strange movements of light in a relativistic universe.
In fact, throughout ‘The Trilogy’, not just in the extreme situation presented in The Unnameable, light affects time and the stars are frequently appealed to for orientation in space and time but are found wanting: these are heavenly bodies that ‘brook no schema’ and which offer no map of the universe. For example, Molloy deliberately eschews attempts, such of those of Murphy, to read the stars, ‘And don’t come talking to me of the stars, they all look the same to me, yes, I cannot read the stars, in spite of my astronomical studies’ (64), while Malone fails to use the stars to orientate himself, ‘I have studied the stars a little here. But I cannot find my way about among them’ (209). Most interestingly, Molloy has in the past used astronomy (and other forms of knowledge) to waste or kill time: ‘I once took an interest in astronomy, I don’t deny it. Then it was geology that killed a few years for me’ (40, my italics). 
All of the characters in ‘The Trilogy’ experience the strangeness and difficulty of light as a key image for their predicament, particularly in their experience of time; for example, when Molloy is lost in the semi-darkness of the woods and is confused about time and space, he is surprised to find that what light exists is highly complex, ‘a kind of blue gloom’ and is ‘astonished’ to find that this light is not green (91). He explains this blue light to himself in a way that again emphasises the difficulty of light, leaving the mystery unsolved: ‘The red of the sun, mingling with the green of the leaves, gave a blue result, that is how I reasoned’. In the same passage Beckett also implicitly compares Molloy’s path through the forest with a cosmic journey, perhaps through time itself, as he says ‘from time to time I came on a kind of crossroads, you know, a star or a circus’ and describes his circular movement through the woods as the result of ‘the radiating paths’. ‘Radiating’ suggests both that the paths spread out from the circle and also the radiation of light or energy (etymologically, the word derives from the Latin radiare, ‘to emit rays, to shine’). This use of the everyday phrase ‘from time to time’ to convey something more complex, as in The Unnameable, is deliberately emphasised here: ‘But from time to time. From time to time. What tenderness in these little words, what savagery’. The phrase suggests that Molloy is experiencing discontinuous time, as they imply a simultaneously tender and savage break between two sets of experiences. Molloy’s circular movement through the forest, deliberately placed in the context of stars and light, which sometimes becomes a spiral movement, suggests a relativistic pattern for the movement of time in ‘The Trilogy’. 
This disorientating potential of light and of the stars, particularly Beckett’s depiction of time, is highly important: as we have pointed out, the realist, rationalist genre of the detective novel is tested by Beckett in Murphy through Neary’s search for Murphy but it is even more severely tested in Molloy. Moran, a detective, loses the power and security of his Newtonian worldview when he loses his way during his search for Molloy; in fact, Moran feels that his assignment to search for Molloy immediately affects the physics of his world: ‘the colour and weight of the world were changing already’ (107). This change in physics includes both light and time as Moran’s journey involves some strange images of light (for example, he refers to his ‘Unfathomable mind, now beacon, now sea’ and sees his collapse as ‘a kind of clawing towards a light’ (167)) and also as part of a disrupted temporality. For example, he says ‘I seemed to see myself ageing as swiftly as a day-fly’​[129]​ (167). His journey also involves an important passage of transformative star-gazing across the relativistic landscape of Molloy’s home region:
I distinguished at last, at the limit of the plain, a dim glow, the sum of countless points of light blurred by distance, I thought of Juno’s milk. It lay like a faint splash on the sharp dark sweep of the horizon. I gave thanks for evening that brings out the lights, the stars in the sky and on earth the brave little lights of men... And I knew I was all alone gazing at that distant glow that would get brighter and brighter...then suddenly go out (180).

It is significant that Moran’s tone here is far more lyrical than is normal for him, more like that of Molloy. It also seems important that he sees the Milky Way and thinks of the story of Juno’s milk that Beckett values in Murphy as both absurd and as a moment of cosmic origins. Further, he appears to have a vision of the stars’ progress through time until the end of the universe as a ‘distant glow that would get brighter and brighter...then suddenly go out’​[130]​. Moran thus seems simultaneously to see or imagine both the beginning of the universe (with Juno’s milk) and its end (with a sudden extinguishing of its light). Molloy has a similar vision of the stars and the end of time earlier in the novel, while in Lousse’s house; he views the moon through the window, then grapples with a problem of relative motion (whether the moon or his room is moving), refers to his past interest in astronomy and finally moves through ‘the indestructible chaos of timeless things’ (41) imagining a ‘collapsing’ universe that is both a vision of his own mind and of the wider cosmos, ‘a world at an end, in spite of appearances, its end brought it forth, ending it began’ (42). We could describe Molloy’s vision of a chaotic, collapsing world as entropic but this reading would ignore the circularity of the idea that ‘ending it began’ and the presence of the moon as a model of cosmic cycles of ending and rebirth (as in Yeats’s A Vision)​[131]​. However, while Molloy’s vision of light implies a circular time, Moran’s vision suggests instead time comes to an abrupt end. Further, Molloy’s vision reveals to him that his time has apparently been moving discontinuously: the moon, which the night before was a new moon (‘young and slender, on her back, a shaving’) is now ‘gallant and full’ (42-43), suggesting to him that he has lost fourteen days, which he cannot find a place for in the so ‘rigorous chain of events’ that he has just experienced.   
Later, in Malone Dies, time is also important for Malone’s vision of the stars, though in this passage what is at stake is not a vision of the end of the universe, but a poignant memory of his own past:
I open my eyes and gaze unblinkingly and long at the night sky. So a tiny tot I gaped, first at the novelties, then at the antiquities. Between it and me the pane, misted and smeared with the filth of years. I should like to breathe on it, but it is too far away. It is such a night as Kaspar David Friedrich loved, tempestuous and bright (224-225). 

Here, the spectacular night sky is compared to an aesthetic object, a painting by Kaspar David Friedrich​[132]​, but, more importantly, the window pane which divides Malone from the heavens offers a distorted view and a distorted temporality, ‘smeared by the filth of years’ (my italics). This image suggests that part of what divides Malone from the heavens is time itself, since, as Beckett knew well, the light of stars takes so long to reach earth that observers have no access to what the stars really look like in the present. It also seems relevant to this theme of time that Malone divides the stars between those known since antiquity (‘antiquities’) and those discovered more recently (‘novelties’). Malone is also divided by time from himself as a ‘tiny tot’, though the stars themselves seem unchanged and can be gazed at in the same way. However, what makes this vision of time particularly strange, even impossible, is that he implies that he was able as a ‘tiny tot’ to distinguish between these two types of stars, apparently without the aid of a telescope.
Of course, time has a particular poignancy and urgency in Malone Dies because of the considerations of mortality that hang over Malone’s narrative. In fact, the whole progression of Malone Dies is towards Malone’s death and arguably towards his closing vision of the stars as ‘absurd lights’ (328), which we will discuss later in detail. Malone himself implies a connection between his death and the stars as he says that other than watching the house across the way, he has found
nothing better to speed me from this place than the nocturnal sky where nothing happens,  though it is full of tumult and violence, nothing unless you have the whole night before you, to follow the slow fall and rise of other worlds, when there are any, or watch out for the meteors (270).

Here Malone emphasises the temporal aspect of star-gazing (you need ‘the whole night before you’ in order to observe the changing sky). He further suggests that star-gazing ‘speed[s] him’ towards death and it is unclear whether he means that the stars merely help him to pass the time or whether their ‘tumult and violence’ are somehow involved in his death, perhaps by speeding up time. (As we have seen, this may happen in the earlier passage about dusk and dawn). It might at first appear that Malone finds the stars boring, but in fact the crucial Beckettian word ‘nothing’, which occurs three times in this passage (‘nothing better, ‘nothing happens’, ‘nothing unless’), suggests a real value for this spectacle. ‘Nothing is more real than nothing’, as Malone tells us elsewhere (218). 
In fact, for Beckett, Malone Dies seems to function as a crucial focus for reviewing his own previous cosmic concerns. Malone himself suggests a comparison of his narrative with Murphy, which is time-focused and includes, as we have seen, moments where time is altered in a relativistic way. For example, while star-gazing Malone imagines he is in London, the setting of Murphy: ‘Gazing at them one night I suddenly saw myself in London. Is it possible that I got as far as London? And what have stars to do with that city?’ (209). Later, Malone claims Murphy as one of his own fictional creations (he also claims to have created Molloy and Moran) and even suggests that he killed Murphy: ‘Then it will be all over with the Murphys...How many have I killed, hitting them on the head or setting fire to them?...For this may well be my last journey, with my little suns and moons that I hang aloft’ (268). Here Malone suggests a complex web of associations involving his mortality, the absurd death of Murphy, literary creation and his status as a cosmic demiurge figure. We can further compare the power of Malone’s vision of the heavens with the only other death-bed scene in Beckett’s work: in Beckett’s early poem ‘Whoroscope’, which is also very time-focused, Descartes dies denying the heliocentric model of the universe and wishing for a ‘starless inscrutable hour’ (6), but in contrast Malone accepts the strangeness and the ‘tumult and violence’ of a universe more like that of the new physics.
Beckett’s protagonists’ sense of time in ‘The Trilogy’ is also affected by their own star-like nature, as at times their bodies or actions take on celestial analogies and parallels. As we have seen, Beckett noted in the Dream Notebook observations such as, ‘astronomical time-scale infinitely longer than human time-scale’ (note 1065). We have discussed the way that time, for Molloy and Moran, Malone and the Unnameable, is complicated by the strangeness of relativistic astronomy and new paradigms of light, but we have not fully discussed the way that these characters, instead of viewing the stars or other lights, become star-like and seem to affect their own time. The most obvious example of this is The Unnameable, whose body is mysterious both to himself and to readers. He seems human-shaped but he also depicts himself in many different shapes such as the circle, the egg and the cylinder. (At times, he even doubts whether he is still living​[133]​). He wonders if he emits light, explicitly comparing his body to a ball of gas (‘it isn’t flesh...gas, balls’ (458)) and to a star, Sirius: ‘I always knew I was round, solid and round, without daring to say so, no asperities, no apertures, invisible perhaps, or as vast as Sirius in the Great Dog’ (347). The powerful connection between the stars and time is reflected in this choice of Sirius as, famously, the appearances and disappearances of this star exactly match the length of a solar year​[134]​. In fact, in the Dream Notebook, Beckett refers to ‘clock-stars’ such as Sirius (note 1044). He further suggests astronomical analogies for the ‘orbits’ or ‘transits’ around him of other characters, both from ‘The Trilogy’ and from Beckett’s other fictions: for example, he feels that he is constantly orbited by Malone, who ‘wheels, I feel it, and about me, like a planet about its sun’ (335). These astronomical analogies for The Unnameable’s situation help to explain the strange time that he experiences, because if he were a star as large as Sirius, the brightest star in the night-sky, according to relativity time would be distorted and bent in his vicinity just as it is distorted in this final novel of ‘The Trilogy’. In fact, in 1924 a spectroscopic comparison between Sirius and its very dense companion star, Sirius B, was used to prove a prediction of General Relativity that very dense stars would give a different red shift, proving that a more obvious temporal dilation was occurring as a result of a stronger gravitational field; despite the comparative proximity of these stars, Sirius B showed a greater red shift, proving that its time was moving more slowly. (Beckett almost certainly knew this from reading The Universe Around Us as Jeans discusses Sirius several times in the opening chapter). The perplexing lights that the Unnameable sees from time to time might thus be explained as astronomical events such as the passing of other stars or stellar explosions witnessed from far away and on a distorted time-scale. 
This is not to say that The Unnameable is a star​[135]​, but Beckett clearly intends for some of the strangeness and difficulty of the temporal world of The Unnameable to come from the universe of relativistic astronomy. In The Unnameable this astronomical backdrop is made highly explicit; however, there are also hints in the earlier novels of potential cosmic analogies for the behaviour of the characters. For example, we have briefly discussed the idea of Molloy and Moran as binary star. Even Malone, who exists in what seems to be the most realistic setting, imagines that his body ‘emits grey’ (251), just as The Unnameable thinks he emits light, while his body is susceptible to changes of composition and state as though he were on an astronomical or atomic scale: he talks of the sensation of ‘a hand delving feebly in my particles and letting them trickle between its fingers’, of times when he is ‘liquid and becomes like mud’ and of times when ‘I would be lost in the eye of a needle, I am so hard and contracted’ (255). In such moments Malone’s distorted experience of time seems not to simply be part of the process of dying; here we sense that Malone may not be human, not even material, as he apparently takes on the transformative properties of something on a different scale, such as a star. At times he seems even more than a star; for example, he feels that his extremities ‘recede’ as his feet ‘are beyond the range of the most powerful telescope’ and his fingers ‘write in other latitudes’ (266-267). This description suggests that Malone’s moribund body is part of an expanding universe. 
Finally, in Beckett’s portrayal of connections between light, time, mortality and the stars, we see a development of the interest in absurdity that he established in Murphy. As we will see in more detail in the next section of this chapter, the stars are imagined by Beckett as ‘absurd lights’ (328); however, some of this cosmic absurdity has a temporal dimension as we have seen in the way time is rendered strange and irrational (as in the idea of the ‘surd’, which we explained in detail in the previous chapter). Actually, as Kennedy has pointed out in the context of Murphy, time in the new physics becomes like a ‘surd’: ‘Modern physics succeeds in only making more irrational than ever the Surd of time’ (213), as time becomes an imaginary number, even less stable than an irrational number. However, Kennedy does not seem to recognise the potential importance of this idea for Beckett’s portrayal of time in his wider oeuvre. As Jeans explains it in The Universe Around Us, such numbers provide the mathematics by which time and space are joined into a continuum:
The square root of -1 has no real existence; it is what the mathematician describes as an ‘imaginary’ number. No real number can be multiplied by itself and give -1 as the product. Yet it is only when time is measured in terms of an imaginary unit of √-1 that there is a true equal partnership between space and time. This shows that the equal partnership is purely formal (76).

Beckett certainly read this passage and summarised it, noting, ‘time only enters on equal partnership with space in a purely formal sense’ (note 1065).  Even more interestingly, Jeans immediately goes on from this passage to discuss time on an astronomical scale and on the scale of the whole cosmos. This notion of time appears to have remained important for Beckett, as he later played with the ‘square root of minus one’ in a discussion of mortality (and thus, by extension, of time): ‘Even death is unreliable...Instead of zero it may be some ghastly hallucination, such as the square root of minus one’ (Knowles, 60).
In ‘The Trilogy’ then, the stars and light offer Beckett a range of possibilities for exploring new relationships between time and space; time is discontinuous and slows or accelerates unpredictably, affording complex visions to his protagonists, even of the origins or death of the whole cosmos​[136]​. 

‘Absurd Lights’ (328): Light and Cosmic Absurdity
As we have seen in the previous chapter, notions of absurdity and chaos are central to Murphy and, although the universe of ‘The Trilogy’ is much more complex and has other important frameworks, absurdity is still important for discussions of stars and light in these novels. Murphy is offered a choice between trying to live in the Newtonian world of Neary and of his cause-and-effect-driven astrology or acknowledging the absurdity of the cosmos as represented by the dark zone of his mind and by his desire for Celia; however, with the exception of Moran (who abandons his Newtonian worldview in the course of Molloy), the characters of ‘The Trilogy’ have no choice but to accept the absurdity of the universe in which they live. This is in contrast with Joyce’s works, where art offers temporary solutions to the problem of absurdity, and to Beckett’s earlier works, where absurdity can at times be forgotten or denied. As we have just seen, even time in ‘The Trilogy’ is permeated with absurdity, irrationality and the imaginary. 
Although much of the language of a more realistic, rational worldview persists in ‘The Trilogy’, Beckett only seems to use it to highlight its inapplicability to this cosmos; for example, we have pointed out the way that traditional connections between light and reason are systematically ironised in each of these novels. Further, the comic possibilities of paradox are used to emphasise the radical uncertainty which characterises this cosmos. For example, Molloy’s language obsessively keeps contrary possibilities in play, even as he attempts to make positive statements. In keeping with the difficulties of light which we have been discussing as an anti-realist, anti-rationalist, anti-Newtonian force, this use of paradox commonly involves problems of vision; for example, as with Molloy’s perfectly balanced and confusing statement, ‘A little dog followed him, a Pomeranian I think, but I don’t think so’ (8). There are also more subtle versions of this tendency toward paradox. For example, The Unnameable aims to proceed by ‘aporia’ (331), which means expressing doubt or difficulty. However, this word also, as Levy points out, has the etymological meaning ‘without passage’ (a-poros) (114), so The Unnameable paradoxically aims to proceed where there is no way forward. In fact, it could be argued that while the stars represent chaos and absurdity in Murphy, light itself becomes absurdity in the world of ‘The Trilogy’; thus, in Malone Dies, the stars are important because they are ‘absurd lights’ (328), with equal emphasis on both words.
	As in both Yeats and Joyce, and as in Murphy, where the heavenly body of Celia is such an important locus, some of the absurdity of light in ‘The Trilogy’ is associated with human desire and its insignificance. In some moments cosmic and sexual knowledge fully fuse; for example, Molloy’s profound vision of a cosmos ‘at an end, in spite of appearances, its end brought it forth, ending it began’ (42) takes place when he is in a strange, semi-maternal and semi-sexual captivity at Lousse’s house​[137]​. Moran’s vision of the beginning and end of the cosmos is associated with his comparison of the stars to ‘Juno’s milk’ (180); which, as we have seen in Murphy, is valued as cosmically and artistically important (as the myth is associated with the birth of the universe and with Tintoretto’s painting, The Origin of the Milky Way) and as an absurd fantasy of the female body. As in Murphy, Moran’s remark reminds us of the connection between the word ‘galaxy’ and lactation, while again the female body is potentially a heavenly body. In contrast with Murphy, however, the female heavenly body is far more mysterious because women and sexuality are rarely present in ‘The Trilogy’ and they thus acquire a greater absurdity due to Beckett’s protagonists’ lack of understanding. For example, in a crucial passage, Malone talks of the stars, then recounts his observation of his neighbours’ love-making, while absurdity (as well as poignancy) is created by the fact that Malone initially has no understanding of what they are doing. Here cosmic and sexual knowledge fuse in a vision of absurdity, where Malone’s vision should be compared with star-gazing, as his description calls up images of the night-sky: 
It is enough for me to see them standing up against each other behind the curtain, which is dark, so that it is a dark light...and dim the shadow they cast. But they cleave so fast together that they seem a single body, and consequently a single shadow. But when they totter it is clear that they are twain, and...it is clear we have here two distinct and separate bodies...having no need of each other to come and go and sustain the flame of life....It is all very pretty and strange, this big complicated shape made up of more than one...But the night must be warm, for of a sudden the curtain lifts on a flare of tender colour, pale blush and white of flesh, then pink that must come from a garment and gold too...So it is not cold that they are, standing so lightly clad by the open window. Ah, how stupid I am, I see what it is, they must be loving each other, that must be how it is done...I’ll see now if the sky is still there, then go (270-271).

This passage clearly owes something to Joyce’s depiction of HCE and ALP’s love-making in III.4 of Finnegans Wake, where, as we have previously discussed, their sexual display behind the blind becomes a cosmically absurd astronomical event​[138]​. Malone deliberately avoids depicting the human shape of the couple (the word ‘body’ is sufficiently ambiguous to be used of a heavenly body) and the imagery of heat and light used of them (the ‘dark light, ‘the flame of life’, ‘a flare of tender colour’) makes us see them as more celestial than human. They are shown to form a constellation, a ‘big complicated shape’, but also seem to be compared to a binary star, which appears to be one star, but proves, upon closer examination, to be two. (As we remember, Beckett made detailed notes on binary stars in the Dream Notebook)​[139]​. This comparison of the stars and human desire links back to Murphy and particularly to the version of the stars associated with Celia’s heavenly body, while Malone’s humorous failure to understand their mysterious activities supports a connection (made elsewhere both by Yeats and Joyce) between the difficulties of cosmic and sexual knowledge.   
Although The Unnameable is far from feeling this kind of desire (although his love of ‘incomprehension’ is expressed as an almost erotic joy), he does connect his writing with absurdity: ‘that the impossible should be asked of me, good, what else could be asked of me? But the absurd! Of me whom they have reduced to reason’ (385). As elsewhere, the difficulty of light, meaning and writing is used as a critique of rationality, which becomes a kind of absurdity: this critique is all the more cutting as The Unnameable plays with the idea of reductio ad absurdum but it is rationality that he has been reduced to. He even connects his own existence with absurdity, seeking ‘by the absurd to prove...that I am’ (395). The Unnameable associates the movements of light not with desire, but with derision and absurdity: ‘But these lights that go out hissing? Is it not more likely a great cackle of laughter, at the sight of his terror and distress? To see him flooded with light, then suddenly plunged into darkness, must strike them as irresistibly funny...’. This moment of The Unnameable reminds us of moments where Murphy is derided as a ‘Surd’, while the ‘great cackle of laughter’ reminds us of the absurd cosmos represented by the ‘guffaw of the Abderite’ (246). The final moments of Malone Dies express a similar vision of cosmic absurdity that is more bleak than desiring, whatever its lyrical power. Malone’s story about Macmann draws to a close with absurd parallels between Gulliver’s Travels and The Divine Comedy​[140]​, as, in the strange light of twilight, Lemuel and the other inmates of the institution set out in the boat:
This tangle of grey bodies is they. Silent, dim, perhaps clinging to one another, their heads buried in their cloaks, they lie together in a heap, in the night. They are far out in the bay. Lemuel has shipped his oars, the oars trail in the water. The night is strewn with absurd
absurd lights, the stars, the beacons, the buoys, the lights of earth and in the hills the faint fires of the blazing gorse. Macmann, my last, my possessions, I remember, he is there too, perhaps he sleeps. Lemuel
Lemuel is in charge, he raises his hatchet on which the blood will never dry, but not to hit anyone, he will not hit anyone, he will not hit anyone any more, he will not touch anyone any more, either with it or with it or with it or with or
or with it or with his hammer or with his stick or with his fist or in thought in dream I mean never he will never
or with his pencil or with his stick or
or light light I mean





The stars here are ‘absurd lights’, with the same powerful meaning of humour and mathematical irrationality that we saw in the chaotic stars of Murphy. Further, Beckett’s use of the word ‘strewn’ suggests a disordered, chaotic scattering of lights. Here, significantly, the word ‘light’ is repeated, just as the word ‘absurd’ is used twice of the stars. These stars are especially important to ‘The Trilogy’ as a whole because, later, The Unnameable repeats a version of the passage: ‘I knew I had memories...the stars, and the beacons, and the lights of the buoys and the mountain burning’ (458). The difficult syntax and disordered, broken language of this passage reflects a kind of disorientation associated with the ‘absurd’ and irrational stars and also with Malone’s apparent demise. (As we have discussed in the section on light and time, Malone’s death and his vision of the stars are carefully linked by Beckett). In fact, the overall meaning of this whole episode is puzzling: at its close the text seems to have opened out onto a light-filled landscape of extreme indeterminacy. Particularly puzzling is the way that Malone’s listing of sources of violence (hatchet, hammer, stick and even the Venus pencil with which he writes) suddenly gives way to the unexplained phrase ‘or light light I mean’. The difficulty of light is made central to this moment as Malone lists different kinds of light (‘the beacons’, ‘the buoys’ and ‘the faint fires of the blazing gorse’); light is somehow what Malone or Beckett really ‘means’ at this moment of his death, perhaps throughout his narrative and throughout ‘The Trilogy’. 
Conclusion
 
In discussing Yeats, Joyce and Beckett in relation to developments in contemporary science, I have reframed many of the canonical works of high, and in Beckett’s case, late, modernism, including The Tower, Ulysses and ‘The Trilogy’. In each of these chapters we have seen a network of related themes, centred around time, difficulty, absurdity and desire, which I have linked with the key theories of the new astronomy and cosmology, in particular ideas about the birth, growth and death of the universe and the behaviour of stars. As I suggested in the introduction, a central creative focus for all of these authors is the strangeness and difficulty of light in the new universe, which was readily converted into textual and epistemological metaphors by all three authors; much of my thesis hinges upon this idea. As a result of these shared themes, this thesis offers a new perspective on relationships among these three modernist authors  one that is alert to surprising congruities in their individual aesthetics and their worldviews, rather than assuming that their difference means that binary oppositions between their work is necessary.
Moreover, although this was not the main thrust of the thesis, in the process of looking at these Irish authors, we have also seen a different version of twentieth century Irish engagement with science, which counters the still widely-held critical assumption that Ireland’s culture was anti-scientific. As I pointed out in the introduction, it seems necessary to undertake further work on Irish culture and literature and twentieth century science to complement productive work by Adelman and others on the nineteenth century. As we have seen, even Yeats, who frequently championed the power of the imagination against science and who was involved in constructing a version of the Irish revival as deliberately unscientific, was actually dynamically engaged by the new physics. It would be interesting to discover, through future research, which other prominent twentieth century Irish thinkers, and even politicians, had deep scientific interests. After all, an interesting historical footnote, which perhaps should be explored from an Irish Studies perspective, is that just before World War II, Eamon de Valera, once an aspiring professional mathematician, personally offered Schrödinger and his wife sanctuary for their move from Nazi Germany and later worked with him to found the Dublin Institute. De Valera’s plans, revealingly, were for ‘an Institute of Advanced Studies consisting of a School of Celtic Studies and a School of Theoretical Physics’ (McCrea, 127). No doubt there are many other surprising connections between twentieth century Irish culture and the new physics that need similarly thoughtful exploration.
Although I have here explored a fairly local response to the cosmology of the new physics, further work might extend the connection between modernism and cosmology that I have developed into discussions of more international modernism. As I’ve pointed out, Whitworth’s Einstein’s Wake does not discuss the theme of cosmology in modernism; more surprisingly, discussions of relationships between modernism and science tend largely to concentrate on Anglophone modernism. (As we’ve seen, there are some exceptions to this trend; for example, Golley’s recent work on science and Japanese modernism fills an important need). Thus a productive development of this field of research would be to extend its focus, providing a more global perspective on this cosmic theme. Even with the authors I have discussed, a more international, multi-lingual perspective would be possible; for example, it would be fruitful to attempt a comparison of the French and English versions of ‘The Trilogy’, in order to see how Beckett’s use of scientific discourse changes between languages. It would be particularly interesting to see if Beckett relies more heavily on the style of Poincaré in the French novels, or if Jeans remains important. It would also be valuable to consider the impact of European popularisations of the new physics in different versions of modernism, to see if different creative and philosophical uses were made of the same information. In the introduction I pointed out the strangeness and political awkwardness of the use by Yeats, Joyce and Beckett mainly of popularisations by English writers, despite their shared opposition to English control of scientific discourse — this survey of European popularisations would thus be particularly worthwhile, perhaps revealing the reasons for their individual decisions to rely mostly upon English ones.
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^1	  Despite excellent work by John P. Harrington and others on the complex status of Yeatsian allusion in Beckett’s Murphy, critics often still represent the early Beckett as merely parodying Yeats, not as engaging with his work. Even Nicholas Allen, who elsewhere draws a far more complex picture of Beckett’s work and whose book also discusses Yeats, Joyce and Beckett in a more or less integrated way, asserts that ‘Murphy parodies Yeats’s quest for meaning in the occult’ (Modernism, Ireland and Civil War, 127).
^2	  This softening would eventually lead to Beckett’s 1977 television play, ‘But the clouds’, where lines from ‘The Tower’ form the point of departure for the piece (Complete Dramatic Works, 415-23).  
^3	  Their use of Poincaré is one exception to this. As we’ll see in the second chapter, Yeats’s use of A. V. Vasiliev’s Space, Time, Motion is another.
^4	  Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics is the subject of Einstein’s much paraphrased remark ‘God does not play dice’, or, as he actually put it, in a 1926 letter to Max Born: ‘Quantum mechanics is certainly imposing. But an inner voice tells me that it is not yet the real thing. The theory says a lot, but does not really bring us any closer to the secret of the “old one”. I, at any rate, am convinced that He is not playing at dice’ (The Born-Einstein Letters, 88).
^5	  Alan Friedman and Carol Donley emphasise Einstein’s celebrity status as public curiosity about relativity turned him into a ‘popular star’: ‘The London Palladium asked him to appear for a three-week performance’ (12). We might better understand Einstein’s cultural capital by comparing him with Stephen Hawking. Hawking possesses a similar brand of scientific celebrity, with a Radio 4 interview planned for his 70th birthday occasioning an ‘avalanche’ of possible questions being sent to the BBC: these questions ranged from the scientific to the personal, emphasising his status as celebrity, rather than public intellectual. Hawking’s appearance in programmes like The Simpsons is not unlike Einstein’s appearance in newspaper cartoons; their public status attests to their similar cultural impact. In Literatures of Memory: History, Space and Time in Postwar Writing, Peter Middleton and Tim Woods examine the similar impact of Hawking’s popularised relativistic physics on a range of contemporary authors, including Margaret Atwood, Kurt Vonnegut and Michael Ondaatje.
^6	  Some Eliot scholars have noted links between Four Quartets and An Experiment with Time and offered possible ways that Eliot might have encountered it; for example, Grover Smith points out that Dunne was a Faber list author from the 1930s onwards, when Eliot could have encountered him through his work (162).
^7	  Interestingly, as I discuss in more detail later, Joyce jokingly suggested that Sullivan should write the preface for Our Exagmination (Letters, I, 279).
^8	  This was particularly the case with elite periodicals; Whitworth argues that relativity theory was most celebrated by intellectuals before the boom of bestselling works, such as Jeans’s Mysterious Universe, which attempted to address themselves to a truly popular audience (‘Within the Ray of Light’, 702). He suggests that intellectuals, including modernists, were more critical both of these works and of Einstein’s theory as popularisations became more affordable and began appearing outside the domain of elite culture. 
^9	  As we shall see, Albright’s work is particularly interesting in connection with Yeats’s later poetry, when he discusses the formal tension between flux (as embodied by waves) and clear images (or particles). However, despite his rigorous research and detailed knowledge of the authors he discusses, his overall approach (though interesting) often appears too totalising, leading him to miss non-formal aspects of modernist engagement with the new physics through his strict focus on the search for the ‘poememe’ (or elementary poetic particle).
^10	  Except in a very few famous cases, such as Murray Gell-Mann’s use of the Wakean word ‘quark’, I have not found many instances of direct interchange as Beer understands it, where literature influences science, in the works of my authors. Although scientific popularisers often used literary metaphors to explain scientific ideas, even then it was an earlier literature that they appealed to, not to modernism; for example, we find that Eddington explains relativity using Swift or Carroll, not Joyce or Yeats.
^11	  He explains why relativity is shocking and repugnant to him, but does not attempt to rebut it scientifically. For example, he writes that ‘I leave my attitude in the “time” discussion as a statement of principle merely’ (103).
^12	  Although it is perhaps the wrong place for a discussion of modernist anti-Semitism, it is likely that, in addition to other concerns, the reaction to relativity of both Lewis and Pound was affected by an awareness of Einstein’s Jewishness.
^13	  For an account of this period of collaboration, see James Longenbach’s Stone Cottage.
^14	  In the Ben Jonson essay Eliot writes that ‘Jonson's characters conform to the logic of the emotions of their world. It is a world like Lobatchevsky's; the worlds created by artists like Jonson are like systems of non-Euclidean geometry. They are not fancy, because they have a logic of their own; and this logic illuminates the actual world, because it gives us a new point of view from which to inspect it’ (The Sacred Wood, 116-117).
^15	  In fact, Eliot’s poetic work shows a complex and developing interest in astronomy and cosmology; he moves from the early sidereal visions in the poems published in Inventions of the March Hare, through the entropy and ‘dying stars’ of The Hollow Men and the astronomical circuits of The Rock, and finally to the cosmic wholeness of Four Quartets. For a fuller discussion of Eliot’s cosmic interests, see Ebury, ‘“In this Valley of Dying Stars”’: Eliot’s Cosmology’, Journal of Modern Literature 35.3 (Spring 2012).
^16	  The difference between Lawrence’s appreciation of Einstein’s perspective and of the new cosmos may not immediately seem that different to that of Yeats, Joyce or Beckett; however, as I will show, these authors used the new physics far more creatively than Lawrence and were far more critical about what it involved for epistemology.
^17	  Interestingly, Whitworth implies that popularising works were more likely to achieve an elite literary or philosophical audience if they were critical of materialism (‘The Clothbound Universe’, 64), suggesting that there was already an imaginative appetite for the new cosmos.
^18	  For example, as Jeans wrote in Mysterious Universe, ‘the universe is a universe of thought’ (144).
^19	  The theory, however, was not called by that name until 1950, although it was sometimes called by Lemaître’s other name for the theory, ‘the fireworks theory’ in this period.
^20	  These astronomical objects and binary stars in particular often appear in Yeats, Joyce and Beckett as a metaphor for human relationships, particularly for the wandering movements of desire; passages like this one from Jeans almost invite this reading: ‘Every time that two stars happen to pass fairly near to each other in their wanderings, each pulls the other a bit out of its course, and the directions and speeds of motion of both stars are changed...In brief, each approach of stars causes an interchange of energy, and after sufficient time, these repeated interchanges of energy result in the total energy being shared equally, on the average, between the stars, regardless of difference in their weights’ (Mysterious Universe, 162).
^21	  However, serious popularisers like Jeans and Eddington made clear that this was actually impossible, merely a mathematical curiosity.
^22	  In fact, in a recent essay, McDonald offers a fruitful account of Yeats’s attitude to evolutionary theory in relation to problems of creativity and authority in Yeats’s work, pointing out that Yeats’s extreme rhetoric about science partly expressed merely his desire to distance himself from his father’s materialist views (‘Accidental Variations’, 151-167).
^23	  Blake’s anti-materialist, mystical aesthetic was certainly a profound influence on Yeats throughout his career, but particularly in the early poetry: as Pamela Gossin puts it, Blake ‘offers the unbounded spaces of his own poetic cosmos as a liberating solution’ to the Newtonian worldview (37). The apocalyptic moments that we will move on to discuss are also very likely influenced by Blake; however, unlike Blake’s, Yeats’s alternative worldview was validated to some extent by scientific developments.
^24	  In Yeats’s 1897 story, ‘Rosa Alchemica’, the stars, the will to knowledge and sexual desire become linked through the narrator’s frustrated need for all of them; thus, he views the stars as ‘furnaces of divine alchemists’ but thinks of his separation from them, ‘at their perfect labour my mortality grew heavy’ (Mythologies, 270). He is further frustrated by his incomplete initiation into the alchemists, and finally he desires an immortal woman whose ‘dreamy gesture seemed laden with a wisdom more profound than the darkness that is between star and star’ (290). 
^25	  The cover which Yeats commissioned for the book suggests that he had a mystic, non-material cosmos in mind, as it contains symbols for the four elements.
^26	  Yeats’s connection between wind and the end of the world may owe something to the Irish folklore arising from the Night of the Big Wind on the 6th January 1839; this storm was so severe that folk legend came to hold that Judgement Day would occur on Epiphany. 
^27	  Here, ‘in flight’ suggests two meanings: time may be fleeing (in an entropic manner) or it may be flying (in a more creative sense).
^28	  Ellmann suggests that Yeats’s version of the ultimate reality, the thirteenth sphere, which is similar to this notion of the ‘four dimensional sphere’ as it contains both space and time, has a precedent from Yeats’s early poetry in the cosmic and mysterious rose (The Identity of Yeats, 152).
^29	  We find references to Whitehead and Russell in Yeats’s correspondence, while in a late essay ‘Bishop Berkeley’, Yeats cites Vasiliev’s Space, Time, Motion and Dunne’s work (Essays and Introductions, 401). In Quantum Poetics Albright proves that Yeats had also read Bolton’s book (13).
^30	  These Einstein spirals refer to gravitational orbits, such as of the planets, since General Relativity showed that orbits cannot be regular ellipses as the point of the orbiting body closest to the system’s centre of mass will curve more sharply, creating a spiral form. Yeats’s version of this would of course be the gyres.
^31	  This notion of the cycle of constellations is based upon an observed astronomical phenomenon, the precession of the equinoxes as a result of the earth’s unsteady axis.
^32	  The trope of the mysterious book or piece of writing that contains cosmic secrets is common to Yeats, Joyce and Beckett. The most important of these are Yeats’s Speculum, Joyce’s ALP’s letter and the mathematical notebook in Malone Dies. In these examples, as in A Vision, the individual life and the universe, creativity and science, are tightly enmeshed.
^33	  In keeping with his anxiety about the flux he associated with relativity Yeats went through a phase of great admiration for Lewis’s Time and Western Man, writing ‘we are in fundamental agreement’ (Letters, 733) and ‘I like some people he dislikes but I accept all the dogma of the faith’ (734). However, he was disappointed with their meeting and quickly became more ambivalent about Lewis’s work.
^34	  In fact, Yeats is wrong about relativity as a force of flux (although he is more accurate about flux in quantum theory), but in searching desperately for the shapeliness of Einstein’s theory he is often more correct about it than Joyce or Beckett; Einstein himself was always keen to emphasise that although relativity did away with many old assumptions, it was a coherent system in search of stable truths. The Einstein universe may be strange but, according to Einstein at least, it should not be chaotic.
^35	  A similar moment also occurs in Finnegans Wake III.4, where HCE and ALP’s lovemaking appears silhouetted against the blind in patterns of light and darkness, quickly gaining cosmic status: ‘O, O, her fairy setalite! Casting such shadows to Persia's blind! The man in the street can see the coming event. Photoflashing it far too wide. It will be known through all Urania soon’ (583.16).
^36	  A note to the poem acknowledges Maud Gonne’s influence: she attended Parnell’s funeral in 1891, and told him of ‘the star that fell in broad daylight as Parnell’s body was lowered into the grave’ (Variorum Poems, 834). This suggests that some of Yeats’s poetic early visions of disruptive and erotic stars in The Wind Among the Reeds (1899), which were written after this event, may spring from this moment where his muse, a political and historical crisis point and astronomy are linked. Yeats’s return to this moment in his late phase suggests that it had continued to inspire him.
^37	  In fact, Joyce emphasises this aspect of Yeats’s late work at the same time. In II.2 Yeats’s geometry becomes a diagram of ALP’s genitals, ‘the whome of your eternal geomater’ (296.31).
^38	  Both Plato and Aristotle proposed answers to the dilemma. Plutarch later emphasised its continuing importance for speculations about the origin of the universe in his Moralia.
^39	  These egg and bird images, particularly in the phrase referenced above, may function as a source for an amusing passage in the ‘revered letter’ chapter of Finnegans Wake: ‘Lead, kindly fowl! They always did: ask the ages. What bird has done yesterday man may do next year, be it fly, be it moult, be it hatch, be it agreement in the nest’ (112.9-11). Yeats perhaps also provides a potential source for some of ALP’s behaviour as the hen Belinda of the Dorans, who is seen as the discoverer of the letter which contains the secret of the universe of the Wake. It might also be a source of some passages in Beckett, for example, in Molloy, when Moran sets out upon his mysterious mission to locate Molloy he is more concerned about his grey hen (which cannot lay eggs) than about himself.
^40	  Salvadori and Schwartzman suggest that Joyce’s knowledge of these subjects was ‘relatively limited’ and that his science is entirely Newtonian (353), which more recent research has shown is not actually the case. Rice admits disappointment that Joyce’s poor performance in mathematics and science at school has led critics to ignore ‘the extent and subtlety of the influence of contemporary developments in the sciences and mathematics’ (9) on Joyce’s work.
^41	  Drouin’s detailed chart of Joyce’s reading in his recent unpublished thesis, which will be published as a book in Autumn 2012, shows in the early 1920s Joyce particularly followed The Times and The Observer, which carried some of the more comprehensive articles on the new physics, as well as some Irish and American papers such as The Irish Times and The Irish Statesman and The Chicago Tribune. Although the coverage of the new physics was more patchy in Irish newspapers than the English and American press, Ireland was well of Einstein’s cultural status (for example, in 1932 Einstein was invited to give a public lecture in Dublin).
^42	  This suggests that other modernists such as Pound and Eliot, both of whom were associated with the periodical, would also have had a privileged knowledge of developments in physics.
^43	  This connection is also stressed by Thaine Stearns, who shows that Joyce was a sympathetic reader of Marsden’s work and that they were part of a shared network of ideas (464). Stearns quotes a letter to Harriet Shaw Weaver in which Joyce writes: ‘I am sure that you are passing many valuable things through your hands in going through Miss Marsden's work and if I had sufficient energy to be lively about anything at present I should be as restless as a small boy outside a pantry thinking of all the nice little bits I could pilfer’ (Letters 272). 
^44	  By critics including Stephen Whittaker, Donald Davidson, Avrom Fleishman, Michael Groden and Keith Booker.
^45	  In his chapter on seeing things in the Wake, John Gordon suggests that a cosmological study of the Wake might be viable since Joyce applied ‘roughly speaking, cosmological theories’, though Gordon leaves this as the briefest of suggestions (259). There are also many examples of critics using the word ‘universe’ to describe the Wake, far more often than with most other books. The word is certainly an accurate description of the Wake, although in criticism the term is often used carelessly, without a corresponding discussion of why it is chosen over ‘world’, ‘book’ or ‘text’.
^46	  Duszenko has pointed out many examples of Joyce’s gleeful depiction of the fall of the Newtonian worldview in the Wake, such as a slightly sexual description of HCE as one who ‘thought he weighed a new ton when there felled his first lapapple’ (126.16-17), preceded by the word Albert (for Einstein?) and the later ‘Let's hear what science has to say, pundit-the-next-best-king. Splanck! –Upfellbowm’ (505.27-29), with ‘Splanck’ suggesting Max Planck (‘The Relativity Theory in Finnegans Wake’, 62-63).
^47	  This interest in limits and boundaries appears significant for Joyce’s later interest in relativity. Booker emphasises that ‘Modern physics is a physics of limitations’ and that both relativity and quantum mechanics are based on ideas of limits, in the sense of the limited orbits available to electrons in quantum physics and the way that the speed of light forms a limit in relativity (577). He goes on to argue that Ulysses is a novel of such limitations, particularly exploring limits of knowledge and language.
^48	  The mood of this passage is somewhat like that of II.1, the twilight games episode in Finnegans Wake (which we will discuss in the next chapter), which also presents a world in which scientific knowledge increases doubt, creating as many riddles as it solves. The strange power of the mathematical symbols also reminds us of the later Joycean coinage ‘aristmystic’, which he uses to criticise Yeats’s A Vision (though it also refers to Newton, ‘old Sare Isaac’s universal of specious aristmystic’, 293.31); as with this early mathematics in Portrait the word ‘aristmystic’ suggests arithmetic, the mystical and potentially the cosmic. There is of course something reminiscent of the Yeats of The Wind Among the Reeds about this passage.
^49	  These starry mathematical symbols on the page of Stephen’s scribbler might also be compared to the asterisks which at times appear on the page in Portrait itself and which are used to convey a leap in space and time or in narrative perspective (for example, after the transition from third person to first person narration in Chapter 5). (Scientists and mathematicians often refer to the asterisk as a ‘star’).
^50	  Later in the ‘Nestor’ episode of Ulysses, mathematics is seen to possess a vibrant, dancing life of its own ‘Across the page the symbols moved in grave morrice, in the mummery of their letters, wearing quaint caps of squares and cubes’ (2.155-156). The symbols write themselves into existence in the same way that Ulysses comes to almost ‘write itself’ when style becomes progressively more important. Stephen’s widening perspective is shown in that this later sum is not associated with his soul (as the sum in Portrait is), but with the ‘obscure soul of the world’ (159, my italics).
^51	  We have already discussed entropy in relation to Yeats’s early apocalyptic cosmic visions. Entropy is an older notion than the new physics: however, scientific popularisers such as Jeans continued to refer to it, attempting to determine the status of entropy in an expanding universe. Entropy seems to have been somewhat overemphasised by writers such as Jeans and Eddington; for example, Jeans’s The Mysterious Universe opens with a vision of ‘The Dying Sun’ and later the idea of a ‘dead’ universe (180). This is an understandable stance since entropy fitted with Christian notions of the Last Judgement but a cyclical universe could not. It also seems that such thrilling visions of the death of the universe and the ‘extermination of the human species, inevitable but impredictable’ (U.17.464-65) made such popular science books more marketable.
^52	  The chapter was written in Paris in 1921, after the eclipse expeditions of 1919; at this point the popular dissemination of relativity was well advanced.
^53	  In fact, Bloom’s sense of a universe being contained in human blood is close to an even later form of science, Mandelbrot’s chaos theory, since order is discovered within chaos and ‘finite forms contain within them the elements of infinity’ (Kuberski, 45).
^54	  As Jeans later wrote: the new physics emphasises the way that on the scale of being ‘human activities occupy a fairly central position in the scheme of the universe; the world of man lies just about half-way between the world of the electron and the world of the nebulae’ (Physics and Philosophy, 42).
^55	  After all, Yeats’s poem ‘The Song of Wandering Aengus’, which concludes with the line ‘And all the dishevelled wandering stars’ (CP, 55), is repeatedly quoted in Ulysses. 
^56	 We see similar manifestations of cosmic absurdity in the work of Yeats and Beckett. This seems a particularly appropriate solution because, as Thomas Nagel has pointed out, our sense of absurdity is already connected with the cosmic: ‘What we say to convey the absurdity of our lives often has to do with space or time: we are tiny specks in the infinite vastness of the universe; our lives are mere instants even on a geological time scale, let alone a cosmic one...’ (11-12). In Finnegans Wake the universe itself would become humorous as ‘solarsystemised, seriolcosmically, in a more and more almightily expanding universe’ (263.24-27, italics added). At other moments, characters seem to take on both cosmic and comic properties simultaneously, for example, when ALP and HCE’s clumsy lovemaking in III.4 is transformed into an astronomical event: ‘O, O, her fairy setalite!...It will be known through all Urania soon’ (583.14-16). Here, as we suggested, the centrality of humanity in the universe is restored but at the price of absurdity, with HCE and ALP both expanded and reduced by this technique.  
^57	  Philip Herring links this tendency with Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle, though without fully developing the potential of this argument. Patrick J. McCarthy nonetheless concurs in this assessment, arguing that although the style gives us the impression that everything is being described precisely, the sheer number of errors ‘suggest that a sort of artistic uncertainty principle is at work here and that no matter how many measurements we take and how many angles we view something from there will be some element of indeterminacy in every description’ (‘Unreliable Catechist’, 612). 
^58	  As Herring has pointed out of Molly’s buttocks in Ulysses, this diagram of ALP could potentially be an infinity sign or (Notes and Early Drafts, 52).
^59	  Though, much later, Beckett asserted that Joyce was ‘tending towards omniscience and omnipotence’, while he was working with ‘impotence, ignorance’ (cited in Dettmar, 612), the strange universe of the Wake does undo this sense of omniscience and omnipotence to an extent. As we will see in the following chapter on the complexity of light, Joyce is close to the limits of knowledge in his final work.
^60	  This is also the case with the unstable curved geometry of A Vision.
^61	  Also, despite these conflicts, Shem and Shaun nonetheless at moments (as with their assault upon HCE in II.3 through the retelling of the story of the Russian General) approach a unity like that of the space-time continuum.
^62	  Borg’s reference to ‘fusions and fissions’ interestingly credits the twins with atom-like properties, which they undoubtedly display elsewhere, as in II.3. 
^63	  Duszenko argues that since Johnny is always a little behind his fellows he most likely represents the added fourth dimension of time (‘The Relativity Theory’, 65). However, the presence of the donkey complicates this argument somewhat. The cliché of ‘donkey’s years’ suggests the ass might be associated with time, as does the fact that the donkey pulls the cart of the Four suggesting time and motion; also supporting this is the donkey’s role of narrator and story-teller in III.1 which suggests he might be linked with Shem. Anne L. Cavender considers that in the Mookse and the Gripes fable the ass is associated with the Gripes, suggesting that ‘The time/space identifications of the Mookse/Gripes map on to the oppositions of Shaun/Shem and can be extended to include the Four/the ass’ (675). The donkey could thus be the fourth dimension, with the four old men representing space. 
^64	  As we’ll see later, this version of Joyce’s time as heap or pile was perhaps later borrowed by Beckett as in The Unnameable he writes, ‘Time doesn’t pass, from you, why it piles up all about you, instant on instant, on all sides, deeper and deeper, thicker and thicker, your time, others’ time’ (‘The Trilogy’, 446-447).
^65	  This lack of distinction between past, present and future is reflected in Joyce’s grammatical tenses; as with “will had been having” (143.12) or “willbe isnor was” (236.28).
^66	  This curvature of space was Einstein’s explanation for the phenomenon of gravity. 
^67	  Jeans explained these puckers in space-time in The New Background of Science (132) and elsewhere.
^68	  Supporting the connection between scientific discourse and this passage, Rabaté suggests that it may be sourced in the opening of Russell’s The ABC of Relativity (which describes the movement and flux of matter) and that the section ‘shift[s] from a cosmological relativity to a textual relativity: we start with a description of the changes in a time-space continuum in order to reach fluctuating “scriptsigns”’ (4). The section from 118.24–119.9 also goes on to discuss relativistic relationships between speed, light and writing, presenting writing as a race with the pen and paper as Aesopian ‘hare and turtle’, the script as ‘spurts of speed’ and the text informed by the ‘light of philophosy’.
^69	  At each stage of Shaun’s journey backwards in time in book III he is seen in astronomical terms: for example, in III.1 the ass blesses him by saying ‘now may all the blue-blacksliding constellations continue to shape his changeable timetable’ (405.9-11), in III.2 he is ‘amply altered for the brighter’ (429.13) and finally in III.3 he appears, as we have seen, on the barrow with cosmic aspects such as ‘creamtocustard cometshair’ (475.17). In this book, he is actually not merely space, as his journey is linked with paradigms of stellar and cosmic evolution.
^70	  Further, in a recent essay on the idea of space travel in William Empson, Katy Price emphasises that, partly due to the science-fiction of H. G. Wells, ‘Amid the shock of confrontation with alien life, the Edwardian adventurer will invariably think of ants’ (117).
^71	  The hen is also, as we argued in our discussion of Yeats (who also imagines himself as a bird several times in his later work), associated with the universe by means of the cosmic egg and also through the chicken-egg riddle. 
^72	  Essentially, this meant dividing by zero. Einstein abandoned the cosmological constant after proofs were offered of an expanding universe; he called this idea the ‘biggest blunder’ of his life (quoted in Gamow, 44). The idea remained a topic of scientific debate for some time however and Eddington continued to use it.
^73	  Joyce gives Shem, Shaun and Issy other names in this chapter, as Glugg, Chuff and Izod; however, in this discussion I will refer to them by their more common names since I will be contrasting II.1 with other parts of the Wake.
^74	  This connection between light and word is supported by Joyce’s sense that ‘flash becomes word’ (267.16).
^75	  This measuring of the spiral nebulae took place in order to prove an expanding universe, as suggested in 1927 by the Belgian physicist Lemaître and the Dutch astronomer De Sitter. A displacement towards the red was found in the light of stars in spiral nebulae, which proved that they were receding at great speed, thereby implying an expanding universe. As we’ve seen, in II.2 Joyce references this latest research in his allusion to the ‘more and more expanding universe’ (263.26).
^76	  As we saw in the introduction, the more contentious nature of quantum mechanics meant that it was popularised much more slowly.
^77	  Given to Johannes Stark, Niels Bohr, Francis William Aston, Karl Siegbahn.
^78	  The last example of this usage given by the OED dates to 1906. The OED also lists examples of its usage by Tennyson and Robert Louis Stevenson, where Joyce might well have encountered it.
^79	  Even before the Wake, in a letter Joyce refers to the ‘tranquilising spectrality’ (LI, 175) of the ‘Ithaca’ and ‘Penelope’ episodes of Ulysses and we are unsure whether he means that these chapters are somehow ghostly or whether he means to involve light and the spectrum. Further, when the ghostly apparition of Rudy appears to Bloom in ‘Circe’, Joyce seems to be playing on contrasts between rainbow colors and white light: for example, his suit has ‘diamond and ruby buttons’ and he holds an ivory cane topped with a ‘violet bowknot’ (16.4965-67). Other rainbow colours are given to the earlier encounter with the ghost of Stephen’s mother, who wears ‘faded orangeblossoms’, with her face ‘green’ and her eye-sockets ‘bluecircled’ (4158-4160), while Buck Mulligan looks on in puce and yellow clothing. Here, ghosts, the past and the rainbow seem emphatically linked.
^80	  In this section, alongside the spectrum, we get some interesting play on ‘the charge of a light barricade’ (349.10) and Tennyson’s ‘Charge of the Light Brigade’, thereby linking a past moment and a powerful source of light, perhaps linking to the relativistic idea that the past was preserved in travelling light rays and that a suitably distant observer (say, on distant planet) would see our past, including moments like the battle of Waterloo, in his present, due to the delay of the light-ray. As light preserves the past, so does writing, as we see in this section where Joyce generates an image of the Crimean War. In fact, the ‘etym’ likewise preserves the past meanings of words in the present; Joyce’s splitting and reforming of words and etyms in the Wake functions to draw out latent meanings (as the splitting of the atom aimed to discover its hidden contents), involving both the past and present of language.
^81	  The connection between the Prankquean and Issy is reinforced by her repeating of a version of the Prankquean’s riddle in II.1: ‘How do you do that lack a lock and pass the poker, please?’ (224).
^82	  This works in a number of ways, particularly in terms of a discussion of light, for example, the word ‘chiaroscuro’, which, as we shall see, is important for the spectroscope passages in II.1, first appears in I.V (107.29). Moreover, it is suggested that the letter’s intention ‘may have been geodetic’ (114.15): this ‘geodetic’ referring on one level to the geodesic lines that are the curved routes taken by light through space-time.
^83	  As we have seen, Cook has pointed out the ways in which women are associated with riddles and enigmas, as with the Sphinx or Mother Nature (89-90); this certainly applies to the Wake.  HCE’s participation in this type of female mystery is indicated by the reference to his sin as the ‘sphinxish park’ incident (324).
^84	  Margot Norris suggests that throughout Joyce’s work ‘points to only one thing: desire’ (‘Joyce’s Heliotrope’, 3). Previous occurrences of the heliotrope in Joyce are associated with light and appear both sexual and celestial. The heliotrope occurs several times in Joyce’s work: in ‘The Dead’ Gabriel Conroy, among memories of courtship which ‘burst like stars upon his memory’, recalls a heliotrope envelope sent to him by Gretta. In ‘Nausicaa’, after the heavenly display of the fireworks, Bloom wonders briefly if Gerty’s scent (a love signal between them) might be heliotrope: two or three paragraphs later there is a reference to the light signals of the Bailey lighthouse and then the rainbow (306-308).  The most interesting reference is in ‘Oxen of the Sun’, which seems to prefigure its mysterious role in Finnegans Wake, as it describes the veil of an ideal celestial female conflating Molly, Milly and Martha: ‘It floats, it flows about her starborn flesh and loose it streams emerald, sapphire, mauve and heliotrope, sustained on currents of cold interstellar wind...writhing in the skies a mysterious writing’ (14.338). Here, as in II.1, we get an image which holds the cosmic, sexuality and writing in one starry, (almost!) rainbow-coloured apparition (we might also note the reference in the same passage to the constellation as ‘a queen among the Pleiades’, meaning that it shares a celestial locus with Issy). 
^85	  The term ‘complementary’ may refer to more than colour here. The complementarity principle is a basic principle of quantum theory which describes contradictory effects such as the wave-particle duality: given Issy’s doubleness throughout the book and her association with light here, the interpretation is not unlikely.
^86	 This is in contrast to space-orientated Shaun, who later reads colour effectively, looking through his ‘eroscope’ and identifying Issy ‘by her way of blabushing’ (blushing) (431.14-17). We might note that as with Shem’s ‘eyetrompit’, both hearing and sight are confused in this ‘eroscope’, which combines the erotic with the ear. 
^87	  Issy’s potential desire for Shem is also reflected in the Victorian language of flowers (the rainbow girls are flowers as well as colours) where the heliotrope signified devotion, as Joyce would have known from researching Ulysses, which frequently refers to floriography.
^88	  For a reading of Issy’s femininity in relation to the Dantean Galeotto story in this passage, see James Robinson’s article, ‘Nuvoletta and the Dantellising Peaches: Dante, Femininity and the Poetic Intertexts of Issy in Finnegans Wake’ (forthcoming in Joyce Studies Annual 2012).
^89	  The siglum which represents Shem is not unlike the ‘c’ which in physics represents the constant speed of light.
^90	  In this, he is like Joyce himself: for example, in Joyce’s correspondence we frequently see phrases such as, ‘I can write but cannot see well what I write or read’ (Letters, III, 125).
^91	  As Patricia Waugh has pointed out in ‘Revising the Two Cultures Debate’, quantum physics potentially ‘suggest[s] a collapse of distinctions between aesthetic and scientific knowing’ (42). However, she ultimately stresses the uniqueness of literary knowledge as it can bring scientific doubt ‘back...into a relation with our human situation’ (59). I would suggest that Joyce emphasises this relation in Finnegans Wake, as the text constantly shuttles between cosmic and human scales, both of which are undermined by doubt.
^92	  To give just one important example, in Dream, Beckett compares his ideal aesthetic with both the difficult music of Beethoven and with the difficulty of the atom: ‘The experience of my reader shall be between the phrases, in the silence…I think of [Beethoven’s] earlier compositions where into the body of the musical statement he incorporates a punctuation of dehiscence, flottements, the coherence gone to pieces…the notes fly about, a blizzard of electrons...And I think of the ultimately unprevisible atom threatening to come asunder, the left wing of the atom plotting without ceasing to spit in the eye of the physical statistician (139).
^93	  For example, the London Beckett Seminar is currently running a series of sessions on the theme of Beckett and Science. So far sessions have mainly focused on medicine and neuroscience, although there are further sessions planned. Chris Ackerley’s Beckett and Science, forthcoming with Continuum later this year, will look at the scientific notes from the 1930s in relation to Beckett’s later aesthetic of uncertainty. 
^94	  For example, contemporary popularisers such as Eddington and Jeans emphasised not only the vast distance of the stars from the earth, but also the vast distances which separate each individual star: stars, according to Jeans, ‘travel through a universe so spacious that it is an event of almost unimaginable rarity for a star to come anywhere near to another star’ (Mysterious Universe, 11). 
^95	  The comparison of stars and biscuits is, surprisingly, shared with Eddington’s 1929 Astronomy and Cosmogony, where he compares the shape of a certain type of nebulae with biscuits and imagines a model of the universe made from 50 tons of biscuits (14).  
^96	  These zones of Murphy’s mind may allude to Yeats’s listing of different kinds of light in his early poem, ‘He Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven’; ‘Had I the heavens' embroidered cloths, / Enwrought with golden and silver light, / The blue and the dim and the dark cloths / Of night and light and the half-light’. This might seem unlikely but is perfectly possible as the Irish Revival is everywhere in Murphy: Austin Ticklepenny parodies Austin Clarke, Miss Carridge reads George Russell’s The Candle of Vision, while Murphy’s horoscope almost certainly parodies Yeats’s occult interests and A Vision. In Demented Particulars, Ackerley points out several echoes of Yeats’s other poems in the novel, although he omits this potential allusion. According to Daniela Caselli, these zones may also relate to the tripartite Dantean cosmos (Inferno, Purgatorio, Paradiso) but with the values reversed so that the infernal dark is Murphy’s paradise (88). 
^97	  Of course, it is also possible to over-estimate the degree of patterning of the novel: for example, Kennedy points out the importance of the theme of time and of the astronomical imagery, but goes too far in providing complex celestial analogies for each character. (Although we could perhaps accept her reading of Celia as paralleled with the moon, by the time we start seeing Mr Kelly as Helios, Neary as Arcturus, Ticklepenny as Sirius and Cooper as Arctos we start to sense that she may have gone too far).  
^98	  There is also a passage of notes on the collision of spheres from George Minchin’s 1900 textbook The Student’s Dynamics.
^99	  For example, in the facsimile of the Dream Notebook, Beckett lists the three types of nebulae (planetary, galactic and extra-galactic), noting ‘Galactic nebulae (explaining coal-sack in Milky Way)’ and ‘Extra-galactic nebulae. Spiral form, like candle-light seen through horn’ (note 1052).
^100	  Though, as we have seen, Yeats intensely disliked the Newtonian worldview, Beckett here associates Yeatsian geometry with Newton. This is perhaps understandable since Yeats himself was ambivalent about the deterministic implications of his philosophy, which would have seemed far more pronounced to a sceptical observer like Beckett.  
^101	  Flaubert escaped Beckett’s critique of realism but these notes show that for him Flaubert was the exception to this problem of mechanistic narrative because he allowed ‘authentic complexity’ (25) and confusion into his work.
^102	  As a result of the overuse of this image in Victorian science, popularisers of the new physics routinely challenged it: for example, in The ABC of Relativity, Russell writes that ‘The apparent simplicity in the collision of billiard balls is quite illusory’ (7). James Jeans’s refusal of these Newtonian patterns was even more damning: ‘In the same way, the physicists of a generation ago could not rest content with the x, y and z which were used to describe the pattern of events, but were forever trying to interpret them in terms of something concrete...And they assumed, or at least hoped, that it would prove possible to liken its ultimate constituents to such familiar mechanical objects as occur in looms, or perhaps to billiard-balls, jellies and spinning-tops, the workings of which they thought they understood’ (Physics and Philosophy, 9).
^103	  This is not to say that either Jeans or Eddington removes the idea of God’s design from their cosmology (after all, Eddington was a devout Quaker), but they rather allow for chaos and chance to be present in the process of the universe.   
^104	  In Beckett’s later play, Rockaby, another rocking chair violates the laws of physics as the chair is seen to rock on its own, without assistance from the woman sitting in it (Complete Dramatic Works, 431-443). 
^105	  As many critics, including Samuel Mintz and Hugh Kenner, have pointed out, the relation between Murphy’s mind and his body is more Cartesian than Berkeleyan, unlike the main characters in The Trilogy. However, if we recall Beckett’s rough handling of Descartes in ‘Whoroscope’, then we could argue that Murphy’s closeness to Cartesian philosophy is another flaw in his view of the cosmos. (After all, in ‘Whoroscope’ Beckett takes pains to depict Descartes rejecting Galileo’s manifestly correct heliocentric worldview).
^106	  We cannot be certain whether Beckett was aware of Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle at the time of writing Murphy: Reuben Ellis suggests that Beckett may have read one of Heisenberg’s books, but does not provide any evidence (120). Funnily enough, although Beckett may not have been aware of this principle, Heisenberg himself was aware of the Beckettian absurdity of the new physics: ‘I remember discussions with Bohr...and I repeated to myself again and again the question: can nature possibly be so absurd as it seemed to us in these atomic experiments?’ (177).
^107	  Interestingly, this ‘difficult music’ seems close to the description of the heavens from Dream: ‘The night firmament is abstract density of music...’. We could make the case that much of Murphy shows a struggle between visions of stars as spectacular system and imagining them as a source of creative music, just as the heavenly body of Celia is a source of ‘Music MUSIC MUSIC’ (252). In Molloy, Moran experiences the universe as heard, rather than seen, although all he hears is silence: ‘Yet only then can you detect...the silence of which the universe is made’ (136). This conflict between two versions of the stars might thus involve struggles between sight and hearing, space and time (as with Shem and Shaun in Finnegans Wake). As we saw, the original root meaning of surd is deaf, which perhaps fits into this sense of ‘difficult music’. 
^108	  In the Dream Notebook, Beckett notes the importance of the Milky Way: ‘Milky Way is a stellar equator. Richness of starfield depends on galactic latitude’ (note 1050).
^109	  As Thomas Nagel puts it, ‘What we say to convey the absurdity of our lives often has to do with space or time: we are tiny specks in the infinite vastness of the universe; our lives are mere instants even on a geological time scale, let alone a cosmic one; we will all be dead any minute...Reflection on our minuteness and brevity appears to be intimately connected with the sense that life is meaningless; but it is not clear what the connection is’ (11-12).
^110	  Another potential counter to Murphy’s model of the stars is Mr. Kelly’s kite, which is described as being made from ‘an asterisk of sticks’ and with which he wishes to ‘measure the distance from the unseen to the seen’. Significantly, Mr. Kelly has an astronomical comparison for this measurement, thinking of it as giving a pleasure ‘in no way inferior to that conferred (presumably) on Mr. Adams by his beautiful deduction of Neptune from Uranus’ (280). (As we’ve seen, Beckett acquired this knowledge of the discovery of Neptune from Jeans). Murphy is in some ways twinned with Mr. Kelly (Celia’s encounters with Mr. Kelly and Murphy in Chapters 2 and 3 are intricately paralleled by Beckett: for example, they both ‘pinion’ her wrists) and Mr. Kelly almost suffers a fatal accident as a result of this experiment with the kite. But Mr. Kelly differs from Murphy in that he is interested in the ‘unseen’, meaning also the unknown, and is arguably therefore more prepared to encounter epistemological uncertainty such as that posed by the new physics. 
^111	  In Beckett’s later play, Endgame, we are invited to link a chess metaphor with the entropic, moribund universe that the play depicts. The key presence of the telescope and the clock among the very few objects that exist in play suggests that a cosmic reading of the play and its time would be tenable.
^112	  Beckett may well be playing here with associations between the lavatory chain and the determinist ‘chain of events’. 
^113	  Although Beckett sometimes objected to the critical renaming of these three linked novels as ‘The Trilogy’, this title continues to be used in Beckett criticism; in fact, in the second volume of Beckett’s correspondence we see him asserting the unity of the three works, writing that that ‘the three works must be regarded as forming one’ (291) and considering issuing them in a single volume with a single title. I will thus use ‘The Trilogy’ throughout this chapter for the sake of convenience.
^114	  For example, in Krapp’s Last Tape patterns of light and darkness dominate not only the staging of the play, with its stark contrast between the light on Krapp’s desk and the surrounding darkness, but also Krapp’s own memories, as with the white dog and black ball which he recalls playing with at the moment of his mother’s death (Complete Dramatic Works, 213-225). 
^115	  In fact, Rachel Burrows, Beckett’s former student, whose notes we discussed in the previous chapter, recalls Beckett’s early interest in artistic light, presumably acquired from Joyce, in ‘the clair-obscure’, as chiaroscuro, defining this as a narrative or artistic ‘light that comes in at one moment to leave the rest in shadow’  (28).  This interest is apparently connected with his distaste for Balzac’s mechanistic realist narratives as Burrows remembers that he quoted Gide’s judgement: ‘Balzac paints like David, Dostoevsky like Rembrandt’.
^116	  This article opens by emphasising the vastness of space and the crucial role of the speed of light in telescopy; discusses possibilities of life in other parts of the universe and the atmospheres of the planets in relation to their spectral light; offers theories of the origins of the planets and the possibility of other planetary systems and concludes that Venus (which Beckett was particularly interested in) may show a possibility of future life. 
^117	  ‘The Trilogy’ was written in French between May 1947 and 1949, then slowly translated into English. Beckett began Molloy in May 1947, Malone Meurt in November 1947 and The Unnameable in March 1949.
^118	  This essay features the important cosmic passage we discussed in the previous chapter, on art as ‘the sun, moon and stars of the mind, the whole mind’ (Disjecta, 94).
^119	  As we’ve seen, Joyce saw Leopold Bloom and Stephen Dedalus as a ‘double sun’ (Notesheets, 428) so Beckett already had a precedent for astronomical metaphors of character.
^120	  Here Beckett/The Unnameable is very probably playing on the fact that the word ‘disaster’ is etymologically related to the stars and their astrological influence on human life. 
^121	  For example, in Beckett’s More Pricks story ‘Dante and the Lobster’, the difficulty of Dante’s cosmology is highlighted as Belacqua finds himself ‘stuck in the first of the canti in the moon’, pondering the ‘enigma’ of Beatrice’s explanation of lunar craters (3).
^122	  Molloy also blends together the sea and night-sky in this strange story as ‘They turned toward the sea which, far in the east, loomed high in the waning sky’ (5): the heavens seem linked with the flux of the sea, which was associated by other modernists with the more chaotic world of relativism (for example, as we’ve seen, Yeats expressed his horror that in relation to modern science humanity became ‘no hard bright mirror...but a swimmer or rather the waves themselves’(‘Preface’ to Fighting the Waves, Explorations, 373)).
^123	  Even the movement of this light is strange, as light is not known to ‘eddy’ – the word more often refers to swirling water. 
^124	  Interestingly, the passage on this object continues with a discussion of the creative power of irrational numbers or surds (which we discussed in Murphy): ‘For to know nothing...that is when peace enters in, to the soul of the incurious seeker. It is when true division begins, of twenty-two by seven for example, and the pages fill with true ciphers at last’ (69).
^125	  These notes also appear to have influenced a discussion of the rainbow and the spectrum in Dream as Beckett writes: ‘On the crown of the passional relation I live...at rest above the deep green central flowing falling away on either hand to the spectral margins, the red solitude and the violet solitude, the red oneness and the violet oneness; at the summit of the bow, indifferent to the fake integrities, the silence between my eyes, between you and me, the body between the wings’ (28). In contrast to Joyce, who chooses the limits of the spectrum as a ground for the exploration of the unseen, here Beckett seems to choose ‘the deep green central’ zone of the spectrum, which is associated with connection. This green is a potential link ‘between you and me’, perhaps between author and reader, as opposed to the extremes of red and violet which are associated with ‘solitude’ and difficulty. However, later, due to the increased isolation and interest in the unknown of Beckett’s characters in ‘The Trilogy’, they seem to exist more in the red and violet areas of the spectrum.
^126	  We are again reminded of the Nagel’s discussion of the cosmic and absurdity, which we discussed in the previous chapter: ‘What we say to convey the absurdity of our lives often has to do with space or time: we are tiny specks in the infinite vastness of the universe; our lives are mere instants even on a geological time scale, let alone a cosmic one; we will all be dead any minute...Reflection on our minuteness and brevity appears to be intimately connected with the sense that life is meaningless; but it is not clear what the connection is’ (11-12).
^127	  As Rabinowitz puts it, ‘Spatial movement implies movement in time, and on still another level Beckett’s heroes can be thought of as travelling through the moments of their lives’ (44). The strangeness of these characters journeys, their time and their experience of light can thus be considered in a relationship to each other. 
^128	  As we’ve seen, in Endgame, Clov thinks of the process of time through the image of the heap; Daniel Albright connects the strange time of Happy Days and the heap in which Winnie is buried with relativistic temporality (78-79).
^129	  The fact that he explains his disrupted temporality as a doubtful vision, rather than an experience of time (he ‘seems to see’ himself), also suggests a connection between light and time.  
^130	  This distant glow is linked with the human lights of Bally, but Moran is not viewing anything so simple as the normal progress of night followed by a dawn; the fact that these lights suddenly go out, which the lights of a town do not do, requires us to see it as more of a cosmic event.
^131	  Interestingly, Molloy’s word ‘collapsing’ is later used by Moran of the disintegration of his own worldview: ‘what I saw was more like a crumbling, a frenzied collapsing of all that had always protected me from all I was condemned to be’ (167). The word ‘collapse’ is also used by The Unnameable of his hypotheses: ‘So they build up hypotheses that collapse on top of one another (426). 
^132	  Beckett later claimed to Ruby Cohn that a painting by Kaspar David Friedrich was the inspiration for Waiting For Godot (Knowlson, 378).
^133	  Later, in Beckett’s theatre, light is used to provoke apparitions and flashbacks into the past: for example, in Play, the speech of the ghostly figures in their funereal urns ‘is provoked by a spotlight’ (309), suggesting that they only really exist by means of this light. We see one of The Unnameable’s creations, Mahood, in a similar situation, as he is in an urn outside a restaurant which is ‘artistically illuminated from dawn to midnight’ (393) and there is some doubt as to whether he is living or a ghost (390-391). 
^134	  The star Sirius itself has also been associated with time historically, as the Ancient Egyptians famously based their calendar upon its movements.
^135	  As, of course, there are many possible versions of The Unnameable and his status is meant to be undecidable and unstable: on one level he is a writer-figure, on another an embodiment of suffering humanity, on another a soul in hell. In his puzzlement he even at times resembles the reader.
^136	  Aside from these grander visions of the cosmos, at times the absurdity and difficulty of light even reveals the ghosts of Beckett’s personal history, as the difficult light at the end of Molloy appears amid allusions to Beckett’s own past (including his old neighbours the Elsner sisters and their dog Zulu). 
^137	  In fact, a number of critics including Rubin Rabinovitz (Innovation in Samuel Beckett’s Fiction, 37) and John Fletcher (Samuel Beckett’s Art, 122) have pointed out similarities between Lousse and Homer’s sexualised enchantress, Circe, which gives Lousse an erotic power which is not always obvious on first reading.  This desiring power may also be cosmic as not only does Molloy have this powerful vision, but he also feels that while in Lousse’s house he is in a ‘in a cage out of time...and out of space too’ (55).  
^138	  ‘O, O, her fairy setalite!...It will be known through all Urania soon’ (583.14-16)
^139	  Further, in More Pricks than Kicks, Beckett compares an ideal of love with the action of a binary star: as Ruby dreams that love ‘should unite or fix her as firmly and as finally as the sun of a binary in respect of its partner’ (93).
^140	  Aside from Lemuel’s name and the theme of the voyage, Macmann and Lemuel are accompanied by a ‘misshapen giant’ (recalling the Brobdingnagians) and a ‘small thin man’ (suggesting the Liliputians) (322).  Further, interestingly, the fantastic and absurd changes of scale in Gulliver’s Travels were often used by scientific popularisers in order to explain relativity. Aspects of this closing scene, such as the image of the strange stars (for Dante these are the ‘holy stars’ of the southern hemisphere), the island and the mountain suggest the Purgatorio. The boat in which Macmann and Lemuel journey is like the one that carries the souls of the dead to purgatory, while Malone explicitly compares one of Macmann’s companions to Sordello (326). Further, as we have suggested, allusions to Dante’s ordered cosmos seem to be used deliberately by Beckett to foreground the disorder and absurdity of this vision.
